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Mrtieray. Lddger
Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, April 7, 1981

Cops

'Citizen' *
To Be
Honored
Who will it be? That question will be
answered on April 21 when the
Murray-Calloway•County.Chamber of
Commerce spotlights the "Citizen of
the Year"award presentation.
Since 1958, recognition of that person who has worked and contributed
to the betterment of Murray and
Calloway County has been named at
the chamber's annual banquet..
The recipient does not have to be a
member of the chamber": but must
reside in Calloway County. Recognition does not have to be based just on
this year but can be for an accumulation of effort.
Ballots to chamber members who
vote for the person of their choice
were mailed today, according to Dr.
Bill Wilson, Chairman of the. event.
Ballots are to be returned by Friday,
April 17.
Those . who have been named
"Citizen of the Year," in order, are
Vern Kyle, Dr. Ralph Woods, Hon.
Frank A. Stubblefield, Buford Hurt,
Judge Robert 0. Miller, Max B. Hurt,
—Hatt Hutiii, Eth, J ITICS F. Garrison, H. Glenn Doran, Robert Moyer,
Leonard Vaughn, Dr. Harry M.
Sparks, Dr. A.H. Koppermtl, Fred T.
Schultz, Joe Dick, Z.C. Enix,
Margaret Trevathan, Dr. C.C. Lowry,
Betty Lowry, Dr. Alice Pixley
Koenecke and Mike Gottfried.
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Daisy Wickoff, Ronald Craig Byrd

County Residents Die
In Separate Accidents
Two Calloway County residents,
Mrs. Daisy Wickoff, 83, Murray
Route 6, and Ronald Craig Byrd, a 17
•
year old Murray High School student,
died in separate automobile accidents
on Monday.
Mrs. Wickoff died at 12:15p.m. in a
two car accident at the intersection'of
Highways 94 East and 732, according
to Kentucky State Trooper Charles
Stephenson and Calloway County Coroner Tommy Walker.
The Calloway resident was a
MEMORIAL TREE - Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley, left, and councilman-- passenger in a 1976 model car driven
Loyd B. Arnold, right, assist Mrs. Holly Willis, widow of councilman Dave by Mrs. Mae Woodall Denny of Dexter
Willis, in planting a dogwood tree beside the Murray Sanitation Department Route 1. Her death was due to head.inoffice in memory of Willis. Willis, who served 10 years on the council and juries, according to Walker who prowas a member at the time of his death in February, served on the sanitation nounced her dead at the scene.
committee and later the public works committee 'which coordinates Also-injured in the accident were
Mrs. Denny who had bruises on her
sanitation department activities.
knees, and Ms. Sharon Mudd of 407

Curris Wins Another Round
thilotile With Some Re4ents
•

South Eighth Street, Murray. (lit
driver of the other car.• who W admitted to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital and is listed this morning
in satisfactory condition by the
hospital officials. .•
Trooper StephenSon said Mrs. Denny, going north on 732. pulled out into
the path of . the Mudd car,Th-- 197.1
model, going • east on Highway 94
East. He said the cars collided almost
headon.
The Murray High School student,
Byrd, died from injuries sustained in
a one car accident on the Purchase
Parkway, north of Mayfield and ' •
mile south of Kentucky 121. Hlrlody -was discoveied Monday at
9:30. a.m'. by employees of the Ken
tacky Highway Department as they
were cleaning the right-of-ways of the
parkway.
• Byrd,driving a 1975 model car, was
going north on the Parkway, left the
road, went through the hi diwa •
ence, an it a tree on the lefiside of
1119 car before he was thrown from the

vehicle, according to Trooper
Stephenson w hoa4so investigated the
accident.
The deputy coroner of Graves County pronounced by rd dead at the scene.
Officials said he had been reported,
missing early Sunday morning by his
father, Bobby Byrd of Mayfield.
Shortly after completing his investigation of the fatal accident at the
intersection of Highways, 732 and 94
East on Monday. Trooper Stephenson
was calla again at 1:40 p.m. to the
same intersection to investigate
another traffic collision.
Cars involved were a 1980 model
driven by Myena Roy of Cadiz Route
2, going east on Highway 04, and. a
1976 model driven by Elizabeth P.
Owen, Murray Route G. going north on
Highway 732 and turning left on
- Highway 94 to go to Murray, according to Trooper Stephenson.
' No injuries were reported but the
Owen car wa. • te.
.
See RESIDENTS:
Page 11, Column 2

1981 Co.0Icing School
Slated For Thursday

Murray State University president Woodall, to sit on the board at the some board members against him. Constantine W. Curris won another hearing.
Attorneys for the regents, which inround in his battle with ' some
It is this motion the writ of prohibi- cluded the local firm of Hurt
members of the school's board of tion) that was rejected Monday.
Haverstock and Jones as well as
regents Monday.
It was not learned immediately if Overby, had attempted to have
Monday,the appellate court affirm- the temporary losers would appeal to Keith's order blocked by both the
ed that Special Calloway Circuit the state Supreme Court.Curt of Appeals and the Kentucky
The 1981 snrir, Southern KItcnens Salon. Jun Adams IC
RLa •kiord..
Judge J. Paul Kelthhas ItIrtSdiCtIon in
The controversy over an attempt to Saprente Court prior to.the hearing on Cooking School is 1..oming to Murray House Gallery. Btgl&
•
',
BI K_
the controversy over Curris.
41111list Curris as president began Feb. 7. the- .charges. Both those attempts on TharlklaY, 'April 9. The cooking :-....Storey's, Carrico`
Paint, Save Way,
The Court of Appeals did not go into Following an executive session at a were turned back.
school is sponsored by' Progressive Granny's Porch, Murray. Sewing
April 7, 7 p.m., Visiting lecture the actual case - that is, it did not Feb. 21-22 meeting, the regents stripThe four regents who have con- Farmer magazine and The Murray Center, Otat•o, Juanita's,
series, Murray State University, uphold or overturn Keith's ruling that ped Curris of most of his presidential sistently supported Curtis' continua- Ledger
& Times.
Panhandler.
To Coast HardDepartment of Art,a lecture and slide four of the 10 regents were too biased power and preferred charges against tion as president are all now Cathy - -Huffstutler, a, native of -- - ware, Murray Appliance. and Murray
presentation focusing on contem- to participate in the board's hearing him. The vote on each case was 6-4. represented by individual attorneys. I
,c-(1s, Ala.l•is-prcigrarn Coordinator of 'Home & Autp.
poraryart given by art collectors Mr. about Curris.
Curris contended there was a con- Board vice-chairman Bill Carneal
, school, and -Linda' Ullian, -a
Appliances on the stage will be. pro.
and Mrs. James Morgan, Morgan
MSU attorney James, Overby has spiracy in advance on the part of hired his own counsel prior to the Florida native.
serves as home vided by: West Kentucky
Appliance.
Gallery, Kansas City, Mo., Room 423, been authorized by the board to apMarch 23, Circuit Court hearing and economist: .. .
-GOodyear. Murray Appliance. and
Price Doyle Fine Arts Building, open _peal that decision but he has not
regent Ed Settle was represented by
Huffstutler holds G degree in home Warn _FikiLis.
to the public, no admission charge.
revealed when such ay appeal .would.
individual -eounsel-at the,-heartnrorr--econwmcscaCtonTromt1ie1jniver-will be provided b% VViggins rur8:15 plff
aystire
-be filed. Overby was out of town today
charges against Curris March 28. sity of Alabama
and taught- home
Wind Ensemble Concert, Lovett and could not be reached for comSince that time, board members economics at the high school level- niture. A dining room table setting
will be provided by the Showcase and
Auditorium, open to the public, no ad- ment. Board chairman Ron
Charles Howard and Sara Page have before joining the cooking school. •
a
patio table setting and centerpieces
mission charge.
Christopher was also out of the city tofiled answers with the court that inUllian -graduated from Florida - will be provided by
Banner workshop, Murray Art day and attempts to reach ,him by - Ralph Durwood Lovett has an- dicate they are represented by . in- State -UniversiO, With a major in food
Guild.
telephone were unsuccessful.
oor.prtzes e 41. t lc)' _SP • _
nounced his candidacy for Calloway: dividual attorneys.
and -nutrition-She--has--served--as- a-The hearing eventually was held, County magistrate of District 2. .
sors
will also be given away-.
Also filed today, was an answer home economist at Florida State, the
and the board dropped six of nine
Lovett, a lifelong resident of - -from board attorney- Overby -to Cur- Florida..Exteasion_Serytce, and with Everyone who attends the two-hour'
charges against the president, voted Calloway County, was a supervisor ris' suit. That action was.filed by Brevard Hospital in Melbourne, Fla.- €""a4"'Show.
corn4-2 to dismiss the remaining charges with the Tappan Co.for 20 years. He is Overby on behalf of regents Mcgift bag containing a
Recipes will be prepared on stage pliinentin-y:
and gave Curris back his full powers.
cooking• school recipe book, as
Cuiston, Morgan, Woodall, West .and and several members of the audience. _ special
The anti-Curris regents sought a
wrIl
information and,.tips on food as
Clark.
will be invited onstage to sample the
preparation and entertaining from the
The regents are asking the court to dishes prepared.
A Murray man and a juvenile were writ of prohibition from the Court of
dismiss Curris' suit as well as the .inarrested early Monday morning by Appeals that would declare Keith had
Working with the home economist national sponsoc
junction previously issued which ban- will be the Calloway, County • Admission to the show, which
Murray city police in connection with no authority to have heard Curris'
will
ned the four members of the board Homemakers and students in .the begin at 7 p.m in l.ovett
the Sunday night break-in of the Jim- complaint. It requested five members
Auditorium
from participating in the hearing.
my Taylor residence, 311 S. 10th St., a of the board be enjoined from the
„ home economics department of Mur- , on the Murray State campus, is by
regents' hearing because of prejudice
Overby's answer also, points 'out ray State University.
police spokesman said.
ticket only. The tickets are free 'of
that Settle and Carneal are
Police charged both Roger Snyder, against Curris. Keith concurred with
National sponsors for the,spring charge and may be picked up at D & T
represented by their own attorneys show include Fruit-Fresh fruit pro- Food Warehouse, Ward-Elkins,
21, Route 8, and the juvenile with first- the complaiht On four of the regentsCoast
and that, along with Howard and tector, Kraft sandwich sivead, To Coast, Owen's, Big
degree burglary,the spokesman said. Bill Morgan, Jere McCuiston, Steve
John's.
Page, have indicated they do not wish Karo- corn syrup, Reese's peanut Juanita's Flowers, Harrell's
Snyder was lodged in the Calloway West and Terry Clark - but allowed
Farm &
to be represented by him, that his 'butter chips, Barna preserves -and Home. Dishes N Things,
County Jail under $5,000 bond, the the fifth regent named, Jerry
Bamboo
answer is not to be "construed as bin- jams.. Kraft Miracle - Whip salad Garden, Brenda's Beauty Sa1On,
spokesman said;The youth was placMtir- Barkley
Not
Surprised
ding on them." Averby'-i answer was dressing-, Wy tee:, inst.mtlatuiltun and .---ray---Applianne--- CO.,
ed in juvenile detention, he added. • se,
es
apparently filed prior to Howard and bouillon cubes, Hershey's cocoa, and Kentucky Appliance,
ItemS taken from the Taylor house Following Guilty Verdict
J-.- P: Nesbitt's,
Page enlisting attorneys of their own. Hamilton Beach slow cooker atilt_r_JGA- North and South, Blackford
included four guns and two compound
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - State
"I'm very pleased with the Couiiol blender.
bows,the s- pokesman said-.
House Gallery, The Flower Basket,
Appeals decision and hope that the
In a related arrest, Kerry "Fatcat" Agriculture Commissioner Alben
Door prizes will be given away dut- Wiggins Furniture,P. N. Hirsch, Nluruniversity can now turn its full atten- ing the cooking school. These prizes ray Home & Auto, Begley s,
Higgins, Marshall County, was charg- Barkley II says he was not surprised
Carrico
tion to the many ressing Thatters will be furnished by:.
ed with knowingly receiving stolen by a Personnel Board decision finding
Weal Kentucky Paint, Big K. Storey's, Save Way.which confront us," Curtis said Mon- Appliance, Showcase, J. P. Nesbitt's, Granny's Porch, Murray'
property." He was placed in the Mar- him guilty of sexual harassment and
Ralph D. Lovett
Sewing
day.
shall County Jail, also under $52800 discrimination.
Dishes N Things,- Brenda's Beauty Center:, Otasco and Goodyear.
engaged
part-time
in
tobacco
farm"The results...were totally anbond.
•••
No merchandise has been ticipated," Barkley said Monday ing. .
He
is
married
to
the
former
Freda
recovered but police are continuing night. "I expected them to do exactly
Robertson, and they have two
the investigation, the spokesman said. what they did."
Barkley and Doug Wheeler, daughters, Kathy Cleaver of Route 6,
From the Calloway County Sheriff's
Office, James Donald Thompson, 18, markets director in the Agriculture Murray,and Jennifer Embry of Mem1520 Kirkwood, was charged by of- Department, were found guilty of phis, Tenn. The Lovetts attend.
The Harding University Belles and
ficials this morning with theft by harassment charges filed by former Palestine United Methodist Church.
Beaux will present a musical show at
unlawful taking under $100, a sheriff's department employees. Charges were
8 p.m. Thursday, April 9, in the third
official said.
dropped against a third man, food
floor theatre in the . new University
Thompson allegedly took 22 cases of distribution director Gerald
Center on the Murray State Universisoda pop from the Murray-Calloway Deatherage, although he was ordered
ty campus.
County Country Club, the official said. to make a written apology.
This year's show takes the audience
The board's decision came after
Bond was set at $1,000, the official
Spring is the time to start a garden. on tour through 100 years of American
almost 24 hours of deliberation which
said.
Terry Rule, 19, Route I, previously stemmed from a four-day hearing. But gardeners and all other diggers music, featuring the sounds of
had been arrested on the same charge
Barkley, Wheeler and Deatherage are asked to make a telephone call Stephen Foster, the early 1900's, the
Roaring '20's, the Gershwins, the Big
in connection with the incident, the of- were charged with sexually harassing before they begin.
Murray residents digging holes for Band Era, the '50's and '60's and
ficial said.
Ann Hester, 25, and Barbara ArmThe soda pop was reported missing strong, 30, both of whom now work in gardens, fence posts swimming pools many of today's hits.
During its 22-year existence, the
or new house foundations may acApril 2.
other areas of state government.
cidentally cut underground utility Belles and Beaux troupe . has
Two Sections-22Pages
lines. Severed lines can result in presented hundreds of shows at home
telephone service, electric power or and abroad.
other utilities being out of order in a
The members of' the group, chosen
Aces
12
residence or in a number of by audition from the two -choruses at
Building Page
5
neighborhoods.
Harding University, Searcy, Ark.,
Mostly fair and mild tonight
Classifieds
12, 13
-"To prevent interruptions in elec- work hard to develop an exciting,
Comics
12 'with low in the mid to upper 50s.
tric, gas, water or telephone,seryiee, entertaining and optimistic presentsCrossword
12 ' Partly cloudy with a chance of
diggers shotild call
Kentucky lion of popular songs and comedy.
thunderstorms Wednesday with
Dear Abby
3
Underground Utility Pretection
The group has appeared throughout
hig,h in the lower 70s.
Deaths &Funerals
11
Center," Marvin Orgill, district the United States, performing in
Dr.Lamb
3
manager, said. Personnel at the many of the country's major cities
Lake Levels
Garrott's Galley
4
center will locate all underground from Los Angeles to Boston.
TO APPEAR - The Harding University Belles and Beaux will present
Lake Barkley
357.80
Horoscope
lines on any property.
3
The group also is in constant deKentucky Lake
Inside Report
357.70
4
"The center has been..nicknamed mand for presentations to schools, A musical show at 8 p.m. Thursday. April 9, in the third floor theatre
Local Scene
niversity_Center at Murray Slate
2,3
BUD LO remind you to call Before U civic clubs, profesgional or
*,
• - of the U
Opinion Page
IN-,- he- said. The center's 14-1141--ree Wasand other groups.
in 1976 tO Europe.
holds -a master of music education
Sports
9.10
number is 1-8007524007.'
The singers have made seven
Dr. Cliff-Genus III is the director of 'degree froM North Texas State
Cooking School
Contractors also should call this overseas tours for USO, the most re- the Belles and Beaux. An associate
8 pages
University and a doetcirof musical
number before digging or blasting.
cent being in 1075 to the Far East and professor of music at Harding, Ganus arts from Colorado University.

Gallery Of
The Arts

Lovett Announces
Candidacy For
District 2 Magistrate

Three Charged
After Break-In At
Taylor Residence

Harding University Group Sets Show

Belles; Beaux To Ghie Musical

Residents Asked
To Make Phone
Call Before Digging

inside today

today's index

fair and mild.

•

4

'

:

•

.4
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Tuesday,April 7
Tuesday, April 7
Gladys Williamson Group
Spring Week activities will
af Sinking Spring Baptist include coffee house,
Church will meet at 7:30 amateur night and movie at
p.m. at the home of Vicky Murray State University.
Willoughby.
Exhibit in graphic design
Alcoholics Anonymous will • by Keith Hall, Crestwood,
meet at 8 p.m. at the west - will open at the University
end of the-Livestock and-Ex, Center Gallery, Murray
posi ion en r:
tate University, and will
continue through April 19.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforConcert by Murray State
mation call 753-5995 or
University Wind Ensemble
4385.
will be at 8:15 p.m. at the
Lovett Auditorium.
Singles Class of Seventh
and Poplar ChurCh of Christ
Wednesday,April 8
is scheduled to meet at 7
Homemakers Clubs will
p.m. at the church building.
meet as follows: Pacers with
Maxine Scott at 9:30 a.m.;
-Murray TOPS (take off Pottertown at Colonial
pounds sensibly) Club will House Smorgasbord at 10
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health g.m.; New
Concord with
Center.
Mrs. Ed Davis at 1 p.m.;
South Pleasant Grove with
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for
Girls will meet at 7 p.m. at
Lynn Grove United
the lodge hall.
Methodist Church Women
will meet at 2 p.m.
Annual awards banquet of
Murray State Agriculture
Goshen United Methodist
Club will be held at 7 p.m. at Church Women will meet at
the Colonial House 7 p.m. at the church.
Smorgasbord.

Tuesday,April 7
Murray Preschool
poration will have
house from 7 to 9 p.m,

Tuesday,April 7
Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the ..,club
house. Dr. Ray !afield is the
Second session of church scheduled speaker.
• wide mission study of -The-Latin Americans'' will be at
7 .m. at the Hazel United
KaDDa Department of
Keith Heim to show slides of
Mexico and seven -South

AND THE
BEST GUY •
ON THE
TEAM
IS A GIRL

Blood pressure will be
checked for the Senior
Citizens at the Hazel Center
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Lunch
will be served at 11:45 a.m.

AMERICA IS GOIN COUNTRY
and SHE'S IN IT HIP DEEP
BUT GOOD'
EVERY WHICH WAY

pat TOPOstt,

TOUR ,or

Holiday Hookers
LOWS MOM,

s•••6,...PT
••••••41110.1.0*.

Ulm

Mod animals
ortraragania,

WALT DISNEY

THE
ARISTOCAT

Central Shopping Center
Arcodio St.

• Hwy 641 &
`

Mon Tues 9 00 6 00
Wed ,Thurs Fr( 9 06-6 00
Sun I 00-800
4••4 TY.* 11•• ApHI I IM

SALE
SC-SOLID COLOR
BRIGHT YARN

BOUCLE

ACETATE IS istYLON
MACHINE WASHABLE
REG $399—NOW.

ISO°, POLYESTER

POLYESTER E. COTTON

STRETCH PRINTED
TERRY
VOILES

HUGE SELECTION
SOLID COLORS
60 WIDTH
MACHINE WASHABLE
REG $399—NOW '2

SOFT SHEER EASY TO
CARE FOR PRINTS
FOR SUMMER FASHION
KS" WIDTH
REG $299—NOW '2

109.09~%.1.11%6%6W
ALL C , TTDi

NATURAL
MUSLIN
FOR FASHION
CRAFTS, GUILTS. ETC
REG 99e YD
NOW 50C
YID

KNITS-KNITS
KNITS-KNITS
5299 TO $499 QUALITY
POLYESTER SOLIDS
& FANCIES
TO 4 YARD LENGTHS
EVERY DAY PRICE SI SO

SOLID COLOR

GAUZE

HARD FINISH
BRUSHED

POLYESTER & COTTON'
LIGHT MEDIUM
& DARK BLUES
REG
i399 5699
NOW
YO

•

MACHINE WASHABLE
MEG 69* YD.
NOW Yt PRICE

Carol Poe Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet with Mrs. Larry.
Ragsdale at 6:30 p.m.
Legion of Mary will meet
at 10:40 a.m. at St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
Harding University Belles
and Beaux will present a
show at 8 p.m. on the third
floor of the theatre at the
University Center, Murray
State University. This is free
and open to the public.
"Lu Ann Hampton Laverty Oberlander" will be the
play presented by the Murray State University
Theatre, Fine Arts Center,
at 8 p.m. Admission is $.3 for
adults, $1.50 for children,
and by season ticket.
EGG CRACKS
To seal the cracks in eggs
on the boil, add vinegar to
the water.

Hamburger

& Chopped Steak
Special!

Onls

1.O9

$

with garlic bread

inside dining onls
inside dining onh

Free Refills on Drinks

Free Refills on Drinks

WEDNESDAY
4-10 P.M.
You Can't Eat This Good
At Home For This Price

•AN Flat Top t Electric Guitars
*Electric Basses

Hurry In
To Our Annual
Inventory Clearance

Eggstravaganza

.„„

DRESS 11. BLOUSE
WEIGHT WHITE AND
COLORS
. AV—MACHINE
WASHABLE
REG

49

N2
09
S: $1
VD
/
1
2 PRICE
rialIPLAWMIPW1
POLYESTER & COTTON

FABRIC BONANZA

FROM THIS HUGE ASSORTMENT YOU CAN
SEW FOR PLAYING-SLEEPING LOUNGING
DRESS UP-DECORATING-CRAFTS, ETC
HERE ARE A FEW
THIS STORE HAS
REPRESENTATIVE
MOST OF THESE
PLUS MANY MORE
TYPES
• 1NTEALocw KNITS
• WOVEN SHEERS
• DRESS PRINTS
• POLY Comrs
• NIGHTWEAR
• CHALLIS
FLEECE
SHEER KNITS
• DOUTILEHINOTS
• T SHIRT KNITS
• SWEATER KNITS
ORIGINAL PRICES

60 WIDTH IN SOLIDS.
STRIPES A OTHER FANCIES
REG. $299—NOW,

VAA

UMW
4W'
Weft

ELASTIC
USES
REG. 45' YD.

SO MANY

cooet9i•
)454C

PIMA
BROADCLOTH
WHITES PASTELS

INTERLOCK

IV—MACHINE WASH
IDEAL FOR OUILTS.
GUILT BACKS, SHIRTS
LOUSES. DRESSES.
CURTAINS. ETC

HIGH FASHION
PATTERNS
60—MACHINE
WASHABLE
NOW vi PIM

4.1061%.6.10wiriay4
ATTRACTIVE PRINTS
AND SOLID COLORS ;
‘
•14.

SWIMWEAR %X\•
FABRICS
:X4C14.
4
9
4421
CHLORINE RESISTANT
4I & 54' WIDTHS

REG S2 99$1

REQ

YD

1!

REG SS 99$1

PRICE

YO

SOLID COLORS AND FANCIES
MEDIUM AND HEAVY WEIGHTS
60" WIDTH—MACHINE WASHASLE
AEG 6299

NOW

REG 63.116

QUILT
BLOCKS

ave you received your
r. Gatti's Easter
oupon?
If not, get yours now and
get your chance at the Big
Rabbit...FREE pizza &
other prizes!

Ver

EVERYBODY'S A
WINNER!
(No Purchase Required)

The Best Pizza In Town!Honest.
hestnut

•Banjos

*Guitar String Sets
*Guitar Cords
*Gaiter Straps

FABRICS FOR EVERY NEED!!

WHITE IRO6I,CM4
POLYESTER
& RAYON

INTERFACING

Thursday,April 9
Mothers Day Out-will be at
9 a.m. at the First Baptist
Church.

Spaghetti
Special

3-28-81
New Concord; William J.
Douglas. Center will be NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Daugherty, 109 -.Cedar,
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Harper, baby boy (Gracie) Fulton; Mrs. Paula S. Colfor activities by the Senior Box 56, Dexter.
eman, Rt. 1,Dexter Sandy
, • baby girt M.Cotton, Rt.6, Mayfield.
(Taminie) 85 - roaCh - Perry Duane Adams, Rt:
1, ICirksey; Mrs. Dorothy L.
Overeaters Anonymous Estates, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Burkeen,314 Irvan, Murray;
will meet at 12 noon on the
Mrs. Dorothy E. Lefever, Oscar Wales Austin, Rt. 1,
second floor of the Baptist
716 Fairlane, Murray; Mrs. Fulton; C. Ray Harding, Rt.
Stiident Center.
Dorothy C. Warren, Rt. 1, 7, Mayfield.
United Campus Ministry Sedalia; Mrs.- Clovis L.
luncheon will be at 12:30 Brown, Rt. 4, Murray; Traci 3-30-81
p.m. at the Ohio Room, Rae Parker; 1707 Holiday,
NEWBORN ADMISIONS
University Center, Murray Murray; Mrs. Joan Lovett,„
Coleman, baby boy
-State—University, with Dr. Rt. 1, Benton.
(Patricia)
Rt. 2, Box 12A,
Daniel R. Blankenship, Rt.
Phillip Sparks as speaker.
Murray.
2, Hazel; Mrs. Nettie D. ArDISMISSALS
Weekly Wednesday for nold, 910 Sycamore, MurG. Baker, E5
Linda
United
Students
Returning
ray; Mrs. Lola A. Pace, Rt.
will be from 8 to 9:30 a.m. in 4, Benton; Henry F. Sykes, Southside Manor, Murray;
Room 101, Ordway Hall, Puryear, Term.; Mrs. Ruby Mrs. Beverly J. Boggess, Rt.
Murray State University. A E. Neale, 303 South Fifth 6, Murray; Mrs. Julia
Deneie Carr and baby boy;
seminar on Test Taking Street, Murray.
Rt. 7, Benton; Matthew C.
Skills will be held.
Lovett, A6 Embassy, MurFree,TB Screening_.Pro- 3-29-81
ray; Gary L. Emerine„.80xgram will be held from 10 " NEWBORN ADMISSIONS 444, Murray.
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Univer- Cook, baby boy (Louise-) Bill Edd Murdock, Rt. L.
Murray; Mrs. Lura Yvonne
sity Center, Murray State Rt. 2, Box 195, Benton.
'yatt, baby
boy Gibson, Box 9, Hazel; Mrs.
•'University.
(Gwenith) Rt. 1, Box 190, Frances R. Sanderfer, 612
Depot, Paris, Tenn.; Jessica
Murray Bass Club will Almo.
M. Lampe, Rt. 5, Murray;
-meet-at-6:30 p.m. at Sirloin
Mrs. -Kathy E. Reid, Rt. 8,
Stockade.
Benton; Leonard Ray Barrow, Rt. 5, Murray.
Mrs. Louise J. Weatherly,
204 Woodlawn, Murray;
Hugh E. Mann, 1515 Dudley,
Murray; Elbert 0. Alexander, Rt. 6, Murray; Dedo
B. Lloyd,8A Murray Manor,
Murray; Mrs. Gertie M.
Garland,609 Broad, Murray.
Mrs. Attie M. Hodges, 408
North Fifth Street, Murray;
Mrs. Vesta Sykes, Rt. 2,
Hazel; Clayton Fulton, Rt. 3,
Murray; Mrs. Dixie M.
Pogue, 509 South Seventh
Street, Murray; Eulus L.
Outland (expired) Almo.

Presents
the
1981

'1.99 To
'
4.99 YO
W0910101,0WWW~hriawdrwi
ALL COTTON
PRINTED POLYESTER
119661661LOWOUIRSIPL/91

Wednesday,April8
Thursday,April9
Ceramics Class for Senior
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women Citizens will not beheld this
will meet as follows: week.
Wednesday,April8
Calloway County Board of Wesleyan with Pattie Moody
Gamma Gamma Chapter
Health will meet at 7 p.m. at at 6:30 pin.; Ruth Wilson at
social hall at 7:30 p.m.
of Beta Sigma Phi Sorority
DeVanti's.
will meet at the home of
Pam Durham at 7:30 p.m.
Manabu Saito, Japanese
artist, will be at the Murray
Southern Kitchen Cooking
Woman's Club to show his
School, sponsored jointly by
print, Red Tulip,from 4 to 8
Murray • State, Progressive
p.m. This is a special fund
Progressive Homemakers Farmer magazine,Calloway
raising drive for the club
with the club to receive $10 of Club will meet at 7 p.m. at County Homemakers
each of the $20 prints sold. the home of Ethelyn Association, and The MurLoberger,, 1703 Parklane. ray Ledger & Times will be
The public is invited.
Members note change in held at 7 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium. The public is inStory Hours at 9:30 and meeting place.
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. will Dexter Homemakers Club vited and there is no charge.
be held in the meeting room will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Lecture by James Mapes
of the Calloway County Dexter Center. A potluck
Spring Week at Murray
for
the
Public Library instead of
lunch will be served at 12
Arts Annex so the children noon and a Stanley party State will be at 8 p.m. in the
may see the special art show with the public invited will University Center Ballroom.
This free and open to the
there.
be at 1 p.m.
public.
All-Campus Sing will be , Ellis Center will be open
Hazel and Douglas Centerl
held from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m. in from 10 a.m.to 3 p.m. for acbe open from 10 a.m.to 7
will
the Murray State University tMties by the Senior Citizens
p.m.
for activities by the
campus
Quadrangle with
with exercise at 10:30 a.m.,
Citizens with lunch at
Senior
organizations performing nutrition lesson by Clara
11:45 a.m. and at
at
Hazel
•
competitively.
Bramley at 10:30 a.m.,lunch
Douglas at 12 noon.
at 12 noon, and recreation at
Contemporary Art Sym- 12:30 p.m.
posium for National Gallery
of the Arts Week will be at Murray Chapter NO. 92
7:30 p.m. in the Eagle Royal Arch Masons will
Gallery, Fine Arts Center, meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray State University.
lodge hall.
Italian
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frames Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,APRIL 8,1981
What Wad of day will tomer- Mg geed times with loved
Mrs. George (Estelle)
row be? To Had out what the ones. Children are a source cif Gray has been selected by
dors saY. read the forecast loY• Romance and adventure the
Baptist
Kentucky
are on your agenda.
even for your birth &pi.
Women's
Missionary
Union
CAPRICORN
to serve on the STA RTEAM._
(Dec.22 to Jan.19) Afi
ARIES
You may work overtime
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Funded jointly by state
Act on your ideas now for now. Enthusiasm for an and natienal_WIVIU, the purgood results. Make important assignment keeps you on the pose
of the STA RTEAM is to
phone calls. Charm plus in- go. Family is supportive. Enmake
contact with every
pleasant
home
joy
life.
sight makes you quite effecAQUARIUS
Southern Baptist Church not
tive at present.
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
reporting WMU so that misTAURUS
Short trips have romantic sions education can be
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Favorable financial overtones. A neighbor may in- started through new WMU
developments should be kept vite you to a get-together. En- organizations.
te •
secret for the moment. You joy bobbies and capitalize on
The STARTEAM is part of
profit fram behind-the-scenes creativity.
PISCES
Woman', Missionary
connections.
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) XQ. Union's national enlargeGEMINI
Estelle Gray
You'll *rant to buy new ment plan which was formal(May 21 to June 20)
Take the initiative in plann- things for the home. Shopping ly launched in January. this campaign.
ing a social event. You're trips should be fun. Take ad- More than 150 women nationMrs. Gray has just returnpopular now and will meet vantage of bargains. Later,
wide will be participating in ed from a week-long meeting
with pleasant times and you'll enjoy romance.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
romantic opportunity.
flair for business and
CANCER
moneymaking, yet often you
(June 21 to July 22)
Don't let the cat out of the choose an artistic profession.
bag regarding a career mat- A tendency to scatter your
ter. A friend speaks in your energies, coupled with a
behalf. Career success is in dislike of routine, can delay
your progress. However, your
the offing.
drive for success is so strong
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. n) afft-tg
. that you won't be idle for long. DEAR DR LAMB
My my shoulders. have not used
Friends may want you to ac- You have executive ability father had a stroke with near- any Milk for a Icouple
of vedrs
company them on a trip. and are sometimes found on ly total paralysis on the left because I heard it was bad for
the
business
side
of
art.
Your
side. Being a professional per- arthritis Now I hear one
Others are very, helpful now.
You'll receive both good will organizing ability makes you son and having worked with should drink a lot of milk
at home in the corporate older adults. I wanted rehabil because it is good for bones
and good advice.
nation for him His doctor and could prevent arthritis. I
woiId.
would have placed him in a don't know whether I should
VIRGO
nursing home from the hospi- drink milk Could you advise
(Aug.23to Sept. 22)
tal since my mother could not me what is best for arthritics'
Seek long-term gains from
possibly care for him The
career moves now. You're
DEAR READER - Your
WYATT BOY
hospital wasted a month with
able to sell both yourself and
embraces several
Mr. and Mrs. Larry T. their rehabilitation program question
mistaken ideas First, many
yourproduct. Initiative brings
which
was
merely
of
range
Wyatt of Cadiz announce the
people call osteoporosis.
fine dividends.
motion exercises Why,
birth of a baby boy, Matthew city with two stroke r •in a- which is dissolving or rous
UREA
.n
n uni s. o octors not
.S —
adequate calcium intake does
send
pat,ientstojetiahilitatioa
Follow the lead of close ties pounds 7',4, ounces, born op confers - unles's the family ,.- 4tcrenae- pemottiff-ctlartee§"- "-'
now. You May plan a pleasure Thursday, March 26: at the requests it'' Most people don't of developing this condition or
trip together. Singles may Jennie Stuart Hospital, know the possibilities open to may help to Minimize it Milk
meet- someone from a Hopkinsville.
their loved ones.
distance. Enjoy companionWe spend billions on rehaThey have one daughter,
bilitation and who deserves it
ship.
Joy.
more than our older citizens
Grandparents are Mr. and who are all too soon thrown
SCORPIO
(Oct 23toNov 21)
Mrs. John E. Wyatt of Almo aside" Please ask relatives
work and Mr. and Mrs. William D. and friends of stroke victims
new
Begin
assignments,Cordiality leads Jeffcoat of Cookeville, Tenn. to demand rehabilitation as
soon as possible
to success on the job. You can
grandparents are, DEAR READER - I hope
raise needed capital now. Con- Great
-Mrs. Eva Wyatt of Atm everyone -who --reads— tfits
sulEwithloan officers. - Mr. and Mrs. C. C. McClure column takes good note of
SAGITTARIUS
your Justifiable complaint.
(Nov.21 to Dec. 21) SeatO of Murray, and H. V. Not every community has the
Take the initiative In plann- Wheeler of Fulton, Miss.
good fortune to have stroke

=.14

at Shocco Springs,
Talledega, Ala. During her
stay, she participated in intensive training sessions an
how to organize Woman's
Missionary Union.
She will be working in the
Soultiwestern Region of-Kentucky, contacting approximately 100 churches without
WMU. This voluntary work
will 'continue until October
1983.
A member-of First Baptist
Church, Murray, Mrs. Gray
serves as Baptist Women's
director. She is married to,
the Rev. George Gray,
manager of Jonathan Creek
Baptist Assembly, Hardin
Route 1, and they have two
children.

Go

The Story Hours on Wednesday, April 8, at the Calloway
County Public Library will be in the meeting room instead
tya,Ans, Annex,dueliLtho. Childresi!s- Art Show -no* orT —
display in the meeting room.
Story Hours are held each Wednesday at 9:30 and 10:30
a.m. and at 3:30 p.m. An children are invited to attend, a
library spokesman said.

BEDWETTE
R
DRY BED

7

LET THEM HAVE A

The greatest gilt you can give•bedwetter and the rest of the
family, too, is an end to this serious problem, and make no
mistake. bedwetting is serious. H can cause complicated psychological problems that last a lifetime. It's-so needless because bedwetting. when not caused by organic detect or
disease,can be ended.Send lor our free broch ure."Bedwetting
1 —What It's All About and How To End Ir, a report by two
medical doctors. No obligation.

"Equally Effective for Adults"
Mall to: PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL, LTD.

311 F,rst Street/Nekoosa, WI 54457 PARENTS NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

PMONE

Zt
AGE

Internbto,
S, Ltd 1978

rehabilitation centers but
when available they can do a
great deal to return a stroke
victim to a functional, enjoyable and meaningful life. Not
everyone can be totally rehabilitated but many can be
helrd enormously.

tie key - message-- iri bin—
letter is early effort and ,more
than just passive movement.

Patients who are left with a
speech problem should be
started on speech therapy as
soon as the victirb's condition
has stabilized, and that usually means within the first
week. Working the muscles
and even electrical stimulation of paralyzed muscles is
often helpful. ,
I have discussed in more

is
At over 1,000 Diet Center
locations across the U.S.
and Canada people ore
losing nearly 1,000,000
pounds every month.
Through sound nutrition
and private daily counseling, they are learning
how to lose weight and
keep it off, naturally. You
can lose 17 to 25 pounds in
just 6 weeks and that rate
of reduction can be
sustained until you reach
your ideal weight.

sla.
I
on-4411okt, 270,...,0.
At olu•,,ho
rt I .....v1.11
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I LOST 132POUNDS
My husband lost 60 pounds
And my daughter lost 19 pounds
LI

YOU CAN
DO IT TOO!

%JP

'

los AT THE tosi4t
geklt could change your hfe!

DIET
CENTER®

today I

•

No
No Shots
Drugs
No Contraicts

The Murray Preschool
Corporation will hold an
open 'house tonight Tuesday, from 7 to 9 p.m. in
Room I of the Early
Childhood Center on the
Muriay State University
campus.
Parents intending to enroll
their children in the
'preschool for the 1981-82
school year and all those interested in the program are
invited to attend. The board
of directors extends a
special invitation to the

Dresses MQ(teled,
Meet,
:It Recent
• llurrav High FHA

'you are a woman of
61, I would strongly advise
you-to obtain-at least a gram '''
of calcium a day, about the
amount in one quart of milk.

Members of the Murray
High School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of
America saw dresses from
The Showcase modeled at
the recent chapter meeting.
Bobbie Smith from thestore told about the dresses
and the -history - of- some -of
the fads.
Danna Shipley modeled
the dresses which included
several different styles from
an easy-going dress to wear
other places to a three-ring
or five-ring hoop skirt.'
Reports were given
ithy .Rol4erts.1,1n _degrees:
(jar sort Bob, who is 18, has been having and by Minna Shipley on the
sexual relations with his girlfriend, Terri, who is also 18. scholarship fund.
She's on the pill. I. spoke with -Bob and Terri openly about
this and told them I was opposed to premarital sex on
religious and moral grounds. I also knew that they would
Epoom..”m
,
continue, but I told them that they were not to bring their
sex into our home!
/dune
======
''''''''''''''
Last weekend my husband and .1 went out of town-and
asked our married daughter to stay at our house to look after
our dogs. When we returned _home, we were told that Bob
had sneaked Terri into his bedroom and she spent the night By 1960 more than 90
percent of U.S. homes
with him!
We told Bob we knew that Terri had slept at our home,and had television, but in
1950 fewer than 10
he said, "I am 18 and can do as I please."
Bob is basically a good boy. He doesn't do drugs and has percent possessed sets.
an average record in school. He is graduating in May and
we had promised him a new car. After last weekend, we
reversed our decision and told him if he can't respect our
wishes and our home, he doesn't deserve a new car.
My question: _Do you think we were justified to reverse our
decision for that reason?

til

with the full-titoc tea,•licr.
Mrs. Sara Hussung, and the
current board of direhors.
and will be given ample opportunity to discuss the goals
and effects of .the
cooperative preschool
education.
Parents of children
already involved in the program are encouraged to -at-tend the open house to
review their children's progress during the year.
For more information on
the Murray Preschool Corporation, contact .Medigir
.,11r,—rhiFiiiipership. chair.
The parents will also meet man. a3-9816.

parents of children enrolled
in the preschool in past
years: The Murray Preschool
Corporation operates the only cooperative preschool in
the Murray area. Parents
are instrumental in tall
stages of the program —
planning, administering,
and teaching.
The open house will be
held in the presehool
classroom. Mrs. Jo Gardone,
who was instrumental in the
formation of the preschool 13
years ago, will speak on its

As Of Tuesday,
April 14th,I Will
Be Working At The

Don't Include Sex_

rza

detail what can be done fin.
rehabilitation after a stroke in
The Health Letter number 16-6. What You Need to Know
about Strokes, which
am
sending you. Others who want
this issue can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped. selfaddressed eriVelope for it to
me. in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio Cilv
Station, New York. NY 1000.
This issue stresses early rehaDEAR PARENTS: No. You promised Bob the car
bilitation for the best results
unconditionally. The punishment you imposed was
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am inappropriate for the crime.
61 years old I have arthritis
However, an 18-year-old who lives with his
in my back, knees and some in

Overweight?

1 1,.1
nly wol•ort•
1.kri.
Wait Met,. Tot,.

is good for this purpose
Second. many people
believe real arthritis. osteoarthritis. which occurs in most
people if they live long
enough, is made worse by
calcium This form of
arthritis does cause bony
spurs but that is from
regrowth of bone tissue and
has nothing to do with calcium intake Calcium, and
hence milk, will not cause or
aggravate osteoartheitis.

MURRAY PRESCHOOL — Beth Rose and Stuart Vance are shown at a recent
session of the Murray Preschool Corporation.

parents and is supported by them is not entitled to do
as he pleases. If he's under their roof, he lives under
their rube
DEAR ABBY: I have been engaged to Jess for four years.
He says he loves me, but I am beginning to wonder. I am 37
and Jess is 55. His wife died six years ago, and he says he
can't marry me until, his wife's will is settled and all
business is taken care of.(She had a lot of holdings and real
estate.)
After we became engaged, Jess asked me to give up my
little house and- move into his mother's big home and look
after her. His mother is 91, and at times she is totally
confused. I have to watch her carefully or she will walk
outside with nothing on.
Every time I mention getting married, Jess accuses me of
rushing him. I feel -as though I am being used.
A priest advised me to forget Jess, but whenever I tell him
I'm moving out, he assures me he loves me and we will be
married "soon."
How much more time should I give him?
HAD IT IN NORTH DAKOTA

DEAR HAD IT: If you don't have that ring on your
finger by the Fourth of July, hiss Jess goodbye and
declare your independence.
DEAR ABBY: I could not believe the letter from WAITING
IN WASHINGTON who asked you how much to charge her
elderly mother-in-law for room and board'. She says she is
providing Mother wall many "extras" that she couldn't get
in a nursing home.
•
I submit that over the years, Mother provided her son with
countless "extras" that he couldn't get in an orphanage.
Here in Korea where people have far less than in America,
it is the eldest son's "privilege"(not duty)to take care of his
parents when they are no longer able to take care of
themselves. Old age and its accompanying wisdom are
deeply respected. We Americans would do well to emulate
this approach.
PHILIP E. BROU JR.,
CAPTAIN, U.S. ARMY CAMP CASEY, KOREA

Get Your"MURRAY NW"From
qrclharn &Jackson
unii.;aake advantage of these
money saving specials
OPEN LATE FRIDAY MCAT

in the Southside Shopping
Center next to the new
Mexican Restaurant.
See you there
Lore, Tina

What's a
Sundaysuit?
Where did people get the idea that we had to dress up to go to
church? Is discomfort a prerequisite to worship? No. Church is
for everybody and how we dress has nothing to ,do with how
God sees us. He looks at our souls, not at our three-piece suit or
our new coiffure.
We do want to show respect for God, but our respect and our
love come from inside, in our souls, not on our backs. God isn't
interested in style and the latest fashions. We should wear our
love on our chest and our faith on our sleeves and come to
church proud that we are all one in His sight.
At the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) we welcome
you because we are looking for the same thing you are. God.

North of the square on Fifth St reel
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

SPECIAL
One Group Golf Shirts
SO poly SO cote* -

Reg. $1 6.00

'prim,colors

$
1200

•
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago

Letter To. The Editor
Serrice Thanks Firemen
To The Editor:
Saturday morning, April 4, we
responded to a motor vehicle accident
.approximately one half mile south of
Kirksey in which a car was literally
'wrapped. around a tree. Although we
had enough access to the patient to
begin treating his injuries, we were
unable to remove him from the
twisted wreckage of the car
ourselves. We would like to offer this
letter as a token of our appreciation to
Dwight Rutledge and Amos McCarty,
Murray City. Firemen, for their able
assistance in using the "Jaws of Life"
that enabled us to remove the patient
from tile car. ails is an excellent example of the mutual aid relationships

we are fortunate to have.' with our
local fire, rescue, and law enforcement organizations. It is in working
together that we are able to provide
the Emergency Services our county
Again, our thanks to -Firemen
Rutledge and McCarty for their help.
Sincerely,
Richard Cherry, REMT
Kevin Hilkey, EMT Murray-Calloway Co.
Hospital Ambulance Service

Thoughts'.
In Season

By Ken Wolfe
Words about love abound in all the
great religious scriptures of the
world. These, from the first letter of
John in the New Testament, ace truly
radical in their implications for the
..chur
ched" and "unchurched" alike:
Blessed are the peacemakers: fot
they shall he called the children of God. He uho has no love does not
know God, because God is love.
— Matthew 5:1.
.. No one has ever seen God;yet
if iat love one another, God
God needs a peacemaker in every
abides
in us and our love for
home, in every office, in every factory
him
reaches
perfection.
and in every nation. Get this blessing
It's funny that he didn't say
today.
anything about tithing?

Bible Thought
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Inside Report

Garrott's Galley

By M.C.Garrott

For One Dragged Down Sawdust Path,
Wourposter' Was Pleasant Surprise
I'm not one to jump up and down
with glee at the -prospect of sitting
through a stage play of any kind —
with exception, possiblity, of a fastmoving musical with a lot of pretty
girls — but I've seen a couple lately
thatI thoroughly enjoyed. - •
The first was "Vanities" out at Murray State. The other was "The Fourposter," the three-act comedy put on
the past two Weekends by the MurrayCalloway County Community Theatre
under Richard Valentine's direction.
Cathryn, having heard it was
delightful entertainment, felt we
should see it — so we did, last Friday
night.
Right off, I am reluctant to admit
this, bat that was the first time I had
been'in the old freight-tepot since it
was moved to the city park and the
Community Theatre.-people-converted
it into a theatre, or theater, whichever
way you prefer to spell it.

All along, I couldn't imagine how
they'd ever set up a theatre setting in
the thing — it being long and relatively narrow — but they have,and it is as
cleverly and completely done as you
can imagine.
The beauty of it, at least for me, is.
that you are close enough to hear
clearly just about anything that is
said, true from just about any seat in
the house.
Linda Begley, a neighbor of ours
around on South 9th Street, and fellow
Rotarian Bill Phillips did real professional jobs as the only characters. I
couldn't detect a single bobble in their
lines, and they were out there under
the lights wooing, fussing,' fighting,
making up, wrestling around in the
four-poster and reminiscing for more
than two hours. And Bill has trouble
remembering the simple four parts of
the Rotary Four-Way Test!

By Rowland Evans and Robert Novak

ifMoscow Marches
WASHINGTON — Soviet Invasion intervene."
of Poland would instantly enshrine
Until March 29, when the central
President Reagan's toughened stance committee of Poland's ruling Comtoward Moscow as foreign policy munist Party met in Warsaw, the
gospel for the Western world, a Kremlin seemed to be moving toward
political change that has led the new imposing hard-line leadership on
president's advisers to see benefits Poland's Politburo and Central Comresulting from the dangers -confron- mittee. Western _officials privately
ting Poland:
predicted hard -lining Stefan
Reagan's own skepticism over the Olszowski would be elevated as party
effectiveness of nuclear arms control chief in the prelude to-a major interwould become a conviction shared by nal crack down on Solidarity, the free
leaders and major political parties workers' union.
among U. S. allies. Reagan could give Instead, moderate party leader
up the present pretense ,of being for Stanislaus Kania surprisingly
arms control talks with the Soviets strengtheped his control. That casts
once U. S. rearmament has started to doubt on whether an internal
advance.
crackdown by Polish police and
Soviet intervention, as measured militia, privately predicted by
by these presidential advisers, would Secretary of State Alexander Haig as
accomplish in one swift transition far more probable than .outright
what has been beyond U.S. reach Soviet intervention, will now take
since the late 1960s and Vietnam: true place. If it does not and Solidarity conWestern unity under U.S. leadership. tinues to undermine central com"No one wants.Poland to bear-the cost. munist authority, Soviet invasion
or pay that price," one administration becomes more probable.
official told us, "but it is a fact that Once invading troops cross the
the redemption of American leader- Polish border, the Soviets
would
ship is what the Russians buy if they elevate the U.S. as the acknowle
dged

leader of the West. That is partly
because of the impact in Europe of the
AFL-CIO and its liberal political
:friends becoming Reagan's steadfast
allies. AFL-CIO President Lane
Kirkland is in close touch with
Western European labor unions, including leftist unions in Britain, West
Germany, Scandinavia and the low
countries. All have a deep stake in the
fate of Solidarity.
This new U.S. stature would dry up
increasingly appeasing calls by the
European left for the U.S. to return to
the pre-Afghan invasion detente.
Even the left wing of Chancellor
Helmut Schmidt's West German
Social Democratic Party would not
risk turning its back on Solidarity..
"The Germans would buy nuclear
modernization overnight if Poland
gets invaded," one West European
diplomat predicted. "Reagan
wouldn't have to say another word
about it."
*
Ill France, confidential palls taken
by political allies of President Valery
Giscard d'Estaing show that the Communist Party vote in this fall's

A grant of $11,000 has been approved by the Environmental Protection
Agency for the City of Murray. The
grant will be used along with an existing • grant of $110,550 for improvements on the city's sewer
system and for construction of an interceptor sewer extension and a new
piunp station.
Deaths reported include Navy ETR.
3 Daniel Trent Moody, 23. Mrs. Martha Willoughby Dickinson, 43, and
Mrs. Dorothy F. French,45.
Randy Lee of the Calloway County
High School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America was elected as
president of the Purchase FFA
Federation.
David Coker and Jo Anne Roberts of
Murray High School won awards at
the Ninth Annual Leadership Conference of the Distributive Education
Clubs of America held April 1 to 3 at
Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Kersey of
Elizabethtown
he engagement and forthcoming marriage of
their daughter, Gale Jane,to Charles
Bruce Vinson,son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Vinson of-Murray.
The New Providence Riding Club
won honors at the West Kentucky
Horseman's Show held April 3 at
Metropolis,Ill.

20 Years Ago

The four-potter bed, provided by
The state outlined April 5.the proEnix Interiors, of course, was the
cedure
for the signing of the first
focal point of the production, and they
had it in a truly realistic setting — veterans' bonus checks which will be
papered Wall, chair rail, ancestoral written the last week of this month
pictures and accentuated by a parade and put in the Mail by May 1.
The Bank of Murray Board of Direcof beautiful quilts in- pace With the
tors
met April 4 minus one of the
changing scenes. All was cleverly
members
who has held a perfect atstaged.
Many of our St. Louis friends, tendance record since 1932. That was
regulars at such places as the J. D. Sexton who was elected to the
Municipal Opera, Shubert Theatre Board that year and has not missed a
and Kiel Auditorium, would have single meeting since that time until he
equally enjoyed "The Fourposter" was WO the last meeting.
Major John T. Bryant, Jr., public
and 'gone home talking about the
relations
officer with the Military
theatre in the old railroad freight
Science Department at Murray State
depot in Murray.
Some of the familiar faces in Friday College, has been assigned to a new
night's audience were those of Ron post in Europe. He has been in Murand Doris Cella, Dick and Charlene ray since June 1957.
Butwell, R. L. and Lurine Cooper, 0. Births reported at the Murray
B. and Margaret'Boone, Mark and Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Barbara Malinauskas, Paul and Sue Leonard Pritchett.
Dwain Taylor of Hazel, has been
McNary, Chuck and Adelle Kupchella, Ben and Margaret Trevathan elected president and Jim Ott of Murand Dr. John Golberg, one of the new ray has been elected treasurer of
orthopedic surgeons in town, and his Alpha Tau Omega fraternity at Murray State College.
wife, Ellen.
So, I guess it *at the place to be in
Murray on last Friday night. And,
we'll be back the next time Cathryn
sees something coming up that she
thinks we'll like. This time, she won't
The Murray Training School
have to drag me along that sawdust
Chapter
of the Future Farmers of
path. I'll go gladly.
America placed third under Benton
++++++
Add to your list of lookalikes: Susan and Lone Oak in the annual FFA Field
Perkins, Miss America 1978'atid wts6 Day held at Benton. Twenty-three
was on hand at Murray State a couple chapters were represented.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Etheridge of
weeks ago as a featured entertainer at
Louisville
spoke on "The Near East"
the Miss Murray State Pageant, and
Marlene Farrell, daughter of John last night at the Murray State College
and Teck Farrell of Gatesborough auditorium. The event was sponsored
Circle and a student at Murray State. by the Zeta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
+++++
The next time the newsboy leaves: Elected as officers of the Murray
your paper out in the rain and it gets High School Parent-Teacher Associaso soaked You can't turn the pages, tion were Mrs. E. S. Ferguson, Mrs.
here's a way to dry it out real quick: M. 0. Wrather, Mrs. Bryan Tolley,
Put it in the microwave and give it and Mrs. Joe Wilmouth.
Members of the cast of the play,
aboutisix or seven minutes.
"The
Drums of Death," to be
It'll dry it out completely, although
it Waves the paper a little wrinkled. presented April 13 by the senior class
Wfrdiscover-ed this last Saturday mor- of Kirksey High School are Mary
ning when our copy of The Courier- Ellis, Pat Jones, R. L. Usrey, Robbie
Journal was water-logged in that Salmon, Wanda Bailey, Jean
Kirkland, Jean Gibbs, Zane Cunnwelcomed,two-inch rain.
I was so happy to see all that rain I ingham, H. L. Riley, and Doris
wasn't too upset about the wet paper, Adams.
Mrs. Will Cleaver was honored at a
being able to take it or leave it, but
Cathryn likes her coffee-and-Courier party in celebration of her birthday.
Showing at the 95 Drive In Theatre
— and dry. It was her idea to use the
microwave, and it worked as crisp as is "Badman's Territory" stdrring
Randolph Scott and Ann Richards.
a whistle.

30 Years Ago

presidential election would drop from
its normal 20 percent to about 15 percent — a 40-year low — if Moscow
marches.
Nobody can predict the effect on the
Soviet Union of the sudden coming
together of the Western alliance,
which reached its lowest state during
the Carter presidency. Officials both
here and in Europe have not been subtle in spelling out their sentiments to
Soviet leaders.
That message comes down to this:
The certainty of the United States
moving toward a position of military
power greater than the Soviet Union's
and backed by the power of all its
European allies for a long time to
come.
Such_a program is exactly what the
Reagan administration wants to accomplish in the next four years. That
the Kremlin would become its unwitting agent may influence deliberations in Moscow. In using forceagainst Poland, the Soviets are
delivering to Washington the most
elusive goal of the•past two decades:
acknowledged leadership of the antiSoviet alliance.

The White City.Revisited
•:(11(or's Note:
cautious inquiry. As a way of create beauty,and what they The site was Jackson Park visitors who chose to write
and classical design of the of his "Altrurian Traveler," was it the measure of
l'he • Murray Woman's ifnproving the appearanc
e of attempted, though of.a scale and environs, covering over about their experience the
buildings
'tub. with support from the our physical surroundi
themselves made a visitor from a fictitious ultimate value. According to
not
possible to emulate, has 1000 acres on. the shores
ngs it
of most awe-inspiring sight, the. greatest impression of perfect
Kentucky humanities Coun- seems preferable
society, Howells Howells, the White City
some
important
implicatio
ns Lake Michigan. Many acres and the greatest achieveto any
all. Pictures which survive wrote that the fair was would some day be recognizcil and this newspaper, is alternati
ve that comes for our time and place.
of land were cleared, filled, ment of the fair, was the ar- record the showy effects
sponsoring a series of ar- readily to mind, yet
at- emblematic of the ideal of ed as "the earliest achievewe may
and otherwise altered to pro- rangement and appearance tained by using staff,
ticles on the topic "Corn- be wary of efforts tamper The fair,
a fiber- what American cities could ment of a real civic life."
to
was called the duce a scene of natural beaud. of the buildings, grounds,
filled plaster over a metal become if only Americans
inunity Beautification." with familiar sights or alter World's Columbian
Exposi-. ty enhanced by art.
statues, and gardens — the frame. The material
Garden , Department the natural state of things. • bon and was
was not would learn the lesson there The fair ir a living
intended to As the modern fair-goer design of the fair. The design
suited for a very long life, revealed.
member Nancy Adams is the Before we choose,
memory for hardly anyone
we May commemorate'the 400th an- would expect, exhibits was the work of many hands,
and Chicagoans were
project director. Dr. C. Ron wish to have a clear niversary
today, and, though it is
of Columbus' featured, among other a collective effort by the
treated to another fire when
Cella, Murray State Pro- understanding of costs
The lesson was essentially sometimes credited with
un discovery of America. Open- areas, achievements in leading artists of the day in
the
fessor of English, is a sentiment, convenie
material had to be burn- that a planned, unselfish, having influenced the
nce, ing in October, 1892, and con- agriculture, industry, each of the arts. Frederick
specialist in turn-of-the- comfort, as well as
dollars I tinuing for a year, it primari- science, technology, L. Olmsted, designer of New ed after the fair. While it unified, cooperative effort development of modern city
century
lasted it allowed for spec- could create a beauty that planning in America, it is
American involved. Simply looking. ly was
intended, of course, to domestic arts, and fine arts. York's Central Park and the
tacular effects in design not justified not only itself but evident that the •'lesson
literature. He has also dbne armind us demonstra
tes that celebrate — and allow the One of the popular exhibits leading landscape architect
post-doctoral study of the benefits
available with ordinary also the value of the effort Howells discovered it
of beauty — or world to discover — the was a giant cannon from the in America, was in charge
yet to
of material. Not coincidentally, that had produced it. Artists be learned.
American Art. In this first beautifica
It some respects
tion — rarely are noteworthy achievements of German Krupp gun works. work which led to draining
article of our series, Dr. regarded
the material produced a had cooperated nqt just it may be more urgeht,
as worth the Americans in the modern Henry Adams was most im- marshes, pruning overand
Cella takes us back to the sacrifice
uniform visual effect which cmong themselves or only as at the same time more
s
possinecessary, age.- Those who conceived, pressed' by the cultural growth, using • existing
great Columbian Exposition whatever
they may be. Can planned, and developed the significance of the dynamo, features, and creating loun- led to the same "White Ci- artists, but hhd entered free- ble, that it be learnedtoday.
for a look at some of the
ty."
ly into association with the With recent motements to
we find a reason more con- fair hoped it would serve as a and all visitors were en- tains and lagoons
to`produce
sources of interest in combusiness and financial in- reject government as a
fidently to choose beautifica- magnificent display of ac- chanted by the visual effects a splendid vista.
Sculptors
munity beautification.
tion?
complishments in every created by electrification. such as Augustus Saint- It was not as a symbol of terests who were the fair's means of providing for the
The White
facet of human life. It is in- ;Popular attractions for the Gaudens and Qaniel Chester impermanence that the sponsors. Cooperation needs of the public, then
White City made its greatest replaced competition as the perhaps seizing any opporCitSvisited
Considering an event te,••._-_-*,.:•weat examine what great
majority of fair-goers French provided statuary on impression. Rather, the
By Dr. .Ron Cella - ;emote in time and place
guiding motive for all con- tunity to revive or initiate
the. designers valued and included the carnival events the grounds and inside
Most -persons would from Murray may help. The
design
beauty
its
exand
of
cerned.
As Howells said, the kind of- public-spirited
chose to emphasize; it is along the Midway, most par- buildings, and painters,
the
without*. hesitation choose designers of the Chicago
especially revealing of their ticularly the 250-foot high best known of whom today is ecution, and' the values each artist "gave his talent cooperative effort of enterbeauty over ugliness, but the World's Fair of 1893 certainvalues to consider the man- revolving wheel created by Mary Cassatt, decorated the which had made them possi- as freely as the millionaires prise and the arts that proconcept of "beautification" ly did not lack for courage or
ble, most affected observers gave thei'r money." Cost was duced the White City may be
ner and mode finally George G. W.Ferris.
interiors with murals.
might not be adopted without confidence in their efforts to
such as William Dean not a consideration in the the only means of insuring
selected for display.
But in the eyes of most The size, arrangement, Howells. Using the
personna design and construction, nor healthy life for both.
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The Luxurious Bath Arrives
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
Americans are willing to
settle for smaller living rooms
and to do without a family
room. But don't try to make
their bathrooms smaller.
That, says Roy Dies, is out.
Dies, who is editor of Professional Builder Magazine, says
research shows that the bathroom is becoming a focal point
for the success or failure of
new housing developrnents.
Builders are using sybaritic
bathrooms to lure buyers in the
highly competitive new housing
and condominium market.
Research also showed that
many consumers are willing to
accept less floor space and fewer rooms to get affordable
housing. But they won't accept
•-• scaling down the size or luxuriousness of the bath.said Diez.
The trend toward products
that cater to a sense of physical well-beigg is showing up in
the bath area with increased
demand for whirlpool baths,
home-sized saunas, hot tubs
and spas, larger size and pedestal sinks and bidets, according to plumbing-industry executives.
Charles Lightcap, product
manager for leisure and specialty products for Kohler Co.,
said whirlpool baths could become standard bathroom equipment by the 1990s. He also
called attention to the remarkable growth in sales of home

"The spas appeal mainly to
no-child families who are over
25 and earn more than 825,000,"
said Lightcap. He added they
were also being used by builders and architects to make.
their buildings more saleable„,
At prices ranging from abour
said.tAough the plumbing fixture
$3,500 to $5,000, these extra-size
tubs (some of which accomindustry is one of the most conmodate two or snore persons at
servative in home building,
1 .7 0
40 •
the same time) are-part of the
Kohler and other large firms
luxury market.
have begun marketing a wide
Whirlpool bathtubs, however,
range of so-called leisure prodrut)IN
G.
appeal to everyone, according
ucts. These include such prodto Lightcap. "Our research
ucts as a -habitat" and an "en.
tor
shows the vast majority of our
vironment", which simulates
. , 1,2
rain, wind and steamy "rain .„,society would like to have a
—1at
whirlpool bath," he added. Cost
forest" conditions. Some mod,.... 8
.
• Ir.
stands
in the way of most inels come complete with pipedstallations. The average singlex.
in music delivered via a steri ILIViIII:::
''' '' 4" 11- 1 Ill
0/C4LI
family home includes a bathtub
eo system.
'a 15 0 • 24 0
••••••t
that costs in the neighborhood
At prices ranging from $7,000
ail
of $300 to $350. A whirlpool bath
'
I
to $20,000 and with considerable
runs from about $1,300 to $5,space requirements, environ000, depending on materials,
ments and habitats are not likenumber of jets, type of plumbly to be more than highly speing and faucets and size, said
cialized products appealing to
. ,
Lightcap.
only a few affluent individuals.
•
Richard Mather, vice presi(Today, they are marketed
dent of American Standard and
mainly to adults with no chil.
hA sr 9‘
group executive in charge"bt its
FLOOR PLAN
dren living in the home, whose
Plumbing Products Division,
earnings top $50,000 a year.)
THIS HOUSE IS DESIGNED as a leisure home, but it has
agrees with Dies and Lightcap
Other products, such as
all the elements of an affordable main residence. The enthat luxurious bathrooms are
whirlpool baths, spas which are
trance is off a sheltered deck and into a central foyer. To tile
far more in demand than in the
plastic or porcelain-enameled
left is a large living-dining room. To the right is a wing conpast.
steel or cast-iron versions of
taining three bedrooms. Plan HA 1196H has 1,207 square
wood hot tubs, pedestal sinks
"Today. American consumers
feet. For more information write - enclosing a stamped, selfwith fancy faucets, bidets and
want to pamper themselves.
addressed envelope - to Homes for Living, 107-40 Queens
matched sinks, tubs and toilets
They also prefer putting their
Blvd., Forest Hills, N.Y. 11375.
for the bathroom, are attractmoney into something tangible
ing a wider group of customers.
that will increase the value of
their home and be enjoyable at
the same time," he said.
American Standard has
turned up a marketing trend
for more elaborate and highMINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Wm.
fashion bathroom fixtures. "We Aquifers,
Researchers at Honeywell
underground
found American consumers adare helping the University of
mired Italian fixtures and as a reservoirs found in many
result,.this year we introduced regions of the United States, Minnesota to study the
our new-line of fixtures that we are the foeus of the world's engineering, economic and
call the Roma. You can't get largest
f-Hr
single study of environmental impacts of
any more Italian than that," he
thermal-s
torage applica- using- aquifers for thermal
concluded.
P- Hml•uH

Going Underground

storage. If the prospect is
- -successful;- the--university-wilt' be able to heat 90 percent of its local office,
classroom and- hospital
--.. space using one of the
aquifers under -Minneapolis- By ANDY LANG
is not fully dry. Sure', this is
St. Paul as a huge thermalAP Newsfeatures
sometimes a bit difficult to destorage facility.
Q.- I recently bought a can
termine, but if you do it sucTwo wells will connect the
of spray paint. The instructions
cessfully a few times, you will
say not to swing your arm in
aquifer to the university's
get the knack of it and be able
an arc as you move the sprayer
to do it almost automatically.
central heat and power
from side to side, but in reality
When you have a little time on
plant. During the summer,
I find that this is not easy. It
your hands, practice. Tape
seems that the most naturaL some scrap wood or other ma54-degree aquifer water will
_way to move volt arm is lira_-terial-aust-befere yeii-paint-con
be-drawn from- one bell
slight- gte as you are spraying.
either side of the tape. Use sepcool generating equipment
Why does the manufacturer not
arate,pieces of tape so that you
via heat exchangers. When
want you to use this seemingly
can remove them at different
more natural method of spraytimes. Wait until you think the
the water reaches 300
paint is tacky but not dry. Redegrees,it will be piped back
move a piece of tape. If you get
A. - Because when you
into
the aquifer through the
a smear, wait a little while and
move your arm in an arc, even
second
well for storage until
remove another piece. Keep
a tiny one, as you spray, the
doing this until you get the rewinter. - At that time, the
sprayer will not always be the
sult you want. There is never a
same distance from the surface
pumping process will
precise waiting time, since the
of the material being finished.
Feverse.
kinds of paints-and the types of

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Tests have shown that two
persons using the same adhesives and bonding the same
materials can get different results
Why? Because, as often happens in do-it-yourself projects,
some people follow instructions
to the letter and some, to say
the least,. are careless in the
manner of application and
procedure.
Entirely aside from how you
use adhesives is the matter of
selection of the right kind.
Even a very powerfulaadhesive
will lose some of its *effectiveness if used on the wrong materials. For instance, the relatively m od er n cyanoacry late
doesn't always work as advertised when it is used on wood
or other absorbent items, but it
is a truly powerful adhesive for
ceramics, metals itod other
non-absorbent materials.
A new development in this
line, by the way. is a cyanoacrylate which has the ability to bond wood to wood and
wood to non-porous surfaces
without the use of a primer.
The lesson, then, is to read the
label very carefully before you
buy an adhesive to find out if it
will do exactly what you want
it to do on the Materials on
which it will be used.
For good results in using adhesives,remember these fundamentals:.
:There is a difference between
a' water-resistant and a waterproof adhesive. Each means exactly what it seems to mean,
but some persons ignore the
meanings .and use a water-resistant type when a waterproof
one is necessary. For outdoor
_wooden furniture, the adheseire
should be waterproof

Here's' the Answer [E

r'

Southern States

FREE

Southern States

Yes,Free Baby Chicks For You
Here's All You Have To Do...

Purchase 20 Chicks And 50 Pounds Of
Southern States Starter And Grower
Crumbles And Receive 20 More Chicks
Free Of Charge.
Offer Good Only While Supply Lasts.

First Come First Served
Please Bring Your
Own Container
For Top Profits, Feed Your Layers One
of Southern States Laying Mashes

Rt. 8, Industrial Rood
Murray, Kentucky
Phone: 753-1423

Try holding your arm fully extended and move it from side
to side near a wall. You will
. find that the tips of your fingers
remain the same distance from
the wall during the full stroke.
But if you make even the
tiniest arc in your swing, which
will bend your elbow a bit, your
fingers will be closer to the
wall during the fully extended
movement than at any other
tune. If your fingers do not
stay the same _distance from
the wall all the time, neither
will the sprayer. And when that
happens, you will get a light
concentration of paint on the
wall at one point, a heavier one
at another, and a still heavier
one when your arm is fully extended. To get the same
amount of paint on a surface
throughout the entire stroke,
the end of the sprayer must always be the same distance
from the surface.

materials used have an effect
on it, but your practice will
help you judge -better the moment of removal.

The quantity of adhesive used
is important. so when the directions call for a small amount,
use a small amount. Too much
can weaken the bond.
In choosing an adhesive, con'sider how much stress will be
placed on the repaired area. To
repair a toy, for example, you
will need a strong adhesive,
since the object is likely to undergo heavy use, while to fix a
broken ornament which may
not be handled more than two
or three times a year. you will
need an adhesive of only moderate strength but one which
will leave an unblemished surface after it has been bonded.
Some types of cements are
inflammable, some are toxic,
some are both. Use with care
where there is good ventilation
and no open flames.
When a wooden item has a
natural or stained finish, it requires the use of a colorless or
matching color adhesive rather
than one that leaves an unsightly glue line..
In preparing a previously
glued joint, be sure to remove
the old adhesive before apply-

ing the new. Old paint may
have to tie stripped from a
wood surface, since it will have
poor bonding strength. Even if
it holdt.ell Initially, the bond
will weaken or break. later
when the paint film loosens.
When bonding glass which
you have washed, with water
and a detergent to remove dirt
and grease, rinse completely to
remove the detergent. Dry
thoroughly.
And be sure to follow directions on whether the bonded
parts must be clamped or fastened in some other way. Use
your imagination and you will
find that weights, strings, wires
and tapes, as well as the usual
clamps, will serve to hold
things in place while the adhesive is drying.

I Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable data .in Andy
Lang's handbook, "Practical
Home Repairs," which can be
obtained by sending $1.50 to
this newspaper at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J. 07666_1

NG PLANTS
la'
.
''BEDDITOMATO-C
ABBAGE
BROCCOLI
BRUSSEL SPROUTS

HoffAL.„.
man's og

NURSERY &
GREENHOUSE
TOTALLY" FREE ESTIMATES

759-4512

For 6

SPECIALIZED
LANDSCAPING
OPEN 9.5 MON SUN.
941. MURRAY, KY

ATTENTION
Carpenters, Plumbers, Contractors
and Dealers
Special Prices—Many\\
,111
r
Below Wholesale
*Nails In 5-0 Lb. Boxes
*Assorted Plumbing Fittings
SALE BEGINS APRIL 6

BEALE HARDWARE

214 E. Malt St.

ACK'S DECORATING CENTER

(The techniques of painting,
including the use of brushes
and rollers, are detailed in
Andy Lang's booklet -Paint
Your House Inside and Out,"
which can be obtained by sending 50 cents and a long,
STAMPED, self-addressed envelope-to Know-How, P.O. Box
477, Huntington, N.Y. 11743.
Questions of general interest
will be answered in the column,
but individual correspondence
cannot be undertaken.)

MN ICOR FURNACE
WO A POTENTIAL
Et4ERGY WER!

Q. - I have done it before,
and now I have done it again. I
mean, putting masking tape on
a newly painted surface to separate colors and then having
the tape pull up some of the
paint when I remove it. Please,
how do I keep the tape from
doing this?
A. - There is an exact moment when masking tape
should be removed so that it
does not pull paint with it. It is
when the tape begins to dry but

%Wm *Wring AM Our

20% Off

*Quick drying, durable flat finish
•Resists blisters, peeling, cracking
•Easy water clean-up

Glidden's Famous
Latex Wall Paint
*Beautiful flat finish
*Scrubs clean, stays colorfast
•Easy water clean-up

N -0

BE

Al

Op..Illea.4st. 8-5 Sou. 14

Jones Landscaping tv

There's one more great advan
tags to buying General Electric's
Plus-One add-on heat pump If
you buy now, before our crews
are busy. GE will send you a
$80 cash refund (To qualify.
Installation must be in a current
residence, between now and
May 1. 1981)
Call today Iota free
home energy analysis.

RANDY
'THORNTON
Heating ft Air
Conditioning
Service
commeraiia..identrai

Guam

Sim.$5.00

Spred Oil Stain Sale

99
gallon

Save $3.00

Gallon

Both soNd and semi-transparent
'Penetrates to seal and protect wood
•No crocking, peeling or chipping
•84 beautiful colors
•Stays in suspension longer

Sale Ends April 18

WHEN YOU MAKE A VERY NNW PAINT,IT RMO

Glidden

ift

Black's Decorating Center

1102 Clwastnut-Murrey

753-8181

al

Save $6.00

CASH
$50
RIIIIND NOW?

Plook-Roi-Whit•
3 Ft. to 8 Ft.

Ailvflitig.1%****v

Glidden Best
Latex Flat House Paint

The Flue-One heat pump is part
of General Electric's family of
Weathertron • heat pumps. the
number one selling heat pump.
with GE's famous Climatuffcompressor

At

Phone 753-1725
V 407 N. 12th St.

A GI Plus-One- Neat
Pump System works
with your forced-air
furnace — oil,
propane or electric.

You're buying the
No. 1 seller,

Dogwood Trees

Sodding Plants-Slerebbory
Coaspkto Landscaping Service

Wake it a Per!ect 3E Day Irtt ttle WP
form 17 5.9 000 Bir,'H

The General Electric Plus-One •
heat pump is an air conditioner
in summer, pulling heat out of
your home In winter. It reverses, and pulls heat from
outdoor air Into your home
(even at gold winter temperaturee) Efficiently Economically Electrically In fact. the
Plue-One heat pump can supply
all the heat you need until the
weather's near freezing Then.
your forced-air furnace takes
over, because at that point. It
becomes more efticient thin a
heat pump

in Honor
Of Lady Bird Johnson's
Continuing Beautification
Project"

N

HOUSE

r.-rr7-71

Call 436-2372
%.

ON THE

whirpool tubs over the past five
years.
Today, 3 to 4 percent of
homes have a whirlpool bath.
That may not seem like much
until you realize that five years
ago, 3-10ths of 1 percent of
homes were so equipped, he

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
r H:1

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

So. 4th St.

*Floor Covering *Picture Frames *Wall Covering *Custom
Drapes *Rods 'Bedspreads
*Sign

Point *Drywall Mud

753-0831

4•101,

•,IL,Pea

JOE SMITH'S
CARPET CENTER
r
i
e

Crosley
UPRIGHT
1-4..(
.;' and CHEST
FREEZERS
A Model for Every Few*

.. Every Purpose
aumwohog end MIMI
iroono.,1 .9.40111 00191.0011spa* alOw
Oaw
f( o Met towsler •0180a
,-Imlosprome
Wm.+. .r.,aur
a=
"
and rt.. mtosal 4.11.11W.d
n•er..11

CARPETS

VINYL

*Coronet
•Wor151 Carpets
•Trend
*Mohawk

•Non

*Armstrong
•GAF
•Congoleum
•Mannington
•Kentile

•Cabin Craft
*Queen
*Columbus

We Have Free,
Fast Delivery
PLUS

•Azrock

Retail $109.95

When you
buy any
Winner
‘' S I 5.00 -Sunshine
Pioneer •IMerchant Certificate
. fermi Belcher
stereo at 910Murray,
40014$ Tr. 7
By.

*Complete Insurance & Tax
Records
*15% Cash Discount On
Prescription
*Emergency Service Provided

Chew kw
Ph
5Cbseisdah
4=

753-3046

SALE PRICED
NOW AT:

Morris Refrigeration
S. 4th

753-7205

Locally Owned & Operated
Bob Dunn RPH — Bill Hewlett RPH

JOE SMITH'S
CARPET CENTER

HOLLAND DRUGS

753-6660

So. 4th

East Side Ct. Sq.
Downtown Murray 753-1462

COME OUT ANDBROWSE

The King of Clubs
• The M Club has a lot to .offer. For only S5.00 a month.
deducted auto_rnaticallv from your checking accok.int. you can
join our club and gel all the benefits.

HO
BB
S
DISCOUNT

.The M Club saves you money.
For members, there are no monthly service charges on
personal checking accounts, no minimum balance requirements. and free personalized checks and deposit tickets. In
addition. there are no charges to members for traveler's checks.
cashier's. checks-money orders. and stop payment orders.
Notary services and photocopy services for individual
documents ,are ajso free.

SHOES

UNDER
Spring Sandals
$16.00
Children's Shoes
Drees Et Casual
$6.00Leather Pony
Low Tops
$28.00
Men's Pro-Pacer
Leather Hi-Tops
$24.00
Ladies Et Men's
Western Boots
Texas Et Acme
$30.00 Et Up
Ladies Name Brand FD's
Sample Et Factory Returns
$8.99
Men's Name Brand FD'S
and Factory Returns
$8414

- The M Club insures you and your family.
Worldwide. 24 hour. on and off the job protection, underwritten by Hartford Accident and Indemnity Company is free to
members. Ask us for details.
Benefits for junior and senior citizens.
Every baby born to a member is entitled to a S5.00 savings
account. Members who are 65 Qr9Ider and.have Social Security
checks deposited directly will receive a St.00 reduction in the
monthly membership fee.
Join today.
To become a member of the M Club. simply stop by any of
our three locations and sign 'up for the King of ClubF. -the M
Club.

Kiri BankofMurray
Burpeei4
Seeds

MOVING
SALE*
We are moving May 1st, to a much larger
and more convenient location on Highway
South 641-to serve you better.

We Had Rather
Sell It Than
Move It!

r...,
CoasttoCoast
TOTAL HARDWARE

1

Printers,
lilt — 121 Bypass
lia"
IsfummKY4
.111
1 2071 r.1

111_11.1
•

1 1 'P.

•

Ail Seasons
Motor Oil

Brandon Clapp
Employee of the Week

Adl
ob
super
lOw-40

Everything reduced for quick sale to save
expenses on moving.

6z3-04th/gfftdi
1

SAVE 900's on
*Color TV's *Pianos
•Storeo's •Organs

74°

Per Qt.

While Supplies Last

April Loyena Sale

$5•75 50 Lb.

(Crumbles or Pellets) Sale Starts Friday
April 3rd

Buchanan's
Feed & Seed
Ph. 753-5378 — Ineestrial Rd.

Received New Shipment:
*Video Cassettes Movies
*Easy Play Music Books

CLAYTON'S
(J8,13 Music)

753-7575

DIXIELAND CENTER

2Free
Movie
Passes
Awarded
Weekly
Donated Sy
Murray
Theatres

Coast To Coast
Total Hardware
Central Shopping Center
Hwy.641 N.
Phone 7534404

Brandon is our composition expert
at Creative Printers. He offers 16
years of experience to our customers
and has 76 type styles available for
your setection. Call him at 753-2285.
He will be happy to assist you with
your next order.
Brandon and his wife Barbara
live at Route 1, Hickory, KY.

Open:
Oaf Mon -Sat.
14•Susi.
IC==i0==itit==t
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Sew Your Own
Easter Parade
Of Fashions

Some'People
Storey's
Keep
Goo
d
FOOD
Records
GIANT

4

Bel Air Shopping Center

Maw
- $25 Seaside*
Mercleomt Certificate
Anne leegh
CR 11•1 1-N
New Cowen!, 14.
436-2411

Model 6105

Prices Good Wed. April 8th
Thru Tues. April 14th

Lynn Grove
Grade "A" Large

The perfect Singer machine for sewing a new
Easter outfit. 8 built-in Fashion and FlexiStitch* patterns. Free arm and built-in-MTtonholer. Featured for Easter sewing at your Singer
store.

Only

EGGS

s27950
—PLUS—

EARL LOVETT
r •••••••

But the best record anyone can keep, when it
comes to money,
is a CHECK.

$500° Free Fabric

We serve some of the best record keepers in the
area, so why
not join them and "check" your bills with
us.

Good Thru April 15th

Murray sewin Center

Doz.

4s
.-.'"....• I

SINGER
ece00•JC DS

'MU RRAY
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

SINGER

We Neve A Compkte
Line 01 Tappan
Applionces.

Use Our 24 Hr. Phones
753-539
Days
354-69S6
Nights
753-8766

PEOPLE?
',BANK

• Etei Air Shopping Center
502-753-5323
Murray, Kentucky 42071
'A Trademark of The Singer Company.
Cabinet and carrying case extra o all models

Earl is our .factory trained serviceman with over 15 years experience
in Tappan appliances.

WE SERVICE ALL TAPPAN PRODUCTS WHETHER
4, PURCHASED HERE OR NOT!

KY.

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN

"Where Banking is a lot more
than just Money"
Urals« FDIC

209 S. 3rd

7534341

Swim Suits
and Cover-Ups
Sizes
38-46

Quality Shoes
old WingT" Interatatem
(ore unsoinuait(0M546 SOON

Dine out...at home
enew Sacra... e wectees
Body Gkow me% ontoefed°WS rt,ft
111 yoke body late a love and Space.'.
Owing table of durable tewelass slate
• Strong_ welded tuhutaesteel freer%,
. posl festganl Samson

tramp roust.

sings on
decor Mot cokes

• SLAW,fug

This incredibly beautiful tourillrochine comes
fully equipped: Air forks. Air shocks. Honda designed
fairing. Adjustable seat. Tubeless
tires. The new 1085 cc engine
provides more power you torque.
Everything you need
to feel at home on
the road.

O

Garb-

A trOff

ol

\t. --Agri

4.

:1:14
Atlici &se..

• 4;‘,t2,.:4-ARTis,....

Samsonite

r

orde IOW [
I 7-7-

'

)1116"4912.1
1
$25.00 Sunshine

Catch The Early Bird Savings

Certificate Winner
Rachel Rogers
Winchester Apt.
Murray, Ky.
753-9800
•Low priced with

For zipping
around town

At Competitive
Prices
As Always At

Buy Now & Save

great gas mileage
• Lightweight and
good looking
• Electric starting

BASKETS ARE NATURALS
FOR SHOWING OFF PLANTS?
To complement potted plants. To accessorize
your home. Batches of baskets for every use
Browse Pier l's basket case todaZ

ejerm importS
IHOP!'Vd,c1

•

•••-••••,•••,....,....7-•

--A,••• re-A.
-

Now At-

Purdoms Furniture
202 S. 5th

•

1534072

tgan's

Shoe Store
nurl Square

rE1,-14jr-,)

2,,W3dONOM0000WWWWWWWOMMINWWWWWWWWWW0000000WOOM-00

Shop early for Easter.,
Miss Laura Hamlet
knows we have a great
selection ,to choose
from.
YOURS MINE
& OURS
Today's Fashion At Yesterdays Price

INCLUDES: ,

4 DAYS-3 NIGHTS•ROUND TRIPAIR
FARE • CHOICE OF LIMOUSINE OR
RENTAL CAR•TWO DAYS ENTRANCE)
FEE TO DISNEY WORLD •16 PASSES

3

a

Kennedy Space Center•Cypress Gardens• Stars Hall of Fame
cOMMMWOMP

apdOWNWWWW0WWWWWWWWWWWWW0WWWWWWOMMWMPIMMMMMME,

11 th —Cross Stitch
Workshop (Free)
16th—Quick Landscape
($15.00)
22nd—Silk Flower
Workshop($5.00)
25th—Crewel Embroidery
Class($9.00)
27th—Crepe Paper Doll
(152.00
All Classes Start
At 2:00 P.M.
Regiiitration Required On All
latirie`m(Excluding Crones Stitch)

91a.

Low Mass Straight Tonearm-Two Motors

NCT$
95
99

David Salentine
For
Calloway County
Town LI Country
Yamaha

Dixieland Center
°
141WI
I.0

KD-1600 Belt-Drive, Semi-Automatic Turntable

Sheriff

Raispisrr
•I.

1304 CHESTNUT STREET
DIXIELAND SHOPPING CENTER
_OPEN 8:30 A.M.-500 P.M.
PHONE 753-8365
s MURRAY,KY. 42071

DIXIELAND CE Not WI"- - CHESTNUT STREET
MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071
PHONE 502-7530113

KENWOOD"
YOUR KEN WOOD HOME AUDIO DEALER

We Special Order, trims G Gift Wrap

Redwine Second Player
To Join Lady Racers
Jennie Redwine, a consensus all-state forwardguard from Paris(Ky.) High
School, has become the se-cond prep standout to sign an
AIAW national letter-ofintent with Murray State.
The 5-11 Redwine averaged 18.8 points and 10.5 rebounds in leading her squad
in both categories as she
helped lead Paris to a 24-8
season in her senior year.
Redwine played six years
as a member of the varsity
basketball team at Paris
and,in four of those seasons,
helped direct her team to the
state tournament.
She connected on 51.4 percent of her field goal at-

tempts and 73.9 percent of
her free throw tries. Redwine seared a career-high
and school one-game record
38 points as senior against
Boyd Count
A two-year All-Central
Kentucky Conference selection,' Redwine earned first
team UPI all-state honors
and was also named to The
Courier-Journal all-state
unit. She was named to the
all-star team at the BC AllStar Camp last summer.
"Jennie's got a beautiful
shot," said Paris coach Judy
Cox. "She's an incredibly
dedicated and disciplined
player."

"Jennie is a top quality
athlete and we're very pleased to have her join our program," said Lady Racer
coach Jean Smith. -She's
very quick and mobile for
her size and can operate at
fast forward or at the scoring guard. She has good instincts and an understanding
of the game."
Redwine joins Memphis
Treadwell High product
Sharoa Cooper, a 6-0 centerforward, as newcomers to
the Lady Racer raster for
next season. "We were able
to sign our top two choices,"
said Smith. "I think that
speaks well of the progress
of our program."

Eastern Is Next Opponent

,,,..

'' •

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The for an Ohio Valley ConMurray State tennis team ference match today.
extended its winning streak
tau 9,Louisville.
Singles Results — Mats 1.jungman
to 10 as it defeated Louisville
def. Mark Alverez. 62. 7-6; Terje
yesterday,9-0.
Persson def.. Paul Konings, 6-2. 6-1;
overall,
Murray, now 12-7
Finn Swarting def. Glen Brown, 6-0.6will be at Eastern Kentucky 0; Mike Costigan def. Akim

Amstapotdo. 6-4, &I; Erik Tisthammer del Greg Combs, 6-2, 6-1; ,Steve
Wale def. Reg Eloma,6-1,6-1.

IN THE OPEN FIELD AND IN A CROWD — Murray State quarterback
Winston Ford (27)finds running room (above) while tailback George
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Racers'
Turnley (37) meets the defense head-on (below) in the
second football scrimmage of the spring.

Doubles Results — PerssonSwarting def. Alverez-Konings, 6-3, 62; 1.jungmaa-Costigan def. CombsEloina, 6-2. 6-3; Tisthamnier-Steve
Massad del Brown-Anastapuulo. 6-1.
6-1.

Purcell Wins Opening Match
HOUSTON — Seeded Purcell won his opening ATP rankings, will next face
seventh in a field of 32 at the round match, 6-3, 7-6, over the winner of the match
Hans Gildemeister of Chile. between Mark Edmonson of
Australia and Richard
Ycaza of Chile.

planned workouts today at runs in the seventh, the last
two on Roy Smalley's basesRiverfront Stadium.
exsingle, to beat the
their
loaded
finished
The Reds
hibition slate with a 3-1 vic- Montreal Expos6-1.
tory over the Detroit Tigers.
After suffering two
The Phillies, on the other straight shutouts, the St.
hand, got some bad baseball Louis Cardinals broke loose
out of their systems. They for three firstinning_runs_ en
were swamped___It2- _bY---the---rouW-166-421-VieforY over die
Toronfo. Blue Jays as Otto Atlanta Braves.
Velez hit three home runs.
Larry Hisle hit' a gameElsewhere, Jorge Orta
home run in the ninth
tying
tripled and homered and
and Robin Yount
inning
John Denny scattered six
singled home the winner,
hits in six innings, leading
leading the Milwaukee
the Cleveland Indians to a 4-3
Brewers to a 4-3 triumph
victory over the Houston
over the Chicago Cubs.
Astros.
Mario Mendoza's windGreg Pryor's two-run double off Grant Jackson in the blown., fly ball fell for a
seventh inning broke a 7-7 tie garte-winning RBI single in
ad carried the Chicago the eighth inning, gitng the
VThite Sox to a 10-7 victory Texas Rangers a 5-4 victory
over the Pittsburgh Pirates. over the New York Yankees.
Al Williams pitched eight
The Baltimore Orioles rapstrong innings and the Min- ped out 20 hits, including
nesota Twins scored five home runs by Ken Singleton
and Eddie Murray, and
*************************** routed the University of
Miami 16-2.
Jeff Burroughs collected
four hits, including his first
spring homer, and drove in
four runs to lead the Seattle
Mariners over the Oakland
A's 8-2 and rookie Tom
Brun.snsky drilled his first
home run of the spring, a
representing
two-run shot, as the CaliforAmerican and International Trove!time
nia Angels beat the San
Diego Padres 4-2.

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
The Boston Red Sox lost
Carlton Fisk but they may
have found Mike Torrez.
After a forgettable 9-16
-record with a 5.08 earned run
average in 1980, Torrez is an
- earircandidate-forthe-Cifaii-eback of the Year Award.
After Monday's seveninning outing in Boston's 7-4
exhibition victory over the
New York Mets, in which he
allowed six hits and two
runs,Torrez boasts a 4-0 spring record and, even better,
_ a 2.89 ERA. He is eagerly
awaiting his first regularseason start Sunday against
the Chicago White Sox.
The 1981 season has its
traditional opener in Cincinnati on Wednesday and the
Reds and_the world champion Philadelphia Phillies

Talk About Baseball Contradictory For UCLA Legend

Wooden Starts With Dimaggio On All-Star Team

"Everything he did, he did stand adversity, but to test a
BY WILL GRIMSLEY
on the baseball field. Never a man's character, give him
AP Special Correspondent
SALISBURY,N.C.(AP)— controversy, no waves. He power."
The UCLA coach is a rabid
It was a contradictory scene, wasn't a showman in an
baseball fan, saying he tries
— John Wooden, the wizard sense of the word.
all .major. league
ilamasoe
play
.was
by
did
he
"All
surrounded
of Westwood,
sports writers, talking not baseball — and he played it teams at least once a season
particularly about basket- with a superb grace and when they visit California to
ball, but about Joe DiMag- dignity which marked him play the Dodgers or Angels.
Wooden was asked to corngio, Byron Nelson and Abe as a special man."
coached
who
Wooden,
Lincoln.
"When I pick an All-Star UCLA for 27 years before
baseball team," he said in retirement and won 10 NCAA
that soft, professorial voice, basketball championships in
"I start with Joe DiMaggio. a period of 12 years — seven
To my mind, he was the in a row — was a special
guest at the annual awards
greatest.
meeting of the National
_Sportscasters and Sportswriters Association.
It was only natural that
remarkable
Wooden's
coaching feat should be
brought up as a record that
Aek
may never be duplicated.
^ ,
"Oh, I don't know," the
venerable coach replied
• modestly. "I remember people saying that Jesse Owens'
o Daily
ed
a
Annu
Compound
30 Month
track records would never
Yield Of 12i
be duplicated. Of course,
Variable Ceiling
they were.
$500
Minimum
Certificate
"Still, if I to pick records
Rate Effective Apra 7 through April 13
most likely to stand, I think
they would be Lou Gehrig's
Wend Roplatioa Requires a Substuatial Pawky For Early Witiairewal From Certificate Acceents.
string of playing in 2,130 consecutive gaznes and DiMaggio's 56-game hitting streak.
Federal Regulation
182 Day
To me, Byron Nelson's 11
eh
Prohibits Compounding tour victories in a row and 19
Money Market
tournament wins in 1945 are
$10,000 Minimum
Certificate
Rate Effective Apra 7 through April 13
more remarkable than Jack
Nicklaus' 19 major golf
We can offer
championships.
"From a team standpoint.
sound financial
I must admit our seven
advice to you!
straight NCAA titles will be
to
hard beat."
Wooden has worn well. He
MION11101
is a quiet, fatherly figure
'SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
that anyone would want to
,
?
.,'.1....61• 4
entrust their sons to as a
........................ teacher. He is an ardent adil o
• dal=MN
mirer
Lincoln's
of
YON0 *Map 041/0011 10 MUM
and
philosophy
wisdom.
4
He carries a billfold hill of
lincolnisms, one of which
says:
"Almost any man can

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

ATES
MI
C
g
RAL
FEDE
E
HOM
,
3
,
„.. EARN MAXIMUM RATES

be my catcher although I
• - thought- -- -Roy Campanella
team.
"DiMaggio in center field, was one of the greatest as a
naturally," he said. "Flank-• hitter-and on defense. Pited by Babe Ruth and Ty chers? Walter Johnson,
Cobb. Gehrig on first base., right- ander and lefty
left-hander with
Rogers Hornsby at second; Grov
Honus Wagner at short and maybe Grover Cleveland
Alexander edging in there
Pie Traynor at third.
"Mickey Cochrane would somewhere.

,

12.0004
14.0330

(1) $5,00 balance in checking
—or—
(2) 51,000 balance - in
passbook accounts
$400 balance in C D.
(3) No Charge on first
personalized checks

tl

HOME FEDERAL ,
. . tti

•i so

LENDER

1201 Main
Murray, Ky.
759-1630
Main Branch 1601 Broadway Paducah

ESLIC

paid on
510" balance
or greater.

Let us handle
all of your
financial needs.

Security Federal Savings
And Loan Association

•

Orraa.
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Kings Remolded After Eye Injury To Ford

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Fitzsimmons Makes Best Of DifficuirSituation
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Making the best out of a
difficult situation, Kansas
City Coach Cotton Fitzsimmons has remolded his team
following an eye injury to
Phil Ford and led the Kings
to their first victory in a National Basketball Association playoff series.
By upsetting Portland 271
in the first-round:miniseries,
The Kings earned ei shot at
their playoff nemesis of the
past two seasons, the
Phoenix Suns, in a best-ofseven Western Conference

semifinal that begins tonight
.
in Phoenix.
In other playoff action
tonight, Houston is at San
Antonio in the opener of the
other West semifinal. In the
East, it's Chicago at Boston
and
Milwaukee. at
Philadelphia, with both
home teams trying to take 20 leads in their series.
Houston is expected to try
to play a slow-tempo, halfcourt game against San Antonio. That was the formula
that enabled the Rockets to
knock off the defending
champton Los Angeles
Lakers in their miniseries,

when Houston kept the
Lakers'• running game well
under control.
But it may not work
against the Spurs, who have
Shed their run-and-gun image this season and beefed
up their rebounding and halfcourt defense.
Chicago is another playoff
team that would like to play
at a slow tempo, but against
Boston that can be tough.
The Bulls found that out in
the final 3:44 of the third
period when the Celtics
outscored them 18-4 to pull
away en rouie to a 121-109
victory.
•

"The Celtics take advantage of their transition
game," Chicago center Artis
Gilmore said. "Their reboundtrs get the ball out
quickly and the other people
push the ball upcourt." Of the four semifinals, onMilwaukeethe
ly
Philadelphia series pairs
two teams that both like to
run. The 76ers captured the
opener 125-112 in a fastpaced game that featured 38
points by Julius Erving,fine
play at bah ends of the court
by Bobby; Jones and 20 blocked shots by the Philadelphia
club. But there were en-

couraging notes for
Milwaukee, too, such as
Junior
supersub
Bridgeman's 32 points and
the Bucks' repeated success
at scoring off the transition.
"Whenever they got the
ball, they really tried to
issue,"
the
force
forward
Philadelphia
Caldwell Jones said of the
Bucks. "They always make
the outlet pass, and even if
we score they try to inbound
the ball to midcourt. I think
they feel that's the only way
they're going to win — control the tempo and turn it into a track meet."

"Yes, we intend to play
that way," said Bucks forward Marques Johnson.
"We're a fast tempo team
with guys who can get out on
the fastbreak. That's our
game."
Erving suggested it might
be wise for the 76ers to slow
things down a little. "I don't
like to see us play at that
pace," he said. "We've done
it before. We've done it for
nine months so if we have to
we will. But the transition
game is more conducive to
their style. I'd like to see us
slow it down a bit."

NHL Playoffs Begin Tonight For 16 Teams

into the tournament ahead of
Washington with a victory
Sunday over Quebec.
Other matchups, which
pair the next-highest points
finisher with the next-lowest,
have Pittsburgh at St. Louis,
Edmonton at Montreal, the
New York Rangers at Los
Angeles, Vancouver at Buffalo, Quebec at Philadelphia,
Chicago at Calgary and Minnesota at Boston.
All preliminary series are
best-of-five. The ._ second
.ame in ch series wijaae
plãyés on the same ice
Thursday night before they
move to the opposite site for
the third game Saturday
and, if necessary, a fourth
game Sunday.
Any series that goes five
games will be settled at the
home of the higher finisher
next Tuesday night.
St. Louis,the most improved team for the second

Enter Our
MOVIE JACKPOT
SWEEPSTAKES
and you may win
• A week for two in Monaco (plus
$1,000 worth of chips). • Your choice
of a week for two in'either Las Vegas or
Atlantic City. • Fairchild! Home_Video
Games plus TVs to play them on.
• -One-Armed Bandit- Banks.
And much more!

WATCH TO WIN
THIS WEEKEND ON CABLE CH.7

All Cablevision viewers are invited to
enjoy 9 of the year's best movies with no
TV commercials like Apocalypse Now,
Starting Over, 3 dazzling specials plus
the World Championship Heavyweight
Fight. Play the HBO movie quiz between .
features and you may even win more
valuable prizes!
uti
For your big chance to win our jackpot •
sweepstakes, just complete your
sweepstakes entry coupon and mail it to.
the address listed below — or call us
and well enter your name.
OFFICIAL RULES.
-
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HIT THE JACKPOT!
With Sweepstakes Prizes and
50% HBO Connection Savings
Call or clip and mall thts I oupon to
Murray Cabasyision
Bel Ai Shopping Canter
South 12th Strews
Murray, Kentucky 42071

season in a row, stumbled to
the wire, going 1-2-1 in the
final week. Pittsburgh will
depend heavily on right wing
Rick Kehoe, who scored 50
goals.
All Montreal hands are
reported healthy, including
right wing Guy Lafleur, who
rested in the season finale,
the 29th game he missed this
season. In his absence, left
wing Steve Shutt and right
wing Mark Napier scored a
club-high 35 goals each. The

Oilers counter with center •tinnier have been struggling
Wayne Gretzky, the 164- Buffalo won one of its final
five and went 11-10-2 in its
point scoring champion.
Richard Martin is ex- last 23. Vancouver won one
last eight and is 8-20-6
pected to replace left wing of its
Charlie Simmer on the Kings going back 34 games.
Philadelphia, with three
line with center Marcel
Dionne and right wing Dave victories in 11 games and
Taylor. In order to win, they two goals in three, must get
will have to beat Rangers its offensive moving azainst
goalie Steve Baker, who the Nordiques. Quebec's ofallowed just three goals in fense is powered by Peter
and Anton Stastny, who had
his last four games.
39 goals each in their first
Both Buffalo and Van- NHL season.

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
The flamboyant career of
boxing promoter Barold J.
Smith; named in an
embezzlement suit by Wells
Fargo Bank, has ended with
the revelation that Smith is
someone else — a man
described by federal officials as a -fugitive '-'bad
check and bunco artist."
Smith, who parlayed the
name of former heavyweight
champion Muhammad Ali
into a prominent position in
boxing, burst into gulping
sobs as he stood before a
federal magistrate Monday
and said "My_true name is
Ross Fields."
A prosecutor seeking to
block Smith's release from
jail said Fields had an arrest
record dating to the 1960s, is
wanted in three places and is
now a figure in a grand jury
investigation of an alleged
$21.3 million embezzlement
from Wells Fargo Bank.
Smith's wife, Barbara
Newman Smith, actually is

Alice Vicki Darrow, wanted
in Alabama on federal
charges of interstate
transportation of fraudulent
securities, according to
Assistant U.S. Attorney
Dean Allison. She has used
20 aliases over the years,
Allison said.
Smith, who was arraigned
on a passport falsification
charge, was ordered held on
;200,000 bail on that complaint and on a warrant from
North Carolina, where he is
wanted in a check forgery
case.
His attorney said friends
hoped to-post boncisoinctinie
today.
The FBI, which swooped
down with guns drawn and
arrested Smith Saturday in a
Los Angeles park,alleged he
falsified a passport application on July 15, 1977, by using
the name Smith.
The disclosure of Smith's
dOuble life was the latest
bizarre twist in the Wells

Newton Pondering
Talks With Vandy
NASHVILLt., Tenn. (AP) reportedly has been strongly
— Former Alabama basket- courted by Vanderbilt, an
ball coach C.M. Newton is SEC school.
Newton said it was unlikeback home in Birmingham,
Ala., today, pondering his ly he would announce any
weekend of talks with decision today.
"I'm still working for the
Vanderbilt officials about
the school's head coaching Southeastern Conference
and I have a pile of work on
job.
"Now we have to fish or my desk _for tomorrow," he
cut bait," Newton said by said Monday._
Contacted at home Montelephone Monday night.
day night, Vanderbilt
"I need some time to
athletic director Roy
think. famnotonetomakea
Kramer would say little
And
decision until I'm sure.
the discussions,except
about
this is no short term-commit- to confirm that Newton had
ment," Newton,51,said. ,
returned to Birmingham.
The Vanderbilt coaching
Newton.compiled a 211-123
job opened Friday with the record at Alabama and won
resignation of Richard, three SEC championships in
Schmidt, 38, who compiled a , 12 years at the helm of the
28-27 record in two years.
Crimson Tide. He resigned
a in April 1980 to take over adnow
Newton,
Southeastern • Conference ministrative matters for the
assistant commissioner, SEC.

Fargo story, which broke
last January.
Smith, head of Muhammad Ali Professional Sports
Inc., dropped from sight
amid accusations by Wells
Fargo officials that he and L:
Benjamin Lewis,- a MAPS
board member and operations officer of the bank's
Beverly Hills branch, were
involved in a fraud scheme
involving MAPS funds.
Lewis has not been seen
publicly or heard from since
Jan. 26.
The bank has filed, suit
against the two men seeking
113.3 million in_ actual and
punitive damages.
Smith maintained-his innocence in interviews while

In other first round matches, Rick
Meyer downed Anand Amritrag of India, 5-7, 7-5, 6-1; Ben McKowan
defeated Fra wise* Goinalez of Puerto
Rico, 6-4, 64; Victor Pecci of
Paraguay, beat Hank Pfister 6-1 6-4;
and Rick Fogel eliminated Sherwood
Stewart 6-2,6-2.
NICE, France lAP, — Chris Lewis
of New Zealand opgned the Nice Open
tennis tournament with a 6-3, 6-3 victory over Gustavo Guerrero of Argene
Una.
The only other scheduled match of
the day was halted hecause of
darkness, with Frenchman Eric
Deblicker leading Pavel Hutka of
Czechoslovakia CZ,7-6, 2-0.
KEY
Av,
1 7t
MONTRE4T1.
Goaltender
Steve Baiter of the New York Rangers
has been named National Hockey
League player of the week for the
period ending April 4.
Baker, 23, posted a 2-0-1 record for
the week, including a pair of shutouts
against the Philadelphia Flyers. He
stopped 83 of 84 shots during the week

Transactions

_

BASEBALL
Americas League
BOSTON RED SOX — Waived Skip
Lockwood, pitcher.
CLEVELAND INDIANS — Sent
Clwis Bando, catcher; Gordy Glaser,
pitcher; and Karl Pagel, outfielderfirst baseman, to Charleston of the International League.
DETROIT TIGERS — Sent Tim Corcoran, first baseman, and Jerry
Ujdur, Dennis Kinney and George
Cappuzzello, pitchers, to Evansville of
the American Association,
By The Associated Press
MILWAUKEE BREWERS — Sent
Monday's Games
Mark Brouliardlixafielder ; and Frank
Cincinnati 3, Detroit 1
DiPino,Buster Keeton and John Flinn, Boston 7, New York Ni,4
pitchers, to Vancouver of the Pacific
Chicago AL 10, Pittsburgh 7
Coast League.
Minnesota 6. Montreal 1
SEATTLE MARINERS — Placed
St.Louis 4, Atlanta 1
Danny Meyer, outfielder, and Shane
Toronto 16, Philadelphia 2
Rawley and Rick Anderson, on the 21Cleveland I, Houston 3
Steve
Optioned
list.
disabled
day
Milwaukee 4, Chicago Ni 3
Finch and Brian Allard, pitchers, to
Texas 5, New York (AL)4
Spokane of the Pacific Coast League.
Baltimore 16, University of Miami 2
Signed Ted Cox,third baseman.
Seattle 8, Oakland 2
National League
Los Angeles 11,San Francisco 6
CINCINNATI REDS — Sent Geoff
California 4,San Diego 2
Combe and Jeff Lahti, pitchers, to InTuesday's Games
Associadianapolis of the American
Detroit vs. Boston at Winter Haven
tion.
Texas vs. Montreal at West Palm
HOUSTON ASTROS — Placed Kiko Beach, Fla.
Garcia, infielder, on the 15-day disablChicago ALI vs. Pittsburgh at
ed list.
Bradenton, Fla,
NEW YORK hfETS — Sent Butch
New York r Al., vs. Baltimore at
Benton,catcher, to the Chicago Cubs' Miami
farm club at Des Moines of the
Kansas City vs. Toronto at Dunedin;
utin741-‘,, Fla.
American Association, for foacu
vs. St.Louis at
at St.Petersburg.
ns' a
the Clevela nd Indiaffiliate
.
Charleston of the International League
New York NIA at Jackson. Miss.
for (oboe considerations. Purchased (Texas League)
Dan Blatant), pitcher, fromfitilwaukee
Seattle vs. Milwaukee at Sun City.
and assigned him to Tidewater.
Ariz.
OpPHILADELPHIA PHILLIES —
Cleveland vs. Oakland at Scottsdale.
tioned Don McCormack, cathcer, to Ariz.
Oklahoma City of American. AssociaLos Angeles vs. Chicago I Nil at
tion.
Mesa, Ariz.
PITTSBURGH PIRATES — Sent
Houston vs. San Francisco at
Bob Owchinko,pitcher,to the Oakland Phoenix, Ariz.
A's for a player to be named later and
California at San Diego
a cash consideration. Sent Victor Cruz
San DiegoSt. at San Diego 'SS), in
and Mark Lee, pitchers, to the Pirates'
minor league camp for reassignment.
ST. LOUIS CARDINALS — Placed
the
Mark - Littell, pitcher, - -the-21-day
disabled list.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
NEW YORK GIANTS — Extended
the contract of Ray Perkins, head
coach, through 1982.
WASHINGTON REDSKINS — Signed Rich Dinder, offensive tackle;
Chuck Hunter and Otis Wonsley, running backs; Gary Padien, linebacker;
Bob Raba,tight end; Virgil Seay, wide
receiver-returner,and Sandro Vitiello,
kicker.
.
('anadisalootballlienhe
TORONTO ARGONAUTS —Signed
Cedric Minter, running back, to a
multiyear contract.
Maybe 03 tome 10 see the new -

in hiding. He alleged the
bank was using him in an effort to cover up what he said
was a much wider fraud
scheme involving 40 to 45
bank branches and up to $300
million — a story the bank
called preposterous.
He also charged he had
been followed, his family
threatened and his 4-yearold son briefly abducted.
Some fights promoted by
MAPS have been canceled
and others postponed since
the allegations arose.
Ali, who permitted MAPS
the use of his name for a fee,
has disassociated himself
from the organization and
has not been implicated in
the fraud.

See your cokier
serviceman
often?

Watson Not Happy So Far
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP)
By almost any other standards, it hasn't been a bad
year at all.
But Tom Watson is considerably less than happy
with his performance so far
this season.
"I'm not disappointed with
the year, but I'm very disappointed with the way I've
played," he said before a
practice round for the 45th
Masters, which begins
Thursday on the 7,040 yards
of rolling hills that make up
Augusta National Golf Club
course.
There has been a sharp
drop in the level of his play
and production.
Last year, for example, at
this stage of the season, Wathas been 10th or better in
three of seven starts.
It is the first time in five
seasons that Watson comes
to the Masters as a nonwinner for the year.
"I haven't played well
enough to win," he said with
the frank, candid appraisal
of his own game that is
customary for the man who
has dominated golf for the
past fourseasons.
This year, he has not won,
he has collected $60,214 and

the Year designations, led
the moneywinning list every
season and set records in the
last three, took three Vardon
Trophies, and won 20
American tournaments plus
two of his three British
Opens.
But it's been a different,
much more frustrating story
this year. His game isn't as

strong, and his confidence is
suffering.
"I'm lacking execution,"
Watson saici.,..And that, in
lack of conturn, breeds ..
fiaence.
"I haven't felt comfortable
at address for a long, long
time. My swing has been
restricted. I'm not getting
the leverage!need."

and very rehoble - A B Dick 990
plain paper copier
The 990 has oS of the ''most wonted
features of machines costing 50%
mare -.includang the versatility to
copes, copy both
make II
and use most any 10no of
paper including overhead transparencies and labels
Coll Us Iodic).

116 NORTH 7TH
247-5912 j
MAYFIELD

COMPARE
THE POWER.FUNCTIONAL DESIGN AND,,,
SENSIBLE PRICE OF A SNAPPER HI-VAC RIDER.
The rear-engineSNAPPER Hi-Vac nder 6 or 30 bushel catcher, even dunng high
moisture conditions.
gives youasmooth,evencut.Plus:immeBefore you buy a rider, compare the
diate response steering for cutting in tight
and performance features of a
quality
cutting
of
adjustment
-go
pla ; on-the
SNAPPER.lbulltind SNAPPER is worth
and speed;andatioating cutting
unit whictiminimizesscalpinganddarnage. more because it does more.
And,its price is competitive with other
SNAPPER Hi-Vac riders can vacuum
quality moners.
cuttings, leaves and litter into art optional
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I St in Features,Performance,Price!
TRS-80 MODEL III

O YES!Sign me up now for HBO so I can

• Compact Integrated Design
With Built-In 12" Monitor
Fits Easily on a Desktop

Save on connection and enter the HBO
Jackpot Sweepstakes

• Over 80 Ready-to-Run Programs
to Choose From, Or Write Your

Shown wr,th opt,na, 6
crass catcher

. Own Programs For Business &

• YE ALREADY ORDERED BY PHONE
want to enter your sweepstakes

O

Calgary has been good to
the former Atlanta Flames,
who posted the best record in
their nine-year history,
largely on an 18-1-7 record in
their -last 26 home starts.
Center Kent Nilsson was
third in the scoring race with
131 points. Veteran Tony
Esposito is the workhorse in
goal for Chicago.
Goalie Ftogie Vachon, 2519-6, is the man on the spot
for Boston against the freeskating North Stars.

ELse

Smith T r

By The Associated Press
TENN1S
HOUSTON (API — Unseeded Bruce
Maison upset Na2 seed Jose-Luis
Clerc of Argentina, 34, 64, 74 in the
opening round of the 6175,000 Houston
National Tennis Championship.
In another target by an unseeded
player, Ramesh !Crisman of India,
defeated No.6 Vijay Amntrag of India,
3-6,6-1,
Bid two seeds did prevail, seventhseeded Mel Purcell beat Haas
Gerloweister of (Idle, 63, 7-A and
No.8 seed Jose Higueras of Spain,
defeated Ferdi Tayg an 6-0,6-3

Baseball Scores

Islanders Begin'Defense Of Stanley Cup
MONTREAL AP) — The
New York Islanders begin
defense of their only Stanley
Cup Wednesday night when
the National Hockey
League's 16-team playoffs
get under way.
The four division winners
and the other 12 teams with
the most points, regardless
of division standihgs — a for
mat soon to be scrapped
qualified for the 1981
playoffs.
The 16 clubs are paired off,
rewarding the strong and
e wea o e
n
prospect of a series of upsets
if they're to win the trophy
that Lord Stanley of Preston
bought for the equivalent of
$50 in 1893, suggesting it be
awarded to the amateur
champions of Canada.
The Islanders, who won
the regular-season title, play
host to the 16th-place Toronto Maple Leafs, who slipped

Sports In Brief

Personal Use
.• Easy Internal Expansion to 48K

NO!Fm not ready to subscnbe, but enter
me in your sweepstakes

and 2 Disk Drives
• The Perfect Starter Computer

Nickels
_

—

That Grows with Your Needs

Sta.

$999

7

From

work Phone

Plop. Phone

Bev tone to fee

RADIO SHACK HAS OTHER TRS-80 COMPUTERS
S NEEDS FROM $249 TO $10000.
'
TO FIT EVERYONE

HURRY! OFFER EXPIRES SOON.

6.

AVAILABLE ONLY AT RADIO SHACK STORES,COMPUTER CENTERS
AND DEALERS CHECK YOUR LOCAL PHONE BOOK FOR LISTINGS
A DIv'SION OF TANDY CORPORATION

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAi STOPI.`)

2001.

Main

753-8201
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1 Funerals

••

John R. Prince Is
Dead M Age Of 59
Rites Wednesday

Kyu
mer ggelk

John R. Prince, father of
Mrs. Anita Folsom of Mewray, died Monday at 11 a.M.
at the Veterans Hospital,
Memphis, Tenn. He was 59
years of age and his death
was due to cancer.
The deceased, a resident
of Mayfield Route 3, owned
Bob's Electric in Mayfield.
He was a member of the
First Baptist Church,
Mayfield. Born Dec. 21, 1921,
in Paris Station, Tenn., he
was the son of the late
Robert Lee Prince and Betty
Dobbs Prince.
•
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Linda Eidson Prince;
three daughters — Mrs.
Folsom, Murray, Mrs. Joyce
Kelton. Mayfield, and Mrs.
Betty Ingrum, Mayfield
Route 2; one son, Keith
Prince, Mayfield Route 2;
three prandchildren — Kristi
Kelton, Leigh Ingrum, and
Jeremy Prince.
Also surviving are four
sisters — Mrs. Bessie
Hackney and Mrs. Elizabeth
Savage, Caruthersville, Mo.,
Mrs. Ann Viertel, Appleton,
Wisc., and Mrs. Martha
Fronk, Two Rivers, Mich.;
three brothers — James and
Thomas Prince, Martin,
Tenn., and Aubrey Prince,
Mayfield; half brother, Ben
Bailey,Steele, Mo.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday -at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
_
Mayfield, with the
Rev. Dr. John Huffman officiating. Burial will follow
in the Little Obion Baptist
Church Cemetery in Graves
County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 3 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Frank Lawrence's
Funeral Services
Being Held Today
The funeral for Frank
Lawrence, 402 South Fourth
Street, Mur.ray,is being held
today at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. David Wagner offirliating and_ Mrs.. Otto Erwin as organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Holland Shelton, T. G.
Shelton, Vester Shelton,
Jackie Marshall, Jerry
Speight, and Greg Sinclair.
Burial will follow in the
Henslee Cemetery.
Mr. Lawrence, 83, died
Sunday at 1:25 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County

Federal-State Market News Service
April 7, 1981
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 637 Est. 1100 Barrows &
Gilts steady mostly .25 higher Sows
under 450 lbs. steady over 450 lbs.
n00.2.00lower
US 1-2 210-240 lbs.
539.25-39.75
US 2210-2S0 lbs
119.00-39.25
US 2-3 240-260 lbs.
538.00-39.00
US 2-4 250-270 lbs. .
Sows
US 1-2270.350 lbs.
112.00-33.50
I.'S 1-3 300-450 lbs.
113.00-34.50
US 14 450-500 lbs.
134.5445.00
-US 1-3 500-650 lbs. .
8:15.00-37„ao
US 2-1 :100-500 axs.
S32.00.11.00
Boars 28.00-30.00

•
I

ATLANTA (AP) — Andrew Young, who rose with
HE-458g
the civil rights movement to
En
become ambassador to the
im
aus
United Nations, says he will
try to become mayor of
Atlanta because.'there is no
more exciting job in politics
than trying to make cities
work well."
The 49-year-old Young on
Monday announced his canDONATION TO RESCUE SQUAD — The West Kentucky Used Car Dealers didacy for the post now held
Association presented the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Sqaud with a $100 check. by Maynard Jackson, telling
Jerry Key, an association board member, presented the check to rescue squad supporters Atlanta needs
more jobs, more industrial
member Randy Barnett.
•
development and more housing.
The former aide to
assassinated civil rights
(Continued From Page 1)
leader the Rev. Martin
side and the Roy car on the left front.
ficiating and Mrs. Oneida White as
Luther King Jr. said the unNumerous accidents have been
organist and soloist.
solved . slayings and disapreported at this intersection and this
Pallbearers will be Bill and Howard
pearances of 25 young blacks
--- ihdices at least five fatalities reported
Morgan, Lestel, Carlos, and Otis
in the area since mid1979
from accidents at this area, according
Elkins, and Lester Donelson. Burial
should not be an issue in the
to local officials.
• will follow in the Fossett Cemetery.
campaign.
The funeral for Mrs. Wickoff will be
Friends may call at the funeral
"Our objective is not to put
held Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday)
the city on trial or the police
chapel of the Max Churchill Funeral
on trial," said Young, who is
Mrs. Wickoff, a member of the
Home with the Rev. A. M. Thomas ofRussell's Chapel United Methodist
black. -Our objective is to
Church, was the wife of Fred Wickoff
catch the killers and put
who died-Nov. 14, 1973.
them on trial."
She is survived by one sister, Mrs.
Young, an ordained
Eunice Faith, North Vernon, Ind.;
minister, rose to prominence
four nieces — Mrs. Max (Jean) Marlduring the civil rights movement of the 19¢0s. He later
ing, Paris Crossing, Ind., Ms. Ruby
WASHINGTON (AP) — The cost of
defeated a conservative
Willhite and Mrs. Betty Young, North
a long-distance telephone call proRepublican to represent an
Vernon, Ind., and Mrs. Norma
bably will go up about 16 percent,
Atlanta district in-Congress.
Trowbridge, Hamilton, Ohio.; three
perhaps as early as next month,Under
nephews — Jerry and Eddie Willhite,
a government ruling giving the
North Vernon, Ind., and Ted SampAmerican Telephone & Telegraph Co.
Prices of stocks of local interest at II
son,Indiana.
a ni local time-today,furnished by First
a bigger profit margin.
Funeral services for Mr. Byrd will
of Michigan Corp ,of Murray
In a brief public announcement
heldnyiedhesclay at 2 p.m. At the
—inthetnatAverage27
following'a'closed-doorMeeting -MOnof.the Roherts tineraI Mine,
trl2c1
v.v-*
-*.f
•
*V:e4,C
'day, the Federal "Cottimtiffitationg
American ()tors ' • '4 unc
Mayfield, with Ron Chilton and Jerry
Ashland
35,
Commission said it had voted
O Mayes officiating.
American Telephone
52/
1
2+N
unanimously to raise AT&T's
Chrysler
Pallbearers will be James Todd
unc
Ford Motor
authorized rate of return, or profit
21N-4
Ballard, Jerry Lynn Clapp, Arthur
G.A.F.
125
5-1
,
margin, from 10.5 percent to a
Lee Scott, Frank Murphey, Stuart
General Dynamic
31'8+ 55
floating range between 12.5 percent
General Motors
Sholar, and Jimmy Page, Jr.-Burial
General Tire
and 13 percent.
will follow in Mayfield Memory
Goodrich
2512-4
After the announcement, AT&T
Goodyear
Gardens.
.
19+ ".
Gulf Oil
spokesman Pic Wagner said the com3422-55
.Friends may call at the funeral
Heublein
334
tine
pany will aim for a 12.7k percent rate
homeafter 4 p.m.today(Tuesday:).
-6012+
of return and will seek to increase its
Jerico
23b,
The young man is survived by his
Kmart
long-distance rates accordingly as
father, Bobby Byrd, Mayfield; his
Kuhn's Big K
3'8 unc
soon as possible.
Pennwalt
mother, Mrs. Ada Richardson, MurQuaker Oats
Wagner said that would be about a
34+4
ray Route 8; his grandparents — Mr.
Texaco
3614.
-.11
16 percent rise in interstate phone
and Mrs. Cletus Byrd and Mr. and
U. S. Tobacco
3655-55
rates, increasing revenues by $1.4
Wendy's
16'81), 164m
Mrs. H. M. Linebaugh, all of
billion over a year's time.
Mayfield.
C.E.F. Fund
15.1,

Residents...

CLOSE TO fvfarnmsc
This fine home is close to
everything. Churches, shopping, schools, ond downtown. 3
bedrooms, nice kitchen and
cfining area. Fireplace with insert in living room. Outside
storage. Attic vents onCI much
more. Brick veneer priced at
$42,500. Located at 518 Brood
St. Coll today for appointment.

years, provoking a series of tative of the Palestine
controversies with his' Liberation Organization.
Jackson, who is corn-.
outspoken comments on a
variety of subjects. He pleting his eighth year as
resigned under fire after Atlanta's first black mayor,
holding an unauthorized is barred • from seeking a
meeting with a represen- third term.

Owe of the Reset
homes I Norm
This home has everything you
would wont from the fireplace
in the formal living room to the
fabulous master bedroom and
bath suite. This home has to be
seen to believe. Priced below
replacement cost. Too many
features to mention. Coll today
for your private showing.
S99,500.

EVERTORS
FAVORITE
This beautiful tri-level has
everything you could wont. 4
bedrooms, family room, living
room, dining area, kitchen. 1 '/7
baths, enclosed patio, nicely
landscaped, new floor in kitchen
and dining room, great location
at 1102 Doran Rd. Call today.

Long-Distance Calls
Expected To Go Up

Stock Market

LOUISVILLE;ky. I APt i-USDA —
Estimated receipts cattle and calves'
2200; compared to Monday's close
limited slaughter steers and heifers
steady; cows 1.00 higher; bulls mostly
100-2.00 tower; calves untested;
vealers poorly tested; feeders steady
to 1.00 higher; good and choice
slaughter steers 920-1170 lb 57.00-59.00;
good including dairybreds 1020-1340 lb
52.00-56.50; slaughter heifers few
choice 796.1060 lb 57.80-57.90; good 645980 lb 52.00-55.80; commercial cows
44.00-48.75; day 42.00-46.00: WO
dressing 46.50-47.75; cutter mostly
40.00.44.00; few weighty individuals up
to 45.25; canner and cutter under 800 lb
33.50-40.00; slaughter bulls grade 1
1795- lb 60.00; grade 1-2 1100-2085 lb
50.00-55.25; grade 2 46.50-50.00; few
choice 230.265 lb vealers 72.50-79.00;
feeder steers Medium frame 1 298-400
lb 69.50-75.25; 400500 lb 69.50-74.75;
500-609 lb 66.50-71.25; 600-700 lb 64.7569.00 including 48 head string 682 lb
67.90; 700-875 lb 59.25.63.90; large
frame 1 few 450 lb 68.75; medium
frame 2300-506 lb 64.00-68.50; 500-700 lb
58.0045.00; large frame 2 mostly Holsteins 286.365 lb 62.00-62.75; 790-1135 lb
48.00-54.60 including 30 head 953 lb.
53.60; heifers medium frame 1 few 260400 Hs-59.0043.75; 410600lb 511.50-65.011;
500-600 lb 56.50-62.40; 600-700 lb 55.0058.80; medium frame 2 31110500 lb 52.0058.50; 500-700 lb 49.00-56.50.
Hogs 800; compared to Monday's
close barrows and gilts firm to 25
higher; 1-2 225-265 lb 40.80-41.00; 2 215260 lb 40.50-40.75; 2-3 225-280 lb 40.0040.50; 3 280-305 lb 39.0040.00; sows
limited offerings 76.1.00 lower; 1-2 350400 lb 35.75-36.75; 450-500 lb 37.50-38.50;
500475 lb 38.50-39.50, individual 720 lb
40.25: boars over 300 lb 34.75-36.00,
under 300 lb 29.25-32.75.
•
Sheep 25; slaughter lambs 6.00.
-higher. -ether classes -poorly testedchoice and prime slaughter lambs 106
lb 60.00; utility and good slaughter
ewes 20.00.25.00; aged bucks 15.00.

Storeyour most-used tools
in an old shoe bag so that
they will be easy to find.

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.
• in W

1979 Catlin:
Calais Coops
black, silver vinyl roof, silver interior,
bucket seats, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning, am/fm tape, tilt
wheel, cruise, rally 'wheels, miles 29,xxx.

$6050.00.
Dwain Tayier Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617

After fellow Georgian Jimmy Carter was elected president in 1976, Young resigned
from Congress to accept an
appointment as U.N.. ambassador.
He held that post for two

LAKE FRONT
CASK
A beautiful lake front lot with
- 434
weekend retreat or Summer
cabin. Boot dock and loading
romp. Great room arrangement
and a large screened porch for
that great lake view. located in
blood river sub. 34 acre lot.,
fireplace and more. Asking
$33,500:

Now sod llosioset
*1 Oos
A very nice home in mint conttettiO. Akio., den.WittO+
fisher stove, separate dining
room, 3bedrooms, outside
storage, plus 768 Sq. Ft.
building on separate lot which
could be used for any type
business. Possibly a separate
apartment. located at 512 S.
1 1 th. Home, extra building, 2
lots all for $55,000

Shroat-Waldrop
Real Estate
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
759-1707

NAVE TOUR OWN
ESTATE 0037 ACRES
37 aCres of good form land. 22
tenclable and more with o little
cleaning up. Good building sites
for the home of your dreams a 2
bedroom home ideal for renting
would help make your payments. Call today to see. located at
liwy. 464 and Spring Creek
,
,4'Ve

...Groot LitThis nice home located at 314
5.. 13th St. has a lot approximately 1 acre. Economical
gas heat, no maintenance vinyl'
siding, 2 car garage, 3

bedrooms, -country kitchen
family room and more.

Livestock Market

He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Lelia Swift Lawrence;
step daughter, Mrs. A. J.
(Lucille) Marshall, Murray
Route 2; step son, Thomas
Jones, Murray Route 7; five
step grandchildren — Jackie
Marshall, Mrs. Joe Pat(Linda) Thornton, Mrs. Greg
(Sheila) Sinclair, Mrs. Jerry
(Sonia) Speight, and Mrs.
Tommy -(Cheryl) Elkins;
eight step great. grandchildren; two step great
great grandchildren.

Hog Market

Andrew Young Will Make Bid
For Past Of Mayor Of Atlanta

641 South, Murray
SUAUTY 1/1
PARTS

rams DIVISION

Sat. April 4th- Fri. April 17th
Starting Saturday April 4th thru Friday April 17th every dollar you spend with participating downtown merchants during this week, you will receive in return Downtown Merchant Bucks for your purchases.
On Sat. April 18th in the New Mini Park in Downtown Murray at 2:15 p.m. an auction will be held letting you bid on donated retail items using your Downtown Merchant Bucks. Grand Prize item to be auctioned will be an RCA Color Track T.V.
valued at $550.00. This is on display at both Banks, Downtown.

Murray Downtown
Merchants Association
Members
ALso.'sCdsL Gifts
Bank of Marray
Beale Hardware
BONN'S Inc.
Bright's
Cora Hestia
Crass koshers
Family Sloes
Green Jackson
Ilehnd Drags
Woe Federal Sayings aloan
Nopkinsrille federal revisit IL to..
lernmin's
Linilsey's Jewelers
littletea's
Mademoiselle
affray Appliance

The Money Ledger Timis
Murray Sap* it Wholesale Electric
National Store
Paglies
Porker Feed
Parker's Soper Market
People's Bank
Pardow's
Settle Workman
The Specialty Shop
Therms Forearm
,lwkrtakes Offke Predicts
Wallis Drop
War/ C Elkins
Winchester Printing
WITBS-VIAAW
VISJP Rs&
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YOU'LL LOU THE RESULTS WANT ADS BRING

THE ACES IRA G CORN, JR.
Charms strike the sight.
hut merit wins the soul •
letdrider Pope

*kr"
Airman Deborah S. Lee,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Darwiri B. lee of Hardin,
has been assigned to Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas,
after comekting Air Force
basic_training. During the
six weeks at Lackland Air
Force Base, Texas, the airman studied the air Force
mission organization and
customs and received
special training in human
, relations. The airman will
now receive specialized instruction in the dental
field.

Gabriel Chagas 0 Braill
is One of those lest players
who can capture trophies
for both charms and skill"
Ills masterful and deceptive
play of tpday's tricky game
won a third prace prize in
the 1980 Bols Brilliancy
competitions sponsored by
the -Bids Liquor Company.- of
Holland Hugh Kelsey of
Syot land reported the play
The bidding was artificial
with North's first try tit
clubs 'natural and his second
t4ub bid promisin* heart
support
West started trumps.
dummy's seven winning.
and the defense was off to a
good start If Chagas played
spades himself in a try for
ruffs two more rounds of
trumps would hold declarer
to eight tricks A -ninth
might come from .% diamond
ruff. but Chagas' had no

Board Of Health To Meet Wednesday

interest in nine tricks,
Since East could tusknow
who had .tiitgas -adopted a plan to convince East that the club suit
held the key to declarers
success Accordingly, a, diamond was led to declarers
king and the club jack Was
passed to East.
East assumed that the
clubs were "it.- so he
switched to the spade queen
in hopes of forcing dummy
to ruff and thereby prevent
the run of the clubs. Chagas
continued his • deception as
he ducked the spade queen'
East was now sure - he was
on the right track, so he led
another _spade and it was
now time to spring the trap.
Declarers king was covered and ruffed. a diamond
was led to the ace and the
spade jack was cashed,
Declarer's third diamond
was ruffed and dummy's
4-7-A
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1. Legg Nifice
. NOTICE OF
PUBLIC HEARING

•

'

SUBJECT: Purchase Area
Development District application for assistance
from the United States
Department
of
Transportation.
I. Notice is hereby given
that a public hearing will be
held by the Purchase Area

Development District in the
Conference Rooth of the
Purchase - Area 'Development District, Mayfield,
Kentucky at 2:00 p.m., on
April 17, 19111, for the purpose of considering a project
for which financial
assistance is being sought
from the United States
Department
of
Transportation,pursuant to
Urban
the
Mass
Transportation Act of 1964,
as amended, generally
described as follows:
A. DESCRIPTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE PROJECT.
Administrative management of the Purchase Area
Development District's
Public Transportation Program including: salaries,

burden, travel, rent,
telephone, equipment lease,
supplies, postage, and printing. Estimated cost of
$85,000.00 for a 24 month
period.
.
B. RELOCATION:
No persons, families or
businessess will be displaced by this project.

EAST
•Q 9 5 2
•5 3

✓ si44

•Q Iii 44
40 9 6 5 3
The Calloway County p.m. at DeVahti's
•K 9 3
•Q6
Board of Health will meet All members are urged to
So! TH
,
Wednesday, April 8, at 7 attend, a spokesman said.
• 1 83
•Q 10 9 is 2
•A K

C.ENVIRONMENT:
The proposed project will
not have a significant environmental impact upon
the urban area.

4,1

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Vulnerable
East-West
Dealer North The bidding

ACROSS
Symbol
1 Ship channel 4 Eagle's nest
knower to Mondo's Puzzle
4 Man's nick5 South Amen- APT
AT
CHAFE
name
• can animal
MUDD DOOM
6 Urges on
. 6 Foster
11 Glossy paint 7 Scale note
• OGIUMULI U
12 Refunded
00 LULL ODU
8 Unlock
15-Nair
9 Milk farm
DUO 111000 DU
---487Postrclefose---10-Rn
-Eigii-di0 LOUD U
18, European • 12 Pronoun
COLIC 012100
land
14 Down: Prefix
• 10000 DOLIUU
19 Inlet
17 Soviet news
DL 0000 DODO
21 Caliph
agency
COO COM OCI
22 Near tabbr ) 20 Siamese coin
LI 0000000 DO
23 Sedition
24 Remainder
00000
00E10100
26 Still
25 Seine
00000 00 000
29 Ceremony
27 Send forth
31 Walk
28 Clock
,33Scale note 29 European
44 Limb
seem
34 Conjunction
capital
46 Depressions 56 Printer's
35 Weaken
30 Asian land
48 Rips
measure
38 Greek letter 32 Peel
49 Doctrine
57 Diocese
39_Negativapre- 36 Skill
64 Seeks
59-Compass pt
fix
37 Processions 54 Above
62 French article
40 College deg. 42 EuropeaX
55 Ancient Per- 64 State Abbr
41 Snare
1 3 3 -Mil • iv 7 • • 10
43 Evaluate
45 Goal
11
14
47. Kind of race
• horse
10
LIILI
is
50 Oral pause
21
22
52 Toward shelter
271 1.
20 53 Pop and 56 Slave
58"College offi36
m
cials
AO
60 Odin's
41 .
lip
"
4.1 44brother
44
47
411
46
61 Courage
63 Lurched
i IS2
65 Worms
SS
00
66'Ave
, 67 Exist
IS
DOWN
1 Wheel tooth
OS
Si
Mr
2 One opposed
3 Tantalum

Fr

East
Pa,:s
,
Pa
Pass

sourth
Pass
24

34

South
1#
2V
1111

D. COMPREHENSIVE
PLANNING:
This project is in conformance with comprehensive
land use and transportation
planning in this area.

Hest
Pass
Pass_
All
pas

E. ELDERLY AND HANDICAPPED:,
This project will take into
consideration the special
needs of . the elderly...and
physically handicapped persons.

Opening lead Heart four
club ace provided a parking
--tiec-farer's 'last spade The defense's only
other trick was' the trump
ace and Chagas scored his
shaky game
Of course, the defense
could have .dnne better. but
Chagas deserves full marks
for baiting the traps_

II. At the hearing, the
Paducah Area Development
District will afford an opportunity for interested persons
or agencies to be heard with
respect to the social,
economic, and environmental aspects of the project. Interested persons may submit orally or in writing,
evidence and reccraunendalions with respect to said

Bid oi,ith Corn
South holds

4-7-B

project.

III. A copy of the application
for a federal grant for the
proposed project, together
with an environmental
analysis, will be made
available for public inspection at the Purchase
Area Development Office,
Mayfield, Kentucky, prior to
its submission to the United
States" Department of
Transportation.
Henry Hodges,
Executive Director
Purchase Area
Development District

#
K37

•4

North
l•

,+r•

42

South

ANSWER: Two clubs A bit
light for a two over one takeout but a reasonable
choice One no trump followed by (+tubs is acceptable, but one might never

2. Notice

get a safe,opportunity to bid
the clubs

BIBLE CALL
Strengthening our
Faith - 759-4444. Bible
Story -759-4445.

`,n1.1 linage questions
The *re.
i) N,x 12363 Dallas Texas 7S225
sell addressed._viarnpecl envelope
forreols

SORRY, MAAM..I
THINK I WAS ON
CRUISE CONTROL

YES, THAT'S TRUE
MISTER,I
HEAR THERE
ARE LOTS

OF FAKE
MASTER RI ECE5AROUND
CITY
MUSEUM
IOW Unneel Fano.Selooc•le

inc

I MI61-4T AS WELL

GIVE LloON
BEER-CAN FAIR)/

.sgsr.
i

tt

.
-**1101101.adi

\WHAT 5
TooTsiE
MAKING
POP YOUR

IS GOOD)
FOR YOU j

FISH

NEM4ER DO I:- AS
LONG AG THERE'S
MEAT AND POTATOES
TO GO wiTH IT

Din.INER 2

----"GOODBYE,
7APLING5. Rex DO YOUR
. MISS TAGAMA
7MEc2.TOMORROW.

HEAR THAT.
KIT KNOW'5
HER NAME!

KEEP THE ELEVATOR UP
UNTIL I RETURN„. AND
REMEMBER,REX-DoN'T
PLAY WITH
4,‘
44

2. Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KY
DEPT. OF
TRANSPORTATION
BUREAU OF HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
by the Bureau of Highways,
at its office, Frankfort, Kentucky. until 10:00 A.M.
Eastern Standard Time on
the 24th day of April, 1981,
at which time bids will be
publicly opened ,and read
for the improvement of:
SRSGR 81.0000001
Bituminous Surface
Calloway Co., SRS 018
0280 011-013 The New
Concord-McCuiston Church
(KY 280) road from KY 121
(MP 12.683) northerly to
MP 11.683. a distance of
1.000 mile.
Calloway Co., SRS 018
.1828 002-007 The TobaccoKY 893 (KY 1828) Road
from KY 783(MP 2.352) to
US 641 (MP 6.048), a
distance of 3.696 miles.
The Bureau of Highways
hereby notifies all bidders
that it will affirmatively insure that in any contract
entered into pursuant to
this advertisement, nunority business enterprises will
be afforded full opportunity
to submit bids in response
to this invitation, and will
ot be discriminated against
on the ground of race, color
or national origin in consideration for an awar.d..__
Bid Proposals for all projects will be available until
9 A.M. EASTERN STANDARD TIME, FRIDAY, APRIL
24, 1981. at the Division of
Contract Procurement. Bid
proposals for' all projects
wine available at a cost of
$2 each and remittance
payable to State Treasurer
of Kentucky- must- accompany request proposals
(NON-REFUNDABLE). *BID
PROPOSALS ARE ISSUED
TO PREQUALIFIED CONTRACTORS.
Specimen Proposals for all
projects will be available to
all interested parties at a
cost of $2 each (NONREFUNDABLE). Speciman
PrbPosA cannot be used
for bidding.
COMMONWEALTH OF KY
DEPT. OF
TRANSPORTATION
BUREAU OF HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed bids will be received
by the Bureau of Highways.
at its office, Frankfort, Kenlucky, until 10:00 A.M.
Eastern Standard Time on
the 24th day of April, 1981,
at which time bids will be
publicly opened and read
for the improvement of:

The Bureau' of -Highways
hereby notifies all bidders
that itwill affirmatively insure that in any contract
. entered into pursuant to
this advertisement, minority business enterprises will
be afforded full opportunity
to submit bids in response
to this invitation, and will
ot.be discriminated against
on the ground of race, color
or national origin in consideration for an Award.
Bid Proposals for all projects will be available until
9 A.M. EASTERN STANDARD TIME, FRIDAY. APRIL
24, 1981, at the Division of
Contract Procurement. Bid
proposals for all. prolectS
will be available at a cost of
$2 each -and remittance
payable- to State Treasurer
of Kentuckyi must accompany request proposals
(NON-REFUNDABLE). BID
PROPOSALS ARE ISSUED
TO PREQUALIFIED CONTRACTORS.
Specimen Proposals for all
projects will be available to
all interested parties at a
cost of $2 each (NONREFUNDABLE). Speciman
Proposals cannot be used
for bidding.

:

4rfrz,
4r7

11. Instructions
•

es leeks then
ordered waft power
tiller ready for planting.
Also
bushhogging, blade
work. 753-8786 or
753-5699.

Vernon's
Western
Store
Olympic Plaza
!medlar V•sts
Nom $49.95
Reg. S100.00
Opus 9 a.m. WO p.m.
753-7113

Moving? Spring cleaning?
. Have items you dog:t want?
Call New Concord Auction
Barn. We will pickup sell
and mail you a check. Lai;
436-5353.
"MARRIAGE"
t's

a covenant
re God not to
e broken! .Eh.
•:21-31;
Matt.

19:4-9; Mork 10:62.
"DIVORCE"
t's a sin, the work
f Satan, God
ates it! Malachi
:16: Matt 5:312.

Have your Tiny Tot's
picture made at Carter
keep the

Carter Studio

1 304 Main 7538290 1
5. Lost and Found
Lost: Large brown Labrador
Retriever with yellow eyes,
male, wearing 2 collars in
vicinity of western Calloway
County. Reward! Call 7591718.
You are a winner, if your
name is Mr. John W.
Vaughan of Hamlin, _KY.
Call 753-1916 today for
your free classified ad!

6. Help Wanted
A new look in party plan
demonstrations. Excellent
Manager oppty. 14kt gold
and costume jewelry. Free
Hostess Gifts. High weekly
comm. Recruit leads furnished. No invest. Call free
- Lisa Jlry. Co. 1-800-6311258.
Full time Audiologist needed tri medical office. Send
resume to P.O. Box 1040K,
Murray, KY.
Full time secretary needed
in medical office. Send
resume to P.O. Box 1040M.
Murray;KY. Full time nurse needed in
medical office. Send
resume to P.O. Box 1040N,
Murray, KY.
LPN needed for 3-11 and
11-7, shift, excellent, salary
and benefits. Apply in person at Care Inn ofMayfield'
or call 247-0200.
Wanted. Sotheone with a
trailer to live on lot and
take care of yard and
garden, lots, stock barn,
pond, and lot. All rent free.
436-2405.
Want two laborers for 2-3
weeks work $4 per hour.
Call 759-1348

'FIRMER%
MECHANIC
NEEDED
Negotiate with us.
Apply at:
CAIN'S AMC
JEEP &
RENAULT INC.
or call 753-6448.

1981-1982 City Auto Stickers are
now on sale, City Clerk's Office,
City Hall Building.

.71

Will -break and disc
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
7531144..

Bible Facts. Free Store for
the needy. 759-4600.

NOTICE

11

,
tat
.

9. Situation Wanted

7534113

‘,7
4-

*

Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.

Olympic Plozo

PAWN - Buy
58.1.- TRAIN
Open 9 o.m. to8 p.m.

Studio and
change.

20. Sports Equipment

1. Storage Bldgs.

Geld a
Silver
Pelee
Sleep

- Sealed'bids will be received

VARIOUS COUNTIE.S. PMS
00S (24), FSP 121 3W99:
Various Roads. Furnishing
and Installing Traffic Markings at Narrow Bridges. SEE
PROPOSAL FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.

HERE---THI5
ONE 15
REAL

(NC

1. legal Notice

Gditar lessons in my home.
Have references. 753-3686
from 9AM to 3:30PM,
Monday-Friday.
Piano and organ lessons,
music conservatory trained
and - experienced teacher.
Beginning and advanced.
753-7575,

14. Want To Buy
Four 'inch square fence
posts. Call 753-6044
- Want to buy: Used card
' table. Call 474-9729 or
475-2346 after 5 pm. 44
Want to bu9 junk cars: Call
474-8838.

15. Articles For Sale
For sale: Easter rabbit. Call
753-3723, Paul Bailey, Utterback Road.
Galvanized clothes line
posts, 2"x84", holds 7
lines, $16.99 a pair. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Like new, Craig AM-FM
.stered-,1-track, tun table,
and speakers. $125. Also a
Craig AM-FM stereo,
turn table, and
speakers, $50. Also a small
coffee table, $10. Call 7538465.
Mea'_s_jarnde Ale-short
sleeve shirts 50% pOliester,
50% -cotton; 4 button
placket, pocket $8.95;
Wind breakers $5.95; Mesh
summer caps, $1.69.-East Y
Grocery, 753-8786.
Oregan chain saw chains,
3/8" pitch for 16" bar,
$7.99;. for 20" bar, $8.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
-Snapper -mower blades'.
26", 28",- 30" or 33",
$5.99 each. Wallin Hard-ware, Paris.
Typewriters for sale: IBM
Executive Model D; Royal
5000 Selextrix; IBM Selectrix Corrector. Lile Real
Estate, Aurora. 474-2717.
Three fish aquariums with
filters, pumps, and lights.
Call 474-2708.

track,

PAC:

&-

16. Home Furnishings
Commodes, white A-grade,
$43.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.

It Sewing Machines
--Congradulations! Mr. Roger
Wilson of Rt.1,Farmington,
KY your name has been
drawn as one of our
Classified Ad winners!

19. Farm Equipment

The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkins,ville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.
Two matching O'Brien performer skiis, one slalom.
$435. Call 759-1293 after 5
pm.

28. h

Two b
p1etelj
$150
8964

22. Musical
SAVE
Savo 1/5 of now price
on this repossessed
piano. loss than 1
year old. Tokio up
onthly payments.
753-7575

New and used Baldwin
piano and organs, Lonardo
Piano Co., across from the
Post Office, Paris, TN,
Used Spinet piano, monthly
payment, $34.21. Leach's
Music Co. your Lowrey
organ dealer, Paris, TN.
ish you could play
the organ? But have
no organ? We'll %rids,' the organ in your
home at no charge you
pay only for the
lessons.
CLAYTONS
753-7575

24. Miscellaneous
Aluminum Martin houses,
Lynn Grove Market, 4354171.
Brownell nylon No. 21 and
24, $3.29 lb.; No. 9, $3.98
lb.; Berkley McMahon
swivels, $2.45 per 100;
Mustad hooks 1/10,
$11.50 per 1000. East Y _
Grocery, 753-8786.
Lawn mower batteries, 12
volt, 24 month guarantee,
$21.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Oregan bars for Homelite;
Poulan; or Echo chain saws,
16", $16.99; 20",, $19.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Purple Martin houses. 6
MOM,,324991 -12 room,
$36.99; 18 room,- $49.99;
24 room, $59.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
PLANTS. Garden, bedding,
houseplants, fruit trees and
shrubs. Open 8:30-2:00,
mornings, 5-7 PM evenings,
Monday through Friday. 8-5
Saturday. Sunny Acres
Nursery, 901 Johnny
Robertson road, 753-3619
and Murray Sport Marine,
718 South 4th, 753-740G.

26. TV-Radio

Eight row John Deere, no
Assume monthly payment
till planter, like new.
on a new Magnavox t.v.,
$6000. 753-9861.
paying only $7.96 down.
Leach's Music & TV., in the
Four row John Deere
Jim-Adams
planter. Call 436-2269.
shoppingcenter,
Paris,
TN.
For sale: 2840 John Deere
tractor. Call 345-2607.
2-7.Mobile Home Sales
For sale: Walking garden
* 1974 Atlantic, 12x60, 2
tractor. Breaking plow,
bedroom, complete setup,
disc, furrow opener. $500.
excellent condition. Phone
Fred Babcock, 436-2570.
• 345-2411.
Garden plows with wood
1969 Econ. 12x60 mobile
handles, _ double pointed
home, carpeted, intderpinn.-- shovel,, mouldboard, ant. 5ing, with service pole. All in
prong cultivator, $29.99. . good condition. Call 753Wallin Hardware, Paris
6295.
Garden seeder, plants 21
For sale: 12x60 two
different vegetable seeds,
bedroom mobile home, set
$39.99. Wallin Hardware,
up on nice lot 21
/
2 miles
Paris.
from Murray on 280. 1-2476989.
15' Goosertecklrailer with
3 axles for sale. PhoP 48912x58 Scheville, 2
2740.
bedroom, mostly furnished.
$3800. Call 753-8417.
Tillers, 5 hp, chain drive,
Briggs & Stratton engines.
Two house trailers for sale.
$239.99. Wallin Hardware,
both in good condition.
Paris.
753-2493.
Wheelbarrows, $19.99;
28. Mob. Home Rents
$29.99; $42.99; and 69.99.
Mr. Andy Elkins of 1001
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
-Glendale,- -Murray.
is a
20. Sports Equipment winner of a free classified
ad...call 75.3-1916 today!
Remington 243, scope and
case. _ $190. Kenmore:
12x60 trailer for rent. See
range, $125, washer and
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
dryer. $300. Call 753-6910
Court, located Murray Driveafter 4.30
In entrance.
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WANTED: Outreach/Social Worker
needed for Calloway/Marshall County area. Resident of specified area
preferred. Must have car. Knowledge
of social programs helpful. Excellent
fringe benefits.
Send resume' by April 13, 1981 to:
Mary B. Arrattong
West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc.
P.O. Box 736
Mayfield, KY 42066
"An Equal Opportanity Employer"

umi
Po

1,
hon
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28. Mob. Home Rents 34. Houses For Rent 43. Real Estate
; Two bedroom trailer, completely furnished, very nice,
$150 per month. Call 7538964 after 5 pm.

30. Business Rental
Vforebears'
Stever Stmt.
I.,Rest
753-4755
Commercial building or;
Olive Blvd.. formerly University Bookstore. Call 7532967 after 5 pm.

32. Apts. For Rent

Five room unfurnished
house, in the county, $150
per month plus $150
deposit • required. 7533293.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
den, living room, kitchen
dining combination, fenced
backyard with tall hedge for
privacy, concrete patio and
grill.
Excellent
neighborhood, on quiet
street near M.S.U. One year
lease required, $400 per
month. Available June 1,
1981. Call 753-5805 after
5:30 PM.
Three bedroom brick with
garage, $225. 1300 South
16th St. 753-6609.

225 Acres located east al
New Concord. Bottom land
now in wheat, pasture,
young timber, creek,
blacktop road access. Less
than $450/acre. Owner
financing at 10%. John C.
Neubauer, - Real Estate,
1111 Sycamore, 7530101/7531.
Business for sole
ood
grossin
business. Owners out
side interest is reaso
for selling. Ladies Ap
poral, good location.

ShroatApartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 753Waldrop
4109.
35. Farms For Rent
Real
Estate
For rent: 2 bedroom Small farm with barn, brick
townhouse apartment, house, carpet, air, 10 miles
carpet, range, refrigerator, from Murray. $175. 759disposer, dishwasher, 1644.
Hey! Hey! Want a garden
wastier-dryer hookup, cenand a place for a horse? We
tral heat and air. Call 753- 17. Livestock-Supplies have it! A 11
/
2 tract with 3
7559 or 753-7550.
For sale. 2 year old Angus bedroom brick home, barn
with 8 stalls and fenced
For rent: Large duplex, 2 bull Call 753-0967.
bedrooms, located in REE MAR ARABIANS. Book pastors. An additional
private area.' Appliances your good mares for 1981 feature is assumable VA
furnished. Deposit and breeding season. Three loan with small equity and
low interest rate. Let us
lease. Call 753-3343.
stallions. 753-6126.
show you a great investFor rent: 2 bedroom partial- -Two horse walking horse ment. You'll be glad you
ly furnished, close to trailer, -padded stalls. - did. Priced in the $40's. OfUniversity. No pets. DepOsit fiberglass; excellent condi- fered by CENTURY 21 Loretrequired. 753-7809.
tion. Call 437-4299.
ta Jobs, Realtors, 7531492.
Furnished apartments, one 38. Pets-Supplies
or two bedrooms. Also
sleeping rooms. Zimmer- AKC Great Dane puppies,
man Apartments, 'South good bloodline. 753-3749.
AKC Minature Dachshund
16th, 753-6609.
c-hampion
• -Near 1iiiversit
one
bedroom furnished.„apart- bloodlines, smooth haired
BOYIIMAJORS
. Merit, central beat and air, and wire halred:4511 and
.REAL ESTATE
low unities, $120 per mon- $60 each. Call 527-9700
after 4 pm.
753-8080
th. 753-7,114.
Shepherd pupNew duplex, 2 bedrooms, AKC German
"Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"
has all: modern conve- pies, 28 champions, 5
generations. Registered
COMMERCIAL
niences. 753-9400.
.
American Eskimo Spitz
INVESTMENT
One bedroom furnished min.502-554-2153.
Prosperous
apartment, air-conditioned, UcriTedience classes for
wellon 121 North next to Fair AKC.._ competition or_ more restadirant,
, 011-- .
mon ds. Ott 753-31.19.
obediant pet. Boarding
12th St. Large lot,
One bedroom furnished covered runs. 436-2858.
plenty of parking, all
apartment, one block from 41. Public Sale
equipment, fixtures
M.S.U., couples only, no
included. Walk-out
pets, gas heat and water Carport sale! Furniture, transaction. Reason
ceramics,
dishes,
clothes,
furnished. Available April
and lots of other goodies. tor selling - owner'
1st. $150. Call 753-1203.
health.
Two bedroom duplex, cen- Thursday through Saturday,
CHARM,
April
Oh-April
11th.
tral heat and air, outlets for
AND
LOCATION
Panorama
Shores,
turn
left
washer and dryer, built-in
CONVENIENCE
on
Skyline
Drive.
stove and refrigerator.
You'll have it all in
Couples; preferred. fib Pets: - darage sate, 8th, 9th, add
beautiful 3 B.R.,
this
10th,
7
miles
from
Murray
$195 per month. Call 753on Highway 121 South. Nic- 2/
1
2 bath brick home
9741.
Two bedroom -duplex, ali nacs, dishes, tools, toys, in Canterbury. Living room, den with
kitchen appliances, central and lots of bar ains. heat and air. Call 753-8146 Garage sale, Weay. fireplace, spacious
Miscellaneous items, also
kitchen, central heat
or 753-2437.
half bed mattress and sprair-you'll love
33. Rooms for Rent ings, 7-4 at 1501 Dudley and
this one.
Rooms for boys, furnished, Drive_
kitchen facilities, central Yard sale, April
air and heat, available for 8th, 9th, weather permitsummer and fall semester. ting. Household items, odds Once in a lifetime a home
One block from campus, and ends, rugs, black and like this comes along. The
1626 Hamilton. Phone 753- white t.v. Lot 38 Riveria grounds of this stately two
Courts, from 8 AM.
8572 or 436-5479.
story solid brick home gives
the illusin of a private
"estate" within the City
limits. From the entry hall,
-to your right is a warm
spacious living room with
fireplace, to your left is a
charming library with floor
to ceiling bookcases, to the
rear is the formal dining
morn and compact kitchen
with storage in every corTomatoes, pepper, egg plant,
ner. On the second floor,.
caelifieer, brecceil, bream!'proms, lettece,
you will discover three
onion sets, seed potatoes, bedding pleats,
bright airy bedrooms with
Dogwoods, shade trees, fruit tress, grape
the master bedroom having
a4 vines, roses, flower* shrubs, shrubs,
it's own fireplace. This
evergreens, beeseplents, banging baskets,
home has the charm of
Mean violets, mid codes.
yesterday,„the comforts of
today and the conveniences
News 11-6, 7 slays s week
101-782-3414
of tomorrow. Won't you
come and let us give you
- your private tour today? Call
759-1492. Offered by CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
544
-44411 45-5 aim 111•50 es Mod
Realtors.
sy. ton weld 11111 time ad.

n

657-7tF,

Spring Planting Time
Azaleas $1.75
Fruit Trees $4.99

t

Ilatchans
Plant Farm

01•201. pi 535 =Ns, Ere Alt od I

Tomato Sticks
Si Bean Sticks
Limited quantity. First come basis.
At The

Paris/ Henry County Co-op
This Sat. morning, April 11
from 7 till12
Now Taking Applications
For

•

U R -CA L
APARTMENTS

Porde.& Thenwee
Immo)a
Reel Estate
Seetbside Court Sq.
Merrily, Keetecky
'• .153-4481
You have read many ads
about lakefront property so
why not call Ken Shores
Estates for the prices on
lake front lots, or five acre
parcels near the lake, or
one parcel of over 30 acres
with waterfront. Any of
these properties, can be
purchased with a low down
payment and balance
financed at 10% interest.
Ken Shores Estates, 1111
Sycamore St., 753-7531.

M

Northwood Dr., Murray, Ky.

1, 2 and 3 bedroom units. One bedroom
handicapped units.
Apply

Nave a garden
on this nice lot
with a neat two
bedroom home
1.7 miles from
Murray.

flaw.te 1 p.m.

The Village, 641 North
502-437-4157
Equol Housing Op!ortunity

E:P

M E ri E

Xi

7.53-911111

•
RI 41 I%1.%II
& PROPERTY 44ANIALE Alf 14

46. Homes For Sale

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered i3. Services Offered

AI'S Soper Shell
By owner. 3 bedroom brick, For sale Good 350 Chevy, Asphalt driveways and park1 large bath, fully carpeted. automatic transmission, ing lots sealed bySears F.,
UNA 4th Street
ideal'-location. Owner leav- $50 firm Call 753-0219 free estimates tall 75.
Away
2310
between 9 and 5
ing town. Phone 753-2378
C•arpiete
Aut•
Repair. fres tidal with
Beautiful house located ih For sale 1974 LTD Ford Dale Spencers portable
oil and filter change.
sand blasting and painting
Three Call 153-0967.
Gatesbarough.
753.7119d.
bedrooms, 2 baths, living 1973 Maverick, new tires Call 753-6626 or 753-5198
room and den with excellent shape, Almo Experienced carpenter,
fireplace, dining room, 10 across from the-Post Office remodeling and additions. Professional painting,
closets. One acre lot. Call 753-4418
Will consider
other paperhanging, paneling.
753-4494.
work. Commercial or residential
1979 Scirocco, good condi- miscellaneous
20 year experience. Free
By owner: 1505 Oak, 3 tion, excellent mileage. Call References. Call 759-4815
estimates!
759-1987.
den,
bedroom brick, large
FLOOR SANDING. Staining
753-1378 after 5 pm.
built-in kitchen, combinaand finishing. Call 354- SUNBIRO AIRLINES. Daily
tion living room, lots of 50. Used Trucks
commuter flights between
6127. •
sgai
ISM Unned IF*Mum Synd.C.M.
storage, fully carpeted. 1915 C1-5 Jeep with apMurray and Nashville. Call
panic
estate
"Don't look for any real
Must see to appreciate. Call proximately 43,000 mites Fence sales at Sears now 489-2199.
Call Sears, 753-2310 for
489-2513
selling: With mortgages so high there 753-2378 or 753-9818.
free estimate for your Sharpen hand saws and
House, 11
/
2 story, 3 1%975 Chevy Scottsdale, needs.
are no panic buyers."
skill saws. Call 753-4656
bedroonf, full basement, 4x4, loaded with options,
Estate
Real
43.
43. Real-Estate
garage, large' lot, conve- list kit, 11x15 tires, $1600 General home repair• Wet basement? We make
Carpentry, concrete work, wet basements dry, work
• nient to hospital. 708 Elm Call 753-2541
N., 311' acre M L. Corner lot is
plumbing, roofing, siding, completely guarenteed, Call
Street.
Call
753-4710.
on school bus route, block to
1971 ford' pickup, low window and door in- or write Morgan Conlake, 5 miles to store. Rolling
Forest: 3 miles, new tires, 2 tone stallation. Free estimates. struction Co., Route 2, Box
terrain, several shade trees, Sherwood
nice lake view. Rambler home
bedroom, 2 bath brick green, extra, extra nice, No lob too small Colson 409A. Paducah, KY 42001,
has bath, 3 bedrooms,eat in kit- home. Wooded lot/garden
original truck. Call 753- Construction, 474-2359 or or call day or night. 1-442chen, living room combo with
/02
range refrigerator. Home has area, attached greenhouse, 0778 after 5 pm.
474-2276.
paneling, carpeting, oil heat, in- and deck. Well insulated,
Pickup,
straight
1971
Ford
Guttering
by
Sears.
sulation, well water, window air central air, gas
Sears
heat, and shift. Call 1-435-4352
ANOTHER NEW
conditioner, detached carport..
continous- gutters installed
wood
stove.
753-1362
Small
wellhouse.
Duplex
inLISTING
1978 GMC short wheel base per your specifications Call
cludes ranges, refrigerators, before 5 or 753-9866 after
Attractive
3
couches, tables, beds, air condi- 5 pm.
pickup, 6 cylinder, straight Sears 753-2310 for free
tioners chairs. Own a good home
bedroom, 2 bath
shift, topper. AM-FM estimate
US..tNii
.Doine
Dpelif
i
s5.
and collect rent from the Two story, 3 bedroom
"
ester:"
22r7
2eLcsr
t
home approximately
cassette stereo, good gas Heating, refrigeration, and
Duplex. It's all yours for the
home, large lot, located at 'mileage. $3300. Phone
one year old. Located
price 0E350.000.
electrical repair. Bob's
1008 Olive. $21.500. Call
iritsmall subdivision
901-247-5439.
Refrigeration
Service,
753-9775 or inquire at
halfway between
STROUT REALTY
or Will haul driveway white
498-8370
Hazel,
KY,
International
truck
1973
1011
Olive.
Broker
Kennon
L.
Joe
Murray
and
rock and Ag lime, also haye
Bobby
Lockhart.
7-53-7829.
van.
22',
106
model,
good
1912 Coldwater Rd.
Mayfield. Offered in
47.
any type of brown or white
Motorcycles
Anytimel
753-0146
condition, price $2995.95.
WEST
the mid $40's with
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
For sale. 1975 Kawasaki Call (901) 642-7190 ask for
KENTUCKY
work.
Call Roger Hudson,
assumable' loan.
THE PRICE WILL NEVER BE 175, mint_ condition, only ,exten-sion 45 or 37.
ASPHALT
953-4545 or 753-6763.
Phone 753-1222, Kop2350
miles,
asking
$600.
LOWER for lake front proCoating and
perud Realty _for - ---perty: Owner-Wiffltriance-- Optstandmr-'gas---nriteage-:- 51,Campert
sealing
Real Service in Real
unless you're in need of
• toritrattfattdftr-10-19V14
7S3-8163
211-acre 'tract at Wirt • -Catt759.-130r "
Noma Dunn of 1005
Estate!
robfing,
carpentry, or elecown
Build
your
private
1980 Honda CX500 Fairlane Dr Murray KY! K & K Stump Removal.'Do
4-UNIT APARTMENT
trical
work.
New or repair.
retreat
in
this
beautiful Custom, 5200 miles,
BUILDING
She is a winner of a free you need stumps removed All guaranteed. Call Joe,
lake
setting
or
take
advanseveral extras. Excellent classified ad!
Good rate of return
from your yard or land 753-9226 for free estimate.
tage of an excellent invest- condition. Call 753-8078.
on this 2 story, 4 unit
cleared of stumps? We can
ment. Priced to sell quick1973 Midas camper, 18'
rental property.
1979 Honda GL-1000, very self-contained. $2500. Call remove stumps up to 24" Window cleaning, fast serly.
Ask
Spann
for
Wendy
at
Priced in the $50's.
below the ground, leaving vice, satisfaction
good condition Call 753- 753-0593.
Realty Associates, 753- 8856
Assumable loan and
only
sawdust and chips. guaranteed. Free estimate.
7724.
Prowler camper. 19' fully Call for free estimate, Bob Call 753-7140.
owner financing
1975 Kawasaki 500, $550 self-contained. 489-2179.
Two
bedroom
in
Southwest
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob YATES ROOFING.
_
avaiLable,
Needs mmor work _runs_
roofs. new or re-roofing; old
-reasonable -.terms.- --school -distfiet.- -C-a#-Spa-nn-- easy. Call •
Kemp,
Jr. 435-4319.
School bus camper, nice, A767-4756
Realty Associates, 753Phone 753-1222, Kop1 condition. Also 1377 Licenled electrician- and roof removed, replaced, or
between 11PM and lAM
7724.
.
perud Realty.
Chevrolet van, extra clean gas installation, heating in- repaired; hot asphalt built
Suzuki 185 street bike, Call 436-2427
stallation and repairs, Call. up roofs: metal roofs
painted: roof coatings: and
CANTERBURY, 3 bedroom,
Super constructed 2 electric start, luggage rack,
52. Boats and Motors 753-7203,
roll roofing. All types roof
2 bath home designed for
story home with all sissy bars, 1500 miles,
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING repair. References furnishlarge family. Enloy spacious
the luxuries in- $550. Call Steve 767-2978
19' Deckcroft, 85 hp Commercial and residen- ed. 18 years
experience, all
great room with fireplace,
cluding central heat weekdays.
Evinrude motor, used
tial.
Also
sealing,
patching,
work
guaranteed.
Call "The
large kitchen-dining area, 2
and air and Fisher 1979 Suzuki GS-550, 5600
less than 10 hours.
and striping. For estimates Professionals", 753-4596
car garage, and fenced
wood burning stove. miles, excellent condition-,
HATCHER
call 753-153-7.
or 901-642-0158 collect. "
back yard in this nearly new
Located on KY. Lake plexiglass fairing, travel
AUTO
SALES
show.
home. Let us
you toMills-'c
arpettristaltation-:
.
hook-andarliustable
-back
55.
Feed- And Seed with its own eanal
753-4961
day. Call Spann Realty
reasonable
rates,
and boat dock with rest. Call after 5- pm, 753Associates, 753-7724.
guaranteed* labor_ for 'one Purple hull peas. Crossland
year round deep 9567.
1975 Arrow Glass, 18', year. No vinyl please. Call Store: 492-8248, Stateline
water. You must see 1978 Yamaha XS-400 street inboard-outboard, stern
Road.
Gene Mills, 753-0901.
this one!
bike, black and gold, exdrive, 6 cylinder MerVegetable plants, flowering
cellent condition, 6,000 cruiser. Days 753-6068, Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning, shaping, bedding plants, ferns, and
Beautiful spacious miles with lots of , extras
-nights 436-7367.
corr‘olete
removal and hybrid tomatoes, four for
home at the waters Call 436-5347•
15 Foot Crosby bass boat more Call BOYER'S TREE $1.00. Green Plains Church
edge of KY. Lake. It 1979 Yamaha 650 Special.
with trailer. 50 hp Mercury SERVICE for professional Road. 492-8419.
is not only well built, Wadi, like new. Call 759motor, *lay be seen at tree care, 753-8536
57. Wanted
GOOD INVESTsecluded, and restful 4749-after 4 pm.
Darnell Marine, 94 East
MENT
Wanted: Manure loader to
but is maintenance 49. Used Cars
ROOFING
MARINE SERVICE. Evinrude
Three bedroom brick
mount on 135 Ferguson.
free and can bOivid0•11t-Ilp & Shingles
- Johnson - Mercury. OMC
within walking
Call 753-5358_
ed into two separate
References.
All
work
Sterndnve and Mercruiser,
74 Dodge Colt, good
distance of the
living quarters. VWant a home built on your
Murray Sport & Marine, estimates.I•ed. Fr•e
excp.
condition,
University.
This
joy the convenience
lot? No money down. Finan/18
South
4th,
753-7400.
clean, good gas
Coll 751-1851 et
house could be good
of your own private
cing available. Call 4367$3-6581
mileage. $1750 for
investment property
14' Ranger, -70 hp Evinrude
boat dock. $59,500.
5582.
with power-trim, live well,
as a rental, or would
Quick Sale! 767-4441.
Call today for an aprod storage, trolling motor,
be ideal for a young
pointment to see this
canvas cover, drive-on
couple's first home.
gorgeous home.
1968 Buick Skylark, ex- trailer, $1850. 346-2696.
Price just lowered
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Commenity Center)
cellent condition. Call 436$3000 to $32,000.
16' Runabout with 55 hp
Specializing in Senior Citizens
after
5
pm.
2289
Phone 753-1222, Kopmotor, $1200. 753-9502.
Atiorrey-Calkway
1976 Chevrolet, high 161
perud Realty.
Open Hours
/
2 ft. Searay boat, 100
Candy Realty
mileage, extra clean, power hp Mercury
THE OLD
i.Aotor and
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
(502)7534146
steering, brakes, windows, Pamco trailer. Call
COUNTRY STORE
474304N.
1216
St.
seen
Can
be
locks.
$2000.
8-12 753-3685
Lots of good property
2708.
Skerrey. Ky.42071
at 1510_Sycamore._ _
and lots of good
Offered
For
Services
Appointment
53.
*ass Grua - 434-2430
memories go with
1969 ChrySter Newport
-Proolk• Dom- 753-5725
SIDING
ALUMINUM
ALCOA
this unusual listing.
base Bakst -753-2401
Custom, 4-door. - Sedan,
Shirley Inford - 753-3043
Turn of the century
power steering and brakes, or vinyl siding and trim.
Tom Sboodoeler, Aectiesw
General Store with
753-0324
air-conditioned. $450. Call Aluminum trim for brick
houses. Jack Glover, 753Rey A. Rernd-Brekst
all the old display
527-9700.
4401873.
cases and many old
1979 Delta 88, loaded with
1:00 P.M.• RAIN OR SHINE
44.
Lots
For
Sale
furnishings included
equipment, excellent con- Aluminum • Service. . Co..
LOUIS BEYER ESTATE
aluminum and vinyl siding,
in sale. Located in
Lots in Bagwell Manor, will dition, $4000. 753-9400.
Mayfield, Kentucky
work.
custom . trim
finance. Contact Howard
old Almo, property
1974 Chrysler References, Call Will Ed
Extra
nice
LOCATION:
Half way between Mayfield, Ky.
SALE
Brandon,
753-4389
or
753includes a full city
New Yorker Broughm, hard- Bailey, 753-0689.
and Pedeceli, Ky. ea Hwy. 45. At Hilltop Tavern tore
5960.
block. Ideal for
top, nearly new tires. 492Ent ea Mel Baptist Church Reed three -miles te
restaoraht or any
Preserve your family's
46. Homes For Sale 8300.
mil
NM
Copy and
heritage
type retail business
lake house for sale, For sale: 1975 Vega, good
A-frame
RIC
806
Diesel tractor w/cab and duals**IIIIC 706
of
restoration
including its present
2 levels, 2 bedrooms, 1 condition.
photographs at.
w/duals***M.F. 510 Combine w/Cab
Tractor
Diesel
4-speed
use as a General
bath, utility room, large liv- transmission, 31 mpg
and Air, Floating Cutter Bar & Chopper 1967 Ford
Carter Studio
Store, $39,500. Phone
ing room, wood deck on highway, $750 or best of2-Ton Grain Truck w/Midwest Bed & Hoist, New
Kopperud Realty,
front, lake access, in fer. Call 436-2593 even- •304 Main 7 5 3-8 295 • Engine***1965 Chevy 2-Ton Grain Truck willed &
753-1222 for all the
beautiful area. Call 753- ings.
Hoist***1965 Chevy Pickup Truck•••IHC 470-18'
Bob's Home Improvement
details.
0552.
Wing Disc•••9 Tine 3 Pt. Chisel Plow w/Gauge
1977 Ford LTD, power Service. Remodeling, painGal. Fuel Tank va Pump.
Wheels***500
steering, power brakes, air- ting, cement work, general
Allis
Chalmers
$ Row 20" No-Till Planter. A
automatic,
conditioned,.
home maintenenace and in•
"Definite Cream Puff," "lust Like New"
radio, vinyl top, new tires: spections. Free estimates.
41,000 miles, one owner. 753-4501.
New Holland 78 Twine Raler***M.F. -Hay
$2450. Call 753-6235 or Concrete and block, brick
Rake"*M.F. 43-16 Hole Wheat Drill'esIHC 4 Row
753,2276.
Planter w/Fert. AttachmentmIHC 4x16"•3 Pt.
Basement,
work.
low••*Tobacco Scaffold Wagon***(4) 9.00x20
driveways, storm cellars,
Also household,lawn,linkers
Truck Tires(2) 1100x15 Floatation Tractor Tires
1979 Olds Delta 'porches. 20, years exand outdoes's!
& WheelsmPortable Fuel Tank and Pump
88, Royal Coupe.
perience. 753-5476.
***Several
Disc Blades***Several Hydraulic Cylinair.
and
Power
Carpenter. Service. New
ders***Seyeral Log Chains***Several Truck Tarps.
One owner, local.
homes, remodeling,
Inland 2 row Pull-Type Tobacco Setter. I Year Old,
$5,350.00.
Prefesslowel Post Kestrel
cabinets, decks, anything
"Just
Uke New"
quality
work.
with
wood,
PURDOM
Phone 753-0565.
SEE YOU THERE! Come Regardless of Weather!!
OLD9k4OBILE
Mark your calender now and make plans to be
Call BILL'S UPHOLSTERY
PONTIAC
furniture needs.
for
your
with
us Friday, 4^,"!-Ailiblet 1:00 P.M. for the Louis
CADILLAC
Choose from thousands of
Beyer Estate Auction under the rhythm of "The
753-5315
durable scotchguard cloths
Selling Machine." "lames R. Cash Auction Style."!!
and naughyde vinyl. Behind
See You There!!
For sale: 1972 Ford LTD Sta- Dairy Queen. 753-8085.
Termites. You spend thousands of donors for a
TERMS: Strictly Cosh, Cashier's Check or
tionaragon. Call 753-4657 COLDWATER LAWN &
home but never think about termites - they cause
Approved-Check - NO EXCEPTIONS
after 5:30 pm,
the most damage next to file. Hove your home
SHOP.
GARDEN
treated nowl 753-39T4, Kelley's Termite & Pest
For sale: 1973 Pontiac Lawnmowers, Roto-hilers,
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY.
14& Auctioneer
Catalina, 9 passenger chain -saws, expertly
Over 33 years experience. Homli owned and
wagon, perfect running repaired. Pickup and
FANCY FARM, KENTUCKY
operated.
condition, $800 firm. Call delivery available. 489(502) 623-84E6 or (502) 623-6939
753-0219 between 9 and 5. 2853,8 AM to.5 PM.
p.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

FRIDAY, APRIL 10, 1981

WE
TERMITES

FOR DEPENDABLE

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control, Inc.

JAME
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Camel Lights
come out

a

LOW TAR CAMEL QUALITY

LOW TAR
CAMEL TASTE

manewpac
•

Same low tar,
same Camel taste.

oswilez.
a man belongs.

Warning- The Surgeon General Has,Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health
8 mg."tar, 0.8 mg. nicotine ev. per cigarette by FTC method.

•

-

'
4.4;.>.:
•

'•

•••
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PLAN TO ATTEND
ProgressiveFanner®

- SOUTHERN KITCHENS COOKING

ENTERTAINING IDEAS!RECIPES!PRIZES! IN
Murray
State
Lovett Auditorium

Free Gift Bags For All!

Door Prizes Polished By West Ky. Appliance, Showcase,
J. P. Nesbitt's, Dishes N Things, Brenda's Beauty Salon, Jinn
As IGA, Blackford Noose Gallery, Begley's, Big K,
Storey's, Carrico Paint, Save Way, Gronny's Porch, Moray
Softies Center, Otesso, Jonnito's, Pan Handler, Coast To
Coast Hardware, Murray Appliance and Morey Nome & Auto
April tth, 19$1
Appliances ea siege provided by West Ky. Appliance,
Goodyear, Murray Appliance, Ward-Mks. Dining room
grog provided by Wiggins Politer,. Dining roes table setting provided by the Showcase. Patio table settles and teater pieces provided by J. P. NesbiWs

April 9th 7:00 P.M.
These national
the Southern

414

are

you

8.47)
•rmurkw.,

44164'

'•-••• =1,

'...

h

uriECIIOSIICOEYA3 d
P

•

Co-Sponsored By

Mairay Ledger & Times
And
Murray Area Merchants
Free Tickets Available At.
▪ T Feed Warehoese
Ward-Elklas
Coast To Coast
Sig Jeksi's
Jeanita's Flowers
liarroll's FennA No..
Dishes N Things
Bamboo Garden
Breada's Beenety Sake
Wormy Appliance Co.
Showcasen
West Ky. Appliance
-—11
• 111eshitt's
•

WA North A South
Blechfoni Neese Gallery
The Flower Basket
Wiggle's IF wafters
P. N. Kirsch
Murray Nemo & Awe
Boti•T's
Carrke Paint
Big K
Storey's
Save Way
Greamsy's Porch
Merrily Swims Center
Neste
Goodyear

t

Nantitton Beach

A Special Section Of

Murrayf

Ledger & Times

Tuesday, April 7, 1981
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cocoa,
Once in a while a recipe unsweetened
comes along that does dou- chocolate in very concenble duty, but a theme with trated form which makes the
five variations is something chocolate flavor deeper and
special. Make the theme a more, intense. Cocoa is
new version of that All- easier to work with than bakAmerican
favorite„ ing chocolate. And if you do a
chocolate cake, and it's five substantial amount of baking, you'll also save money.
times as exciting!
This Five-Way Chocolate Because 6 ounces of cocoa go
Cake is rich and moist with a as Tar as 8 of baking
fine texture — and it's sim- chocolate.
-Ice the cake with a
ple enough for a novice cook
to prepare in minutes. Best Chocolate Butter Cream
of all, it works as a basic Frosting, drizzle with a glaze
sheet cake, a round three- and chopped nuts or sprinkle
layer cake, tube or Bundt, with powdered sugar. Let
loaf-shape and, of course, the children use colored sprinkles to create "faces"
cupcakes.
The-kET-to-this-versatite"--orotherdesigns-on-theireup-recipe is
versatile cakes.

In one form or another,
this is a recipe you'll want to
make often. It's a great
standby whether you're
planning a special party,
dinner with the family — or
creative activities for a

2 cups buttermilk or sour
milks
Cream butter, shortening
and sugar until light and fluffy. Add eggs and vanilla;
beat well. Combine cocoa,
flour, baking soda, baking
powder and salt. Add to
creamed mixture alternate5-Way
ly with buttermilk, beginnChocolate Cake
ing and ending with dry incup butter or margarine
gredients. Pour into liberally
/
1
2cup shortening
greased and floured pans.
2-1
/
4cups sugar
Bake at 350 degrees F. as
2 eggs
follows:
1 teaspoon vanilla
38-inch layer pans kkto 35
2/3 cup Hershey's Cocoa
minutes
2-1
/
2 cups unsifted all- 1 13x9x2-/
1
4-inch pan 55 to
purpose flour
65 minutes
1-1
/
2teaspppiis baking soda
I tube or Bundt pan 55 to65
-1
/
2tspóónbakliijpöèr iiiliuifes
1 teaspoon salt
29x5x3-inch loaf pans 50 to

60 minutes
3-1
/
2 dozen cupcakes 20 to 2.
minutes. Bake at 375 degrees
F.
°To Sour Milk: Use 2
tablespoons vinegar plus
milk to equal 2cups.
Chocolate Butter
Cream Frosting
(About2Cups)
2/2 cup Hershey's Cocoa
2-2/3 cups confectioners'
sugar

6 tablespoons butter or
margarine r
4-5 tablespoons milk or
water
1 teaspoon vanilla
Combine cocoa and confectioners' sugar. Cream
butter with /
1
2 cup of cocoa
mixture in a small bowl. Add
remaining mixture alternately with milk, beating to
spreading
consistency.
Blend in vanilla.

Has Baskets
Full Of Values
For All Your
Easter.
Holiday Needs.

:•

.

A-7
\

.101

9....

I--111/141Pla.
_

5.Way Chocolate Cake
Try Our
Recipes In
Ironstone Ovenware
•Safe From Microwave
and Regular Ovens
•In Many Lovely
Patterns

Dishes N Things
Hwy.94

753-8738

31 1111
AIWA.

411
-11Q-101Q
1111_---

Wiggins
Furniture
High Quality
Furniture
At The Lowest
Possible Price

Gifts &Accessories
Table Linens
Copper Cennister Sets
Enamelware
Spice Racks - Wicker

COOKING SCHOOL
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Cathy Huffstutler Coordinates School

-77.

L_Q _7 LQ ,

CTILD CV

L'Llcm s

ff,7

Lt.1,

L'71-1

SOUTH
SIDE

, NORTH
SIDE

Cathy Huffstutler

ICEMAKER KIT
INCLUDED WITH
THIS 17.15 CU. FT.
- ENERGY SAVER!
13

TOUIPPED FOO
OPTPCMAL
AUTOMATIC iCRIAM

EXOTIC/ SAVEI SWITC).
tailv,

AZIJUSTAIKE
GLASS SKIMS

-Model CIF 1 7EA

troOd /,

extensoon system

just s599

West Ky. Applianee
Sales—Serviss—Partr
641 N.Across From Smorgasbord 753-4478

We urge everyone to attend the 1981 Southern
Kitchens Cooking School, Thursday, April 9th at
MSU Loveft Auditorium. Pick up your free
tickets at either of our stores.

ci

•

--- -

"KITCHEN TALK"

4_,_ _
1..Have-yoto.ever ;noticed ,Easier,eglits that have o discolored xolk?
'let
eggs,
boil,
Never
This is caused by over cooking at high heat.
them simmer till hard boiled and never let them sit in hot water, this
causes them to be discolored and toughens them.

•To remove excess salt from soup, slice a row potato in the soup
and boil..The potato will absorb the salt.
slip off
*Dip hot beets with the skins on in cold water and skins will
4
easily.
milk for
•If you will rinse a pan with water BEFORE heating the
pan.
the
to
slick
not
will
cocoa, etc.—the milk
by ad*Stretch that chocolate pudding that the kids love so much,
cooked.
has
it
after
llows
ding miniature marshma

"OLD WIVES TALES"

to equal
*Warts can be "charmed off'%y tying knots in a horse hair
it.
burn
or
—
hair
the
burying
then
and
worts
of
the number
*Chickens oiling their feathers is a sign of rain.
will never
*Shake a table cloth out of doors after sunset and you
marry.
*A horse with four white feet brings luck.
it's your
elf your right foot itches you will soon start on a journey, if
wanted.
not
are
left foot you will go where you

"COOKING HINTS"
...shake a can of soup before opening it, and there won't be any lumps. Especially creamed soups.
,

spot'Pierce chicken livers with a fork before frying and they won't
ter when frying.
and the
*Leave - your meringue pie in the oven until it cools
meringue will not weep.
over
*To keep eggs from cracking when boiling, run cold water
water.
into
them
putting
BEFORE
them
stand in several tablespcions
*To make fish smell less fishy. . .let
4 hog.
1
of salt and vinegar for /

"KITCHEN HINTS"

salt
*For butter flavor without the calories, use the butter flavored
.
popcorn
on
salt
,in place of regular
pan, place
*To prevent a meatIoaf from sticking to the bottom of the
loaf in.
meat
the
placing
before
pan
a strip or two of bocon in the
•To keep lettuce and celery fresh longer, keep in an IGA

7

21 Efl L

(=11

t[ril

CU

_7

paper bag.

t±-3

MISIE1BIE

Cathy Huffstutler is a
natural teacher. She speaks
clearly, patiently, and
engvingly. This young lady
froa Leeds, Alabama, near
Birmingham, has found
that the same qualities that
make a good teacher also
good
a
make
businesswoman. As program coordinator for the
SOUTHERN KITCHENS
Cooking School, Cathy
schedules, organizes, then
produces the cooking school
demonstrations in the sixstate mid-South region. of
Georgia,
Alabama,
Mississippi, Tennessee, Kentucky,and Florida.
Cathy graduated from the
University of Alabama with
a degree in home economics
efltreation:-1-Whii.e---40,4he
University; she wps president of the school of home
economics, a position in
which she served as a liason
between students and faculty. After fihishinw her
degree, Cathylook a job as a
home economics teacher in
the St. Clair County school
system for two years. Then
came the opportunity with
the cooking school.
"I love to travel, cook,
-meet people, and feel that
I'm doing something very
helpful. So I guess I have
everything I wanted in a
career. It's hard to believe I
get paid for doing things I enjoy so much."
Cathy admits that coming
into a well established program such as the cooking
school makes things easier,
but'that she also enjoys
working with people who
have never sponsored a
cooking school show,.
"I'm interested in the old
homes of the South, particularly colonial style
houses.So I love being out OR
the road going from town to
town talking with our cosponsors. About the only
thing I miss is being able to
cook. I'm not home enough
lately to do that."
When Cathy is home, she
relaxes with needlework,
crewel, cross-stitching, and
especially
reading,
historical fiction.
"I studied piano for ten
years when.I was younger. I
still like to play sometimes
when I go to visit my
parents. They live about two
miles away from me."
When she's on the road,
Cathy likes to relax on a
beach. "I'm very partial to
Florida. I like any place
where the weather is warm
and flowers are blooming,
but I'm definitely a big fan of
the sun. I travelled to Hawaii
once and I may never
recover from that. I think
I'm addicted to sun and
sand. But I love all of the
South. Every place is so different."

—3
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Strawberry Streusel A Treat

Strawberry Streusel
...Can Easily
Be Whipped Up

cup chopped nuts
Breakfast may be a quick,
la cup firmly packed light
slap-dash meal during the
work week, but weekends brown sugar
14 teaspoon ground cinand holidays offer time and
opportunity to try different namon
12 cup Bama Strawberry,
dishes and experiment withnew recipes. Whether sefv- Cherry or Red Raspberry
ing a family breakfast or Preserves
34
cup confectioners'
entertaining for brunch, food
- .found on the refrigerator or sugar .
12 teaspoon vanilla extract
cupboard shelf can be easily
Preheat oven to 400 deg.
whipped into special dishes.
Make Strawberry Streusel (375 deg. for glass dish(. In
Cake with biscuit baking mix medium bowl, combine
and -strawberry preserves biscuit mix,_ granulated
and serve with your favorite sugar, egg and za cup milk;
tea or coffee. Toast a selec- mix well. Spoon into greased
tion of breads and bagels and 8- or 9-inch square baking
r uick Breed Spread pan.
top,with 9
-tattibil*""
Triiittnit-oftrilitiicerikelli*- Vlit:
and preserves. Or, bake a nuts, brown sugar and cinpancake like Swedish-Style namon; sprinkle over batter.
Pancake and substitute jelly. Spoon preserves over top;
for syrup. Roll bread and bake 20 tio 25 minutes. In
jam into unique French Jam small bowl, blend confecRoll-Ups and sprinkle with tioners' sugar, vanilla and 1
until
sugar. For additional tablespoon. milk
breakfast and other recipes smooth. Drizzle over warm
using jams and jellies write coffee cake.Serve warm.
QUICK BREAD SPREAD
for a free booklet to!"New
(Makes about Ph cups)
Ideas From Bama," P. 0.
1 (8-ounce) package
Box 5748, Maple Plain, MN
cream cheese,softened
55348.
't cup Bama Peach,
STRAWBERY STREUSEL
Pineapple or Apricot
COFFEE CAKE
Preserves
(Makes 9 servings)
Toast, muffins or waffles
2 cups biscut baking mix
2 tablespoons granulated ' In small bowl, beat cheese
and 44 cup preserves until
sugar
fluffy. Stir in remaining
1 egg
preserves. Chill. Serve with
33 cup .pius 1 tablespoon
toast. Refrigerate leftovers.
milk

SINGLE HANDED OPERATION IS A WELCOME AID FOR
BUSY YOUNG MOTHERS WHO SOMETIMES NEED 3 HANDS, FOR THOSE HANDICAPPED WITH-'ARTHRITIS AND
MUSCULAR DEFICIENCIES, AND A GREAT PRACTICAL
GADGET THAT'S FUNE TO USE! •Perfect For Mother's
Day, Too

The

Panhandler

insulate Now And
Cut Costs On Your
Electric Bills
lanetDoes I write

Recipe

•Pdd Insulation
& Windows
•tidd Storm I:loon
Condition
System In lop
*Keep Cooling
*Keep fillets Clean
Water
.Use Cooks &
possible
wakr
.Use coolest

Insures
A Proper Mixture Bills
over Electric

A Good Recipe For
Anyone To Follow

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative-Corporation
Murray-Mayfield

Pictured above is Don Cherry, Store Manager, showing '
two customers the fine quality of produce that can be
found at

COOKING SCHOOL
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Linda Ullian Is
Home Economist
Some people know from an
early age just what they
want to do with their lives,
and Linda Ullian of the
SOUTHERN KITCHENS
Cooking School is a classic
example. Even as h child,
Linda's interest in food and
nutrition had begun to
blossom as she helped her
mother and grandmother
prepare meals for the fami•
ly.
Blend any quantity of
kitchen talent.with an equal
amount of desire to travel
and you have the • ideal
SOUTHERN KITCHENS
r:.'t

,

Grate onions. Press the
potato shreds firmly in a colander to remove as much
moisture as possible. Return
grated potatoes to mixing
bowl and add onions, egg,
and seasonings. Mix well. Heat margarine in a skillet
and add a generous spoonfuf
-of potato mixture for each
pancake. Cook over
moderate heat until golden
Rinse and peel potatoes brown an both sides, turning
and grate into a mixing bowl once. Cook the pancakes
containing a solution of abOut 4 at a time, adding
margarine if
FRUIT-FRESH (3 rounded more
tablespoons FRUIT-FRESH necessary. Garnish %kith
per 2 quarts water) to com- lemon slices, apple sauce, dr
pletely cover potatoes. This sauteed,.rpushrooms.._ yield:
WITI"k6eViiolitOes. white and Serves 4, about 16 small panalso remove excess starch. cakes.

-4-5 potatoes
FRUIT-FRESH
Water
1 onion, grated
1 egg, beaten
1 teaspoon salt
1 4 teaspoon pepper
•4 teaspoon nutmeg
1 tablespoon margarine
Applesauce, mushrooms, or
lemon for garnish

sound like an impossible
task, and if you don't do it
right, the interchange can
seem very impersonal. But I
can usually get a feel for my
audience right away, and
then I like to perform to their
tastes." --During -the course of the
program, Several members,.
of the audience are invited
onstage to sample the dishes
prepared. Linda feels that
this helps strengthen the
rapport between herself and
the audience.
"I really enjoy traveling to
new •laces meeting Few

;•"'

economist. Season with a
friendly, helpful personality,
garnish with showmanship,
and you have Linda Ullian.
Add an irresistible topping,
add lots of intelligence.
Linda is an honors
graduate. of Florida State
University, where she majored in food and nutrition.
Despite her youth, Linda is a
veteran home economist and,
held several positions of
responsibility at Florida
State University, with • the
Florida Extension Service,
and with the Brevard
Hospital in Melbourne,
Florida.
Relating to an audience of
a thousand or more people
during the Cooking School
show is the challenge that
Linda loves best.
The evening should be
entertaining as well as instructive," Lind4. says.
"Trying to become friends
with a large audience may

recipes," Linda says. "I live
the feeling that I'm constantly learning new things.
Every part of the South has
its own subtle differences, its
own charm. The food is part
of that localized atmosphere,
so I always come away from
a place with a sense ofQhaving learned something
myself. I'd hate to that of
myself as just a wind-up
recording who talks and
teaches well but never
listens. I don't think we'd be
as well received as we are if
that were the case."
Travelling for the
SOUTHERN KITCHENS
Cooking School requires a lot
of time, but in her off hours,
Linda enjoys seafood and
sunshine; horseback riding,
swimming, tennis, and shopping for antiques.
You won't want to miss the
show. It's-a real evening out
that you can bring back
home with you.

Making German
PotataRancakes

SAVE-SAVE-SAVE!

D & T Warehouse Foods
You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town
Prises

,

April 7 tiers April 13

Edwards

Jumbo Roll

Sausage
$1 18

Towels
49c -

1 Lb

Lynn Grove
Large

20 Lb.

Potatoes
$276

CORNING wane

Eggs

69c
Martha White

Richtex

RANGE TOPPERS Cookware goes from refrigerator to heat source
without breaking. Must see to believe this new
discovery in cooking. 7 piece set-different patterns.

Bulk Carden Seed
New Hours Mon.-Sat. 7-7

.
1

Harrells Farm &
Home Supply
Hwy 94 East Murray

Ph. 753-7862

Shortening
16 SAVE!T
0
$1
42 Os.

Meal

96c

Pepsi Dr.Pepper
Mt.Dew.
7 Up Or
8Pak
16 Os.
Plus
Deposit

Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri.-Sat 8-8

5 Lb.

4a

Across From Murray Drive-In
• II
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Murray Home
& Auto
Popular Colonial Dishes Return
Some topular Because Of Shortages

•
Even though cooking
methods and appliances
have changed dramtically
since colonial days, we still
enjoy recipes that originated
years ago. Some of the more
popular colonial recipes
came about because of shor•
tages or surpluses in food
supply.
For example, certain
meats were in short supply
in the 1700's, but chicken was
. plentiful. Cooking methods
.were limited to roasting or
boiling, when meats were
simmered in broth until
done. One early homemaker
used much imagination to
ttrirt
intirCold
Curried Chicken Breasts
with a creamy gelatine
glaze. She used broth to
make .sparkling gelatine
cubes to surround the dish.
While the chicken or main
dish cooked;-there was ample time to prepare a fresh
-loaf -of 'bead. Although
many cooks couldn't afford
to make leavened bread, on
special occasions they made skin. Chill. Strain and
a crumbly, warm Sally Lunn reserve 4 cups broth. Let
loaf, baked in a tube pan. broth cool to room
The following recipes are temperature. Soften gelatine
variations of those recipes in broth. Over low heat, stir
to completely dissolve
used in the 1700's.
gelatine. Pour 3 cups of
CURRIED CHICKEN
gelatine mixture into a 9x9BREASTS
inch pan; chill. Stir cream
(Makes 8 servings
into remaining 1 cup of
6 cups water
5 teaspoons
Wyler's broth. Chill about 45 minutes
Chicken-Flavor
Instant or until almost set; stir occaBouillon OR 5 Chicken- sionally, Spoon creamy mixture over chicken breasts to
Flavor Bouillon Cubes
3 tablespoons curry glaze. At serving time, cut
• powder
clear gelatine into cubes. Arrange chicken and gelatine
dash pepper
4 whole 'chicken breasts, - cubes on serving plate. Garnish with pimiento.
split
3 envelopes unflavored Refrigerate leftovers.
gelatine
SALLY LUNN
1 cup 1 1 2 pt. ) whipping
(Makes one 10-inch
cream
tube bread)
4 cups sifted all-purpose
Pimiento
In a 5-quart saucepan, flour
1 2 cup sugar
combine water, bouillon,
2 teaspoons salt
curry powder and pepper;
2 ('4-oz:) packages active
bring to a boil. Add chicken;
simmer,covered, 45 minutes dry yeast
or until fork-tender. Cool
1 cup milk .
slightly; remove bones and
'2 cup shortening

Phone
753-2571

TRU•TEST
, rimaa
h
1i-Cr
/
9
8

GALLON
-
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"
A- °to

7/43

A A..

Phone 753-3880
917 Coldwatee—Murray, Ky.
OUfl

"
9
9
g
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I
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4
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GALLON
•
•
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•,o, •
•

:sow
No.. wow

MARVELUSTRE® SEMI-GLOSS
High-traffic rooms need the protection .af a tough finish like

marvetusrre. Grease, steam and-finger marks won't marthepirror-smooth look. Covers in one coat. 12/E

SAT-N-HUE® FLAT LATEX
3 eggs
In large mixing bowl, combine 1'3 cups flour, sugar
salt, and yeast. In small
saucepan, combine milk and
shortening; heat until very
warm (about 120 deg.):
(Shortening does not need to
melt.) Blend warm mixture
into flour mixture; beat at
medium speed for 2 minutes.
Gradually add 2/3 cup of remaining flour and eggs and
beat at high speed for 2
minutes, constantly scraping sides of bowl. With
wooden spoon, completely

stir in remaining flour. Batter will be thick but not stiff.
Cover and let rise in a warm
place (about 85 deg.) until
doubled in bulk, about
hours. Stir dough down with
wooden spoon. Turn dough
into a well-greased 10-inch
tube pan. Cover and let rise
again, about 45 minutes, until almost doubled in bulk.
Bake at 350 deg. for 40
minutes or until lightly
browned. Run knife around
inner and outer edges of
bread and turn onto rack to
cool.

Provides a velvety flat finish, covers most surfoces with one
coat. High-hiding and scrubboble, Sat-N-Hue* is thick and .
creamy, so there's less dripping. 12/P

LATEX RAT
WALL PAINT
41 Colors
8. White
High-hiding formula for
most surfaces. Flat finish
is waihable. Usually
covers in one coat. Utensils cleanup in soap
& water. A

7.98

GALLON

Attend The
Cooking School

44 Colors
& White

Fun-Recipes-Prizes
Win This Portable Electric
General Electric Mixer From

E-Z KARP)"
LATEX FLAT
INTERIOR

iuTuiWa's
4"

Ssat t.'effc

Both SAT-N-HUE®
and MARVELUSTRr
are available in 44 MATCHING
COLORS AND WHITE

04
)41.1.14HM11
.

"The Perfect Touch For
Your Beautiful Meal"
A Center Piece
from juanita's

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

12.98

Most stains, grease and
grime can't readily penetrate its tough surface.
Dries fast to a soft,
smooth,scrubbable finish.
Lasting color means less
heed to repaint. Ideal
for walls and woodwork
in every room. Soapy water cleanup.
GALLON

CoasttoCoast
TOTAL HARDWARE
Coast To Coast
Total Hardware
Central Shopping Center
Open:
Hwy.641 N.
Mon.
-Sat.
9-9
Phone 753-8604
1-6 - un.

KLEENZ
Brush and roller cleaner
soaks deep, works fast.
Water tins.
able, KE- I

OMIT

STRIPZ
-DV!
R•moies all types of
Paint, varnish al more
Water rins
able SE-1
OUART

3
.98

COOKING SCHOOL

Carrots Crop Up woo
In Many Dishes
Vegetables come in a
1 teaspoon ground cinvariety of shapes and sizes, namon
and, with the current in3cups quick oats
terest in naturally good food,
11
/
2cups grated carrots
they're often included in
1,12 cup raisins
everything from soup to
1 tablespoon grated orange
dessert.
rind.
Take the colorful carrot
On large bowl of electric
for example. Cut in mat- mixer stir margarine to
chstick shapes, carrots can soften. Stir in sugars. Beat in
be kept "on ice" for crispy eggs and corn syrup. Stir
snacks. Peeled, sliced and together flour, baking
cooked, they'serve as the powder, baking soda, salt
vegetable dish withthe main and- eittaamon: add to.
aourse,With all the creative Matgaline -Mixture. Stir In
cooking that's going on, oats, carrot, raisins and
however, why not try some orange rind. Drop by /
1
2teasnew recipes developed in the poons onto greased cookie
!Caro corn syrup kitchens?
sheet, 1-inch apart. j3ake in
On their own, carrots are 400 deg. F oven 8 minutes, or
more flavorful if they're until edges are lightly
cooked in a mixture of browned. Makes 7 dozen.
bouillon, corn syrup and
Note: For larger cookies
water. At the end of cooking
use 1 heaping teaspoon
time,some of the water will dough Makes.3/
1
24ozen.
have boiled away, and the
Carrot Pecan Pie
vegetables will be left with a
1 unbaked (9 inch) pastry
shiny glaze.
shell with high fluted edge
In desserts, team carrots
3eggs,slightly beaten
up with other healthful in1 teaspoon ground cingredients like raisins or namon
nuts. Filled with Vitamin A,
3/
4 teaspoon ground ginger
this popular vegetable adds
1/2 teaspoon salt
flavor and texture to an old
1/2 teaspoon ground cloves
fashioned oatmeal raisin
1 can (13 ce) undiluted
cookie spiced with cin- evaporated milk
namon. Another unusual
1 cup mashed cOoked cartwist on the vegetable rots
dessert theme calls for car1 cup Karo dark or light
rots in a pie.
corn syrup
1 cup coarsely chopped
pecans
Carrot Cookies
In medium bowl stir
/
1
2cup margarine
together eggs, cinnamon,
1 cup brown sugar
ginger, salt and cloves; stir
1,2 cup sugar
in evaporated milk, carrot,
2eggs
/
1
2 cup Karo dark or light corn syrup and then pecans.
Pour into unbaked pastry
corn syrup
shell. Bake in 350 deg. F oven
2 cups unsifted flour
2 teaspoons baking powder 1 hour or until knive inserted
in center of filling comes out
1,2 teaspoon baking soda
clean.
'2 teaspoon salt

rousimeimmissiiimatoolveNt
Indoor
Or

Outdoor

1

Bread Spread Can
Help Make Dinner
Preparation Easy

Carrot Cookies

Pizza Comes
To The
Dinner Table
Pizza, that versatile
Ameritan favorite food, is
made in a variety of ways.
There are those who like the
corner stand, thin-crust
slices smothered with
everything: anchovies, peppers, cheeses, mushrooms,
and drippy tomato sauce. At
the other extreme, some
purists demand a-thick crust
and topping'with only one or
two ingredients.
Hamilton Beach has
perfected a one-dish meal
pizza that can be made easily and quickly at home with
the aid of small appliances.
A standard bread dough
made in a stand mixer, with
dough hook attachment and
the simple addition of spices
presents a delicious crust

Cooking Can
Be Lots Of Fun
Come See Our Accessories

*Canvas Chairs
I *Picnic Baskets
*Unbreakable Dishes
and
*Glasses In Beautiful
a Bright Summer Colors
1

OP900 GAn•E11
1914 Coldwater Rd. 753-7791
iniff•Dii•IPONOVIIIIMOilleneliala

wnicri is fitted into a cast
iron skillet.
Filling here includes
Italian sausages, onion and
pepperl, tomatoes and
cheese, but could also contain other favorites as well.
Filling ingredients are
chopped, shredded, sliced
and grated in minutes in a
Food processor.
The result is a tantalizing
blend of flavors encased in a
crusty bread with the right
degree of softness in the
center. With the addition of a
green salad, this is a
satisfactory meal, meeting
all the nutritional requirements.
As a late night snack or for
after the game gatherings, it
is sure to receive rave
notices.

DINNER kr
1 cup
MADE EASY
A Sandwich For
When its dinner time and
Your Champion
preparation time is short,
Everyone is a champion at
begin with bread and "the
something. Maybe you are a
Bread Spread," Miracle
champion tennis player, or
Whip salad dressing. You
cook, oreven an exceptional
can create masterpieces, executive. Whatever, your
like Deluxe Dinner Sandwich
forte- or "Champion" activiwith little effort. The Kraft ty is, you will find the
chottL..
,Akbeagreated tbg Delexe - ptott",,Saittlilich 'to be—the
Dinner Sandwich by taking
perfect meal for you and
the basic roast beef sand- your family of champions.
wich and adding zip, by
The Kraft Kitchens
beginning and ending with • created this sandwich to be
Miracle Whip salad dress- satisfying and delicious.
ing. With the following Begin with Miracle Whip
recipe, you can create salad dressing and you too,
Deluxe Dinner Sandwich can create sumptious satistonite.
fying sandwiches.
Deluxe Dinner
Champion
Sandwich
Sandwich
- Whole-wheat bread slices
6 hard-cooked eggs,chopped
Miracle Whip salad dressing
1.4 cup chopped celery
Roast beef slices
14 cup chopped stuffed green
Natural Swiss cheese slices, olives
cut in thirds
Miracle Whip salad dressing
Red onion rings
Salt and pepper
Dill Pickle Sauce
16 rye bread slices
For each sandwich,spread 8 broiled ham slices
slice of bread with salad 18-oz. pkg. natural Swiss
dressing. Top with roast beef cheese slices, cut in half
slices, cheese slices and Lettuce
onion.Serve with:
Combine eggs, celery,
Dill Pickle
olives and enough salad
Sauce
dressing to moisten; season
2 cup Miracle Whip salad
to taste. For each sandwich,
dressing
cover slice of bread with egg
12 cup chopped dill pickles
sal-ad, ham, cheese and let1 tablespoon milk
tuce. Top with remaining
Combined ingredients: mix bread slice spread with
well. Chill.
salad dressing.

Cooking School Special

Compact Chest Freezer
sa.pric. 1 9700 mom tw 5
Certvenient Ski used Writ Priced For Smell Family
Just the right sizef 5.09-cu.-ft. of convenience less than 25"
in width. Adjustable temperature control. Textured steel, counter-balanced lid. Resists scratches.
Geed Uri Servo*

Uncle Jeff's
Shopping
Center
Ph.
753-4582

41=11."—an
THE SAVING PLACE

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

COOKING SCHOOL
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'Modern
Slow

any"
• •
\iicROWAVE OVEN

Slow cooking — simmering at low heat for a long
time — is probably the second oldest form of cooking.
(the first being roasting over
an open fire). Archaeological evidence suggests that this type of cooking _dates_ as _far bark.
25,000 B.C. in colonial
America, slow cooking
evolved into' the one-pot
meal simmered slowly over
the hearth in a large cast
iron kettle.
The Crock Watcher is today's updated version of the
old-fashioned slow cooking
method. Further, it gives
new freedom. Simply combine the ingredients as
specified, set the dial to the
desired temperature, and
the cooking takes care of
itself.
Slow cookers have
economical features in that
they can utilize cheaper cuts
of meat and consume less
energy than a stove or oven.
Meats and vegetables retain
nutritive value and flavors.
BEER BEEF STEW
3 tablespoons cooking oil
4 large onions, sliced
4 pounds stew beef, cut in
1-inch cubes
L4 cup flour
1 teaspoon salt
teaspoon peppes
1 bay leaf
1-4 teaspoon thyme
1 7-ounce can or bottle beer
2 teaspoons instant beef
bouillon granules dissolved
in 1,3 cup water.
Combine onions and cooking oil in removable liner.
Place liner in base. Cover
and cook on High 30 to 40
minutes or until onions are
soft. Coat meat with mixture
of flour, salt and pepper. Add
meat and all other ingre. clients to removable liner in
base. Cover and cook on
Auto 6 hours; low 7 to 9
hours; or high 4 hours.. To
thicken sauce for gravy, uncover and cook on high 20 to
30 minutes before serving-.
Serve over noodles.,
Makes8 to 10 servings.

Model RR-10A

Buy a 700-watt Radarange Oven
Model RR-10A, RR-9TA or RR-8B,enjoy
Amana speed and convenience, AND
get these exciting Amana accessories
at NO EXTRA CHARGE!
Atmansta-cieivettifj-e
MICROWAVE OVEN

Microwave Coffeemaker
A $29.95 Offer
AntanaT,„,2471457vcany,e
MICROWAVE OVEN

Enjoy these Amana
Radarange advantages:
1 Exclusive Rotawave(TM) cooking
system cooks most foods faster
and with better food quality than
ever before.
2. 700 watts of cooking power cooks
most foods in just one-fourth the
usual time.
3. Large, stainless steel interior is
easy to clean; will not rust, chip or
corrode.
4. Exclusive choke seal door gives
Amana ovens proven safety.
5. Full 5-yearrnagnetron warranty.
6. Cookmatic power control allows
you to adjust cooking speed to
match the food.
7. Automatic temperature control
allows you to cook to and hold at
the temperature you want.
8. Easy-to-use controls make
cooking simple, fast and
convenient.
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!

Country Cooker
A $29.95 Offer
Arnaitaa4;1422r,
mICROWAVE

OVEN

Popcorn Popper
Pops corn fluffy light in just 4 minutes
without oil, stirring or shaking.

A $29.95 Value

Hurry! Offer ends April 30, 1981

If
Ot-vr• ."44"0", -11,611r47frfrhpa....

"ItIRRAY 'N-T

$
rota/ V 98s
at NO alue
E
CH xTRA
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